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ABSTRACT

Sprawled on a Brook.lyn brownstone, yellowed paint reads, "Suicide Jesters." Fading
black letters splattered on the side of a local Knoxville bar also confess, "Suicide Tendencies.''
As the real world is both compelled and repelled by suicide, so loo have playwrights such as

Henrik Ibsen, Lillian Hellman, and Marsha Norman found it an alluring and provocative
subject. Their works, Hedda Gabler, The Childr~'s Howr, and 'mght, Mother, respectively, were
influenced by modem psychology and the nineteenth century's rising concern for fair treatment
of women-at home, in education, and under the law. They depict female characters whose
suicides represent both a rebellion against patriarchal oppression and a movement toward
female autonomy in a world which refuses to define woman in any way other than by her
relationship with man.
This study examines female suicide in drama, from both male and female perspectives,
beginning with Ibsen's Hedda Gabler (a nineteenth-century precur.;or of modem female suicide),
and continuing into modem American portraits of women's suicides in Hellman's The Childrtn's

Hour (critically acclaimed both in the early and middle part of the twentieth century) and
Norman's 'night, Mother (a contemporary example of female suicide). Approaching its
investigation from a feminist perspective, this project uncovers the signs of female suicide,
interpreting both method and meaning of the protagonist's death. It employs some theatre
semiotics, explores relevant myths, analyzes key scenes, and identifies recurrent motifs of
"housing" (especially "house• as the female body), "invalidism," "waiting." and "acting." all of
which are crucial to our understanding of the protagonist's motivation for self-destruction.
By examining the relationships of these protagonists to other important characters who,
to

varying degrees, represent patriarchy, this study identifies patriarchs and

their

"agents"-those female characters who threaten, undermine, invalidate, and attempt to squash
the heroine's rebellion. It finds the mysterious suicides of Ibsen's Hedda Gabler, Hellman's

Martha Dobie, and Norman's Jessie Cates to be angty responses to patriarchy as well as
assertions of the heroine's will to control her own body, mind, and destiny.
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INTRODUCTION

Having once acted the part of one of the "Losers" in Brian Friel's LPc,ers (1968)-a play
about two couples, one of wnom commits suicide-I feel I have an affinity for the female
suicides in Henrik lb5en's Hedda Gablo (1890), Llllian Hellman's The Children's Hour (1934), and
Marsha Norman's 'night, Matha (1983).

Since I acted in the play, I have become more

conscious of the symbolic possibilities of suicide as a moral victory. The lives and deaths of

--

the females in the aforementioned plays illustrate one of world's great paradoxes: that living
may be a form of "'dying" and tha~).'!!'_g_~__y, indeed, generate a ldnd of "'life." Friel divides
his play into two sections, "Winners"' and "Losers." Each section depicts the struggles of two
couples for whom life provides no solace. The part I played in Friel's drama was that of a
woman destined to live out her life, along with her husband, in misery and captivity. Friel
counterbalances his ''losers" section with -Winners,"' a young couple who jpintly commit suicide
by the play's end. Granted, this theme of somehow "Winning" by tilting one's own life is not
particularly new, though it is as compelling today as it was yesterday. This paradox, in part,
is what this dissertation explores-that suicide may be an assertion, albeit an angry one, of
"1ife," a desire not to succumb to the ranks of the ·walldng-<lead," but to exercise freedom, to
become one's own person.
Spanning the late nineteenth century up to and including the latter part of the
twentieth century, the plays selected for this study have enjoyed considerable notoriety, both
on and off the American stage. Ibsen's Hedda Gabler continues to be performed and
anthologized and is considered, by most theatre-goers and critics, already a theatre classic.
Adept at creating rebellious females for the stage who flaunt themselves in the face of
convention by eschewing roles patriarchy prescnoes, Ib5en sets a precedent in Halda Gabler for
the female suicides American women playwrights will depict in the twentieth century.

Though it has been criticized for its 1esbian theme; an ingredient which may have
deprived it of the Pulitzer Prize for which it was nominated, Hellman's~ Childrm's Hour has
achieved considerable success on the stage and has been highly praised in drama circles (as
evidenced by many nominations and theatre awards). Indeed, Hellman has established herself

as probably the most prolific, and certainly the most famous American female playwright in
the twentieth century. As a matter of fact, when Gayle Austin undertook a search for plays
by American female playwrights for her dissertation, "Feminist Theory and Postwar American
Drama," she was surprised at their number and delighted "that there were women playwrights
other than Lillian Hellman . .. •

(29).

Perhaps Hellman's popularity stems from her ability to

fuse psychology and sociology in her female portraits. Her female suicide in The Children's

Hour, Martha Dobie, is what Sharon Friedman refers to as a victim of ~~~1)"_5._gansgression
of the psyche" (272). Though Friedman's theory that Hellman's protagonist is both a
psychological and a social victim seems correct, she fails to recognize that Martha is not just
a victim; she is also a

~

As Olarles Reese points out in his dissertation, "Lady Bright and

Her Children: Contemporary American Gay Drama," Martha represents "the O!'l.Y ~~lgtowledged
lesbian in American drama prior to the sixties" (17). lnis fact, in itself, suggests that Hellman
breathed rebellious fire into Martha, just by virtue of having made her a possible lesbian.
Martha flaunts social conventions just as her predecessor Hedda Gabler once did.
The psychological aspect of the rebellious woman is just as apparent in Norman's

·,.Jght, Mother which, unlike Hellman's play, did receive the Pulitzer. In Kate Stout's article,
"Marsha Norman: Writing for the 'Least of Our Brethren'," Norman explains her goal in
creating such a complex psychological portrait as is Jessie Cates:
What I wanted to do was get as close to the line of thought that produces an
action like Jessie's (the suicidal daughter) and to try to understand how she
might have felt. ... We are generalfy cheated of any firsthand knowledge of
how suicides feel. And in a sense that is something of what I think I can
contribute as a writer. (29)
What Jessie Cates represents is a new kind of rebel, one who not only rejects the patriarchal
"father's" claim to her life and body, but who also, symbolically, displaces the supernatural
"Father" by considering her suicide as valid as Christ's (18).'
Together, Hedda Gabler, The Children's Hour, and 'rright, Mother provide a representative
sampling of female suicide from both a male and female point of view. The latter two plays
show clear signs of Ibsen's influence, thus bridging the gap between the nineteenth century
and present day portrayals of female suicide, but they demonstrate significant ways in which
the female consciousnesses of Hellman and Norman diverge from the point of view of Ibsen,
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as well as from one another. I share with Sharon Friedman a desire to identify feminist
concerns in American drama; her dissertation, "Feminist Concerns in the Works of Four
Twentieth Century American Women Dramatists: Susan Glaspell, Rachel Crothers, Lillian
Hellman, and Lorraine Hansberry," seelcs to delineate a feminist perspective (xiii) by examining
those "issues, attitudes and values" peculiar to the female experience presented from
specifically a female point of view:
This point of view portrayed in literature would consider female experience
(depicted in relation to women characters) not only in terms of an individual
woman's life history, but in terms of the ways in which women's designation
as a group affects an individual woman's thought and behavior, and leads her
to develop a "feminine consciousness"-not simply an awareness of one's
identity as a woman, but a world-view which is profoundly affected by a life
lived as a woman. (vi)

Though I share with Friedman an interest in identifying female concerns in the lives
of women characters, unlike her, I am intent on tracing what I perceive to be a "consciousness"
of women's concerns on the part of a male as well-Ibsen.' The feminU'le concerns evident in
Ibsen's works are carried on through the "female consciousnesses" of playwrights such as
Hellman and Nonnan in the twentieth century. An examination of these feminine concerns
as they develop from the nineteenth to the twentieth century provides us with an overview
of the issues which affect female suicide in modem drama. Aware of Harry Slochower's
warning against the critical fallacy of considering literary depictions of characters as "real"
(393-94), nonetheless I believe that these female dramatic portraits both mirror and comment
upon the attitudes and values of their day. In short, they comment upon the attitudes and
values of patriarchal society at different points in time. I acknowledge that my approach to
this study is that of a feminist and that my "reading" of female suicide will be influenced not
only by my gender, but by the attitudes and values of my own time. As Bonainy Dobree
observes in &storation Tragtdy, 1660-1720, "the tragedy of an age is the surest indication of its
temper" (10). One of the aims of this dissertation is to

mtrlSUrt

the temper of our times, but

'I shall not attempt to become embroiled in the critical argument as to whether or not
Ibsen was a "feminist," as that is not my purpose here. For a recent example of this
controversy, see letters by Michael Werth Gelber and Joan Templeton in PMLA, May 1989.
3

before doing so, it is important that the reader understand the development of female suicide
in drama prior to the nineteenth century.
Ever since Antigone hanged herself, audiences have been trying to unravel the my:aery
of female suicide.

Rather than "sewing" her life to Haemon's, the threads of Antigone's

wedding garment gird her neck in a marriage to death. Her struggle between love and duty,
pitting her obedience to the gods and her love for her brother against the law of the State,
hems her between two male-dominated spheres. According to Nicole Loraux in Tragic Ways
of Killing a Woman, the deaths of women in classical dramas (e.g. Jocasta, Deianira, Alcestis,

Evadne) are solidly linked to their relationships with men-their deaths either confirm or

reestablish their "connection with marriage and maternity":
They are free enough to kill themselves, but they are not free enough to escape
the space to which they belong, and the remote sanctum where they meet their
death is equally the symbol of their life-a life that finds its ireaning outside
the self and is fulfilled only in the institutions of marriage and maternity,
which tie won-en to the world and lives of men. It is by men that women
meet their death, and ii is for men, usually, that they kill themselves. By a
man, for a man: not all texts make the distinction, but Sophocles is careful to
mark it-in the Antigo11t:. . . .(23)

In "Speaking Silences: Women's Suicides; Margaret Higonnet asserts that Antigone's suicide
was perceived as "masculine" (occurring within a masculine frame of power and value>-as
were other instances of classical female suicide, such as those of Oeopatra, Arria, and
Hasdrubal's wife (70). Antigone's suicide, deemed an heroic act, directly relates to her
relationship with important male figures about whom she cared. By the tiire Shakespeare's
Lady Macbeth appears on the stage, woman's allegiance to these male-dominated spheres again
is tested. Even the delicate flower Ophelia, driven finally to madness, is tom between her

loyalty and duty to one patriarch and her love for another. Because her suicide is tinged by
her "madness; Ophelia's self-inflicted death lacks the heroic stature that was Antigone's.
Higonnet suggests that the suicidal solution, which became known as the •aphelia complex"
in the nineteenth century, "is 1inlced to dissolution of the self, fragmentation to flow. The
abandoned woman drowns, as it were, in her own emotions" (71). 1ne ·madness" which was
Antigone's-the result of her stalwart will-becorres bot11 minimiz.ed and literalized: far from
heroic, she is merely a woman weakened, driven to madness and death.
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Just as Loraux links worren's deaths in classical dramas, . including their suicides, to
important relationships these characters have with males, so too is Ophelia's suicide linked to
her relationships with male characters. Ophelia's bawdy lyrics, which she recites to the King
and Queen in her "madness," ascribes to man woman's ruination: • Alack and fie for

shame,/Young men will do't, if they come ID't,/By Cock they are to blame." (Ham/tt
rv.v.57-59). These lyrics metaphorically indict man-and his phallic symbol of power, the
""cock"-accusing him of woman's ruination. Furthennore, they indirectly imply as well man's
responsibility for the ruin of woman's mind. Thus, Ophelia's colorful song subtly, and
indirectly, holds man responsible for her own death-"By Cock they are to blame." What all
these characters have in common, other than gender, is the fact that their suicides are

precipitated by an inability to grapple with and reconcile varying fonns of patriarchy.

Th<?

eighte<?nth century, as Higonnet explains, denied the notion of suicid,e as "voluntary" and
treated female suicide as a "malady," considering the woman as having succumbed to
depression or "vapors": ind<?ed, people believed "suicidal illness·· could be treated by such
diverse means as reading "elevated literature," travelling, or even eating healthier types of
foods:
To "cure" the symptoms of such radical choice is to deny their voluntary
nature. In effect, the very notion of suicide as an intentional act dissipates in
the course of its scientific reassessment. (70)
Higonnet charges that by "medicalizing" suicide, thus denying it as a voluntary act, the
eighteenth century "feminized"' it (70). Due to the "scientific reassessment"" of ·woman as an
abnormal man," Higonnet asserts, suicidal illness became linked to woman's "genetic defect":
Furthermore, the traditional perception of womm's weak character . .. helped
assimilate them to the image of suicide as a phenomenon of mental breakdown.
The feminization of suicide was also prepared by the eighteenth-ttntury cult
of the Man of Sensibility, which reformulated the Greek congeries of meanings
around pathos: passion, passive suffering. pathos. (70)
Suicide shifts emphasis during the Romantic period from "function" to "motive," as
"stock motives for suicide" become narrower in range and are perceived as more "feminine·

and passive than classic.al suicides:
After the French Revolution voluntary death is depoliticized. This pattern is
visible in the case of men as well as women.. .. Keats ye.ams to experience
love perpetually- "or else swoon to death." One of the great expressions of
5

Romantic idealism, Shelley's • Adon.us" closes its poetic quest with an image
that precisely marks the new perception of suicide as somehow passive: his
spirit's bark is "driven" far from the shore of life. <Higonnet 71)
HigoMet posits that the eighteenth century prepares the way for the "feminization" of
suicide, and by the nineteenth century, literary depictions of female suicide undergo a
"reorientation" toward love, illness, and passive ,elf-sunender: "their self-destruction is most
often perceived as motivated by love, understood not only as

1095

of self but as surTender to

an illness" (71). TIie "great literary suicides" of the century, HigoMet claims, such as those
of Emma Bovary and Anna Karenina, "imply disintegration and social victimization rather than
heroic self-sacrifice" (71).
Real suicides in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, similar to their symbolic
representations on the stage, continued to link woman's suicide to her biological sex and to
the "cynical view" that "women deliberately employ ineffective methods" (HigoMet 71). In
"Women and Suicide in Historical Perspective," Howard Kushner cites Albert Rhodes, a
nineteenth-century expert on suicide, who maintained that women's self-inflicted death was
less frequent than man's, not to mention less violent, because she, unlike him, could relieve
herself by "copious weeping" (qtd. in Kushner 541). Differentiating between female and male
motives for suicide, Rhodes opined that women's suicides, "more subject to moral influences,"
were motivated by "disappointed love, betrayal, desertion, jealousy, domestic trouble, and
sentimental exaltation of every description"; conversely, he reckoned men's suicides as being
affected by trials of the material order, such as misery, business embarrassments, losses,
ungratified ambition, the use of alcohol. (and) the desire to escape from justice .. ." (qtd. in
Kushner 541). Interestingly, Higonnet maintains as well that the so-called "social illnesses that
seemed central to Durkheim are complexly linked to contaminated femininity":
Ironically, the woman who attempts to escape from the patria."'Chal economy
of sexual exchange becomes entangled in the symbolic nets of the new
consumer economy. Her struggle to liberate herseU emotionally is overlaid by
signs of profligacy; these in tum are interpreted as symptoms of a degeneracy
whose only cure is death. (71)
Many of the motivating factors Rhodes ascribed lo female suicide seem implied, to
some degree, in the dramatic portraits explored in this disseration; yet, importantly, several of
those he imputes to males also figure complexly into the suicides of Ibsen's Hedda Gabler,
6

Hellman's Martha Dobie, and Nonnan's Jessie Cates. What's more, "unconscious" motivations,
such as the desire for autonomy, berome intricately interwoven within the fabric of each
characterization, creating a complex and ambiguous layering of factors influencing female
suicide.
In this dissertation I examine female suicide in light of many of HigoMet's theories
concerning motivations for the act of self-<lestruction. I challenge Higonnet's theory, however,
that female suicide is passive, for "anger" .is an important motivating force behind the suicides
of the protagonists in these plays. Embedded in these acts of self-<iestruction is an
"unconscious" rebellion against patriarchal forces which have imbued each protagonist with a
sense of powerlessness. Desire (or autonomy, therefore, becomes a motivating factor in these
female suicides. Manifesting them.selves in the nineteenth century, these ingredients of female
suicide berome more overt in the twentieth century (which may be attributable, in part,

10

the

differences in perspectives of male and female playwrights).
Recent literary scholarship continues

10

explore conflicts of gender and attempts to

ferret out the ways in which women respond to patriarchy. Kate Millet suggests in Saual

Politics that "the most pertinent and fundamental consideration one can bestow upon our
culture is to recognize its basis in patriarchy" (65). Rhoda Unger, for her part, maintains that

a woman's future is determined more by her sex than by any other factor, whether it be
personality traits, intelligence, or socioeconomic identity (15). Once gender is taken into
account, with its multifarious societal implications, female suicide turns out to be an angry
response to patriarchal oppression, as well as a move towards female autonomy.
With the advent of women's emancipation in the latter part of the nineteenth century,
women's rights berome an important issue for the first time, both in Europe and America.
Playwrights begin to invest female dramatic figures with a new sense of identity: they are
often depicted as searching for an identity apart from that defined by their relabonships to
men.
Perhaps nowhere is this new attitude better reflected than in Henrik Ibsen's plays,
beginning with A Doll's Houu in 1879. No longer content to play the role of Daddy's "doll"
or Torvald's "little squirrel; Nora Helmer closes the door to old definitions of women and
7

opens for herself a door to freedom ill1d a new identity. Certainly, Ibsen was aware of the
pitfalls facing women in a patriarchal society; he indicated not only in his notes to A Doll's

Haus~ (qtd. in Cole 151) but also in his play Ht.rldil

(Ab/a

that woman may expect to receive

no justice at the hands of patriarchy.
Coinciding

with

the

advent

of

modem

drama,

beginning

with

the

late

nineteenth-<entury Scandinavian playwrights, modem psychology, with its keen interest in
human motivation, began to emerge. Female dramatic portraits were forever changed due to
the impact of theories of the "unconscious" and of identity. In addition, Freud's theory of

"penis envy" became immersed in the general consciousness of society, compelling playwrights,
in particular, to incorporate it into many of their psychological portraits of women. The plays
examined in this dissertation, to varying degrees, either incorporate or react to Freud's theory
of "penis envy." Freud believed that at an early age, a female falls "a victim to envy for the
penis" of a brother or playmate, recognizing it as vastly "superior" by comparison to her own
"small and inconspicuous organ" (Freud 19: 252). Eli Sagan sees this theory as a
"defensive-projective distortion of reality," viewing it, essentially, as a weapon in "a
not-too-subtle war against women" (117). He suggests that if men deny women equality and
view them mainly as menacing threats to males' masculinity, then the consequence of this way
of thinking will be disastrous:
The enthronement of the superego as the primary instrument of moral control,
and the overwhelming emphasis on its harsh and punishing aspects, are part
of a subtle, unconscious conspiracy to maintain the tyranny of men over
women. (118)
Also finding Freud's theories to be weapons patriarchy uses to oppress women, Betty Friedan
claims in

~

Feminine MystiqW! that Freudian theory becomes a sort of "scientific religion,"

"sound(ing] a single, overprotective, life-restricting, future-denying note for women· (125).
Other theories of Freud, especially some of those concerning the role of the

'
·unconscious," are generally applied to the treatments of female suicide in this study. This
dissertation focuses primarily on some of the major theories of Freud, not only because his
theories, as a whole, have had the greatest impact on nineteenth century and twentieth century
dramatic characterizations, but because his theories may serve as a base for differentiation

8

between male and female points of view of female suicide. Obviously, theories of such noted
psychologists as Menninger, Adler, Deutsch, and Homey have influenced dramatic portraits
of female suicide as well. I have chosen, however, to highlight Freudian theories here because
so much critical controversy surrounds Freud's works, especially on the part of feminists.
Sagan, among others, deems Freudian theory as a "conspiracy" and a "tyranny of men over
women," and this notion particularly interests me due to my own hypothesis that these
suicides are, in part, responses to patriarchal oppression. ll\ough l admit that

r

am no

psychologist and that I may have omitted some psychological theories of relevance, this
dissertation does, at least, attempt to give some "scientific" credence to the psychological
aspects of female characters.
More recent psychological theories concerning anger, aggression, and assertiveness, such
as those by Tavris, Lerner, and Schemananger, underscore the importance of gender and status
in women's indirect or direct expressions of anger. Indeed, they have taught me the degree
to which anger may be disguised and yet may manifest itself through the unconscious. Thus,
their studies have contributed substantially to the ideas expressed in this dissertation. As
TaVTis notes, "an angry man is considered assertive and strong," whereas "an angry woman
is considered bitchy and overbearing" (198). Indeed, Lerner's Thl Dance of Anger suggests that

when women "'relinquish" their "primary responsibility to proceed with (their) own growth,"
they often react with unconscious anger and rage. Lerner's theories detail how women
"cultivate guilt" or become depressed so as "to blot out the awareness of [theirJ own anger"
(6):

"Nothing, but nothing, will block the awareness of anger so effectively as guilt and

self-doubt" (7). Unconscious rules, "prescriptions," govern women's lives to the extent that
many women subvert their anger and do not even recognize that it exists (7). These theories
are particularly intriguing in a patriarchal culture such as our own. Yet, as a social construct,
patriarchy does not leave overt marks on those whom it oppresses. It might be likened to an
"invisible" force, pervasive in everyone's life, but not necessarily recognizable; therefore, in
these three plays, we cannot help but think that the female characters, symbolic representations
of "real" people, are angry and express their anger toward the patriarchal system which
oppresses them. Because the female character may not consciously recognize patriarchy as the
9

object of her anger. she may appear confused or fragmented and have difficulty identifying
and directing her anger.
1ne female protagonists examined in this dissertation are filled with self-doubt and

guilt, but not one of them, interestingly, admits to anger-though all have considerable reason
to do so. Hedda Gabler of Ibsen's Hedda Gabler has been socially displaced, has felt compelled
to marry a pedant and a bore, and is being blackmailed. Martha Dobie of~ Children's Hour
has been displaced also, has lost her home, her livelihood and reputation; the court case she
hoped would exonerate her symbolically indicts her for lesbianism. Yet like Hedda, she doesn't
mention anger. Jessie Cates of 'night, Motku not only denies feelings of anger

(48)

but insists

that after her death, her mother tell the husband who has deserted her that they "talked about
him" prior to the suicide, and she "only had good things to say about him" (85).
Anger, it is clear, is crucial to our understanding of what motivates these three female
characters to commit suicide. To a great extent, they rebel against the patriarchal norms, a
rebellion which first evidences itself in the home, but which extends beyond its confines and
challenges the "unwritten" laws of the land that dictate female dependence and passivity.
Because of their rebellion, the protagonists are threatened, undermined, .1nd greeted with
animosity, not only from males but from female "agents" of patriarchy as well:
It's when people leave their "place" in the social hierarchy that the trouble
starts. It's when they start getting uppity and rebellious that they invoke the
wrath of the complacent and of the powerful. (Tavris 199)
I contend that these acts of suicide serve as indictments of the patriarchal system and of those
who comply with it. Though l shall not go so far as to argue that suicide is in itself a positive
act, to the extent that it represents for these female characters control over their own lives and
destinies, it is a step towards autonomy.
Seeking to penetrate the complex layers of ambiguous meanings behind female suicide,

'

this dissertation incorporates four major strategies for interpreting character in these plays. First
is an investigation of myth as it relates to specific characters. For instance, I consider Hedda

Gabler as the -Wicked Queen" in the "Snow White" fairy tale, a method borrowed from Sandra
Gilbert's and Susan Gubar's

~

Ninetmith-Crntury Wer11.ry 11111lginotion

Madwaman in the Attic Tht WOffUln Writer 11.nd the
(36-44).

I also apply the fairy tale of "little Red Riding

Hood" to the character of Mary, a patriarchal "agent," in Hellman's The Clrildrm's Hour. In
addition, biblical myths are examined in Htdda <Abler and 'night, Mother as is the Dionysian
myth in Hedda Gabler.
A second and equally useful strategy for uncovering character motivation is a close

analysis of key scenes in which patriarchal oppression or rebellion against it is exhibited. The
dialogue offers signs of patriarchal oppression: demeaning, accusing, blaming, threatening, and
undermining of the female suicide. Furthermore, signs of rebellion may be deciphered in the
speeches of each protagonist.
A third strategy for uncovering clues to what motivates these acts of self-destruction
involves an analysis of the method (means) employed for the suicide. In all three cases, the
female suicides choose what traditionally has been considered a "masculine" (violent) way of
dying. Though a few studies examining the methods employed for female suicide in Greek
dramas exist, such as Eva Cantarella's "Dangling Virgins: Myth, Ritual and the Pl.ace of
Women in Ancient Greece" and Lorau.x' s Tragic Ways of Killing a Woman, none or these deals
with modem female suicide. The suicide in each of these three plays chooses a gun as her
instrument of death. Ironically, in two of the plays, the gun was previously owned by the
victim's father (already deceased by the beginning of the play). According to several studies
concerning real suicide, women choose less lethal methods for self-inflicted deaths (pills,
drowning, etc.), whereas men select highly lethal methods, such as firmrms, for their suicides
(Kushner 547; Ellis 127). The use of firearms as a method for suicide is overwhelmingly
attributed to men; therefore, the female suicides in these plays deviate from the norm by
choosing "masculine" (the term has today become synonymous with "violent") methods of
death. Thus, these portraits of female suicide deviate from the norm of real women's suicides,
a norm which assumes female suicide, almost always, to be a passive ("femininei act:
Although both sexes use violent methods more often today, more women than
men still choose the easier, gentler methods. Most researchers link women's
choice of passive methods of suicide and men's choice of violent methods with
the general masculine and feminine roles in life-the one being active and
aggressive, the other being passive and receptive. (Ellis 126-27)

1ne belief that females favor passive means of killing themselves is evident in the study of
Edward Robb Blis and George N. Allen, The Traitor Within: Our Suicide Problem. Though they
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posit this theory in 1961, only recently has it been challenged in studies such as Howard
Kushner's "Women and Suicide in Historical Perspective" (1985). 1
1be fourth and final strategy adopted for this examination of female suicide in drama

is the use of semiotics as a means for unravelling dues to motivation. Semiotics allows us to

uncover messages behind those signs of female suicide, as well as to decipher the extent to
which a character's verbal messages are consistent with her non-verbal messages.

Some of

the signs that surface in this study alert us to the reoccurrence of particular images and motifs
(those of "housing." "waiting," "invalidism." and "acting"). These patterns function as signs of
the patriarchal order or as signs of rebellion against it. This type of analysis shares with
theatre semiotics an interest in the sign systems of the theatre, such as those examined in
studies by Kier Elam and Martin Esslin respectively in their works, The Semiotics of Theatrt and

Drama (1980) and The Fidd of Drama: Huw the Signs of Drama Crealt Meaning on Stage and Screm
(1987).
Higonnet conjectures in "Speaking Silences: Women's Suicide" that if we wish lo
"produce a reading" of suicide, we are forced to examine its "signs; both physical and
subjective:
As with all human actions, we ask questions about free will and detenninism.
In the case of suicide the hermeneutic task is particularly elusive. Only when
the primary evidence has been destroyed does the trace exist to be followed
and interpreted. Interpreters bring to the task different conceptions of the
natural, different private and public aims or fears. (68)

My reading of the "signs" of female suicide began with an effort to accumulate all the known
facts about the lives of these characters; thereupon, I then identified patterns emerging from

their situation and noted areas in which they appear to follow or diverge from the patterns
evident in Ibsen's play. One pattern of special importance is the female suicide's dependence
upon males. In each chapter, I examine the nature of that dependmcy, whether it be financial,
physical, or emotional.

'Kushner cites official suicide statistics of Marks and Abernathy, who find ·an increasing
proportion of women who are suiciding by firearms" (549). For his own part, however, he
refutes claims that rates of suicide are gender-ipecific (551).
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A second pattern to emerge ronceming the lives of these three protagonists is their
isolation, manifested not only outside the house, but within it as well. The female suicides
a.re rarely dose to other human beings. Indeed, they are particularly estranged from family
members who appear to have lies to patriarchy.

Family members especially serve as

antagonists of the suicide.
A th.iro pattern to reveal itself is each woman's lack of ownership and lack of aedit,
especially in terms of property (such as ownership of houses). Indeed, these suicides are unable
to attain credit, except indirectly through channels of patriarchy. Hedda Gabler secures it via
Judge Brack; Martha Dobie attains credit via Karen Wright because of her relationship to Joe
Cardin, and Jessie Cates obtains credit through her brother, Dawson. Nonnan especially points
to this lack of credit for woman when she involves in Jessie's suicide a symbolic patriarchal
authority, Jessie's brother, Dawson. It is he who places the order for the bullets which Jessie
uses to kill herself. Thus, he is both literally and symbolically an accessory to his sister's
death.
The women's desire for credit, mainly in the area of "housing; is a recurrent theme
throughout each play. From these patterns and images, I began to sight signs of rebellion on
the part of each protagonist. One of the most important signs of rebellion to manifest itself
is related to ownership of property, such as "houses· or other kinds of property. such as guns.
A symbiotic relationship exists between the woman's lack of property and her feelings of
powerlessness and lack of status. This fact of being "propertyless" contributes to each suicide's
sense of helplessness and of being valueless. Attempts at rebellion (probably unconscious on
the part of the females but quite consciously on the part of the playwrights) against patriarchy
involve efforts at owning or inheriting property. In these plays, houses function on both literal
and symbolic levels, for sometimes the house the female attempts to own is a real one; at

other times, it is metaphorical. The female body is a symbolic "house," one which patriarchy
claims as its own.

The female suicide is not just inlent on owning houses; sometimes her desire is to
destroy them. In 'night, Mo!Mr, for instanre, the character Agnes serves as a foil and alter-ego
for Jessie. Agnes burns down houses; Jessie destroys her own body, her temple. One lights
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a fire with a match; the other fire; a gun. The end result is the same-the destTUction, literally
and symbolically, of "houses."
Another area this dissertation investigates is the relationship of the female protagonist
to other female character.;. In Ibsen's play the protagonist is opposed by other females; these
antagonists are content to maintain the status quo. In The Children's Hour and 'night, Mother,
for instance, these female "agents" of patriarchy, an old woman, a middle-aged woman, and
a child, represent a cycle of patriarchy. Generally, the female antagonist works to undennine
the rebellious "heroine," accusing her of ineptitudes, or of insanity, and sometimes threatens
her with patriarchal intervention or retnbution. Ironically, the "agent's" behavior towards the
protagonist mirrors that of the patriarch's (e.g., Judge Brack's in Hedda Gabler) .
These "agents," characterized by their adherence to patriarchal roles and values, are in
many respects more deadly to the female protagonists than are the males figures in their lives.

I categorize these female antagonists as "agents" of patriarchy, and they are often depicted in
their posture of "waiting" (passivity)-a phenomenon that serves two distinct functions:

"waiting" for a man to validate their lives or make them better and "waiting" !lpOn men,
keeping their houses dean and orderly. They even "wait" for doctors' "prescriptions"
(patriarchy's prescriptions for women). Sometimes these characters "wait" upon men by
arranging for them their personal belongings, by serving as governesses, or by acting as
secretaries. Indeed, "acting" itself functions as a leit•motif in Hellman's The Childrm's Hour;
Lily Mortar, an aging stage actress, teaches the school girls elocution and "acting." The result
of this training, it becomes obvious, is to teach the young women how to make themselves
attractive to males. Thus, Hellman links "acting" with "waiting· for a man and "waiting· upon
a man. Indeed, some of Aunt Lily's famous "acting" escapades are set at dinner time or in the
kitchen, thus indirectly relating "acting" to the role of a>oking and of serving meals, a role
which women traditionally have been assigned. The inevitable outcome of this "waiting" for
women manifestS itself in The Children's Hour, as in Hedda Gabler, in a recurring pattern of
"invalidism." This is especially evident in the portrayals of Tesrnan's aunts and Thea in Hedda

Gabler, in the portraits of Aunt Lily Mortar of The Children's Hour, and of Mama in 'night,
Mother.
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No one has as yet undertaken a lengthy examination of female suicide in literature.

It is an area which begs critical attention. Studies which have been done on suicide tend to
concentrate on genres other than drama. Alvarez's T~ Savage Cod: A Study of Suicide is
probably the most comprehensive work on suicide in literature up to the present time, but it
explores various genres, not just drama. Most recently, a large body of work has appeared
which analyzes the lives of twentieth-<entury £emale writers, notably women who not only
explore female suicide as a theme in their work, but also who commit suicide themselves.
William Shurr's article "Mysticism and Suicide: Anne Sexton's Last Poetry" is an example of
this sort of investigation. [n addition,

Julia Kristeva's About Chi~ Womm examines female

suicide in Virginia Woolf, Sylvia Plath, and Maria Tsvetaeva. Criticism of Virginia Woolf
especially abounds. In fact, a recent book containing theories similar to some of my own is
Alma Bond's Every Suicide Has Its Accomplices. It seeks to delineate how Virginia Woolf's
relatives and friends contributed to her suicide. The most recent publications which discuss
female suicides have focused on examinations of Victorian attitudes about the subject. Barbara
Gates's book, Victorian Suicide: Mild Crimes and Sad Histories (1988) delves, in part, into female
suicide, as does Olive Anderson's Suicide in Victorian and Edwardian England (1987), but these
works, essentially historical in scope, barely touch upon literary analyses.
Criticism of female suicide in drama is sparse, though Hendin in Suicide in Scandinavia
does devote a few pages to Ibsen's literary suicides. The most concerted effort to trace female
suicide in literature, though not exclusively in drama, is the work of Higonnet, whose work
provides an excellent overview of female suicide, mainly in the genres of the novel, poetry,
and drama. Countless other articles, such as William Carroll's "'We were born to die': Romeo
and Ju/id," George M. Spangler's "Suicide and Social Criticism: Durkheim, Dreiser, Wharton,
and London," and Thomas Postlewait's "Pinter's The Homecaming: Displacing and Repeating
Ibsen," investigate suicide, but often the discussion of female suicide seems incidental to the
major thrusts of the papers. Only a few articles have been written which explore the topic of
suicide in literature exclusively. One 5Uch piece is Hany Slochower's "Suicides in Literature:
Their Ego Function." Loraux's Tragic Ways of Killing a Woman (1987), as mentioned previously,
does examine female suicide, in part, but her book, essentially a lengthy essay, limits its focus
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to classical drama (and, of rowse, IX> treatments by male dramatists). Cora Hicks' "Suicide in
English Tragedy, 1587-1622" is the only di.s&ertation available on suicide other than a few
whlch, in part, deal with suicide in Shakespeare's tragedies. Rowland Wymer's seminal study,

Suicide and Despair in IM /acobtan Drama (1986), examines suicide as fonns of repentance,
expiation of sin, and love sickness but does not consider the possibility of suicide as an angry
indictment or as a movement towards female autonomy. No one up to this point has
considered the female antagonist of the rebellious heroine to be an "agent" of patriarchy. This
dissertation, therefore, breaks new ground: until now, female suicide has not been explored at
any length by scholars, and no one has as yet explored the concept of the female antagonist
as an ··agent" of patriarchy.
Feminist issues, such as the right to control one's own life and body have been
explored in connection with female suicide, especially with the novel, but these issues have
been largely ignored in the theatre. This study considers feminist issues, such as conflicts of
identity, unfair practices of courts towards females, the education of the young (with its
prescriptions for women's passivity and subordination) as major themes relevant to female
suicide. It also identifies metaphors of patriarchal oppression and women's rebellion: motifs,
such as "houses; "waiting," and "acting" symbolically point to the roles which women either
accept, or, in the case of the female suicide, reject. These metaphors occur in all three plays,
often in interlocking clusters, so that "housing," for instance, or "waiting," applies to various
female characters, either on literal or symbolic levels.
The female suicides of these three plays all choose not to ··waif'; they all choose to
detennine the fate of their own "houses; their bodies. David Wood points out that "to choose
suicide" is not the same thing as "to choose to die" (151). Given the fact that we are all
mortals, he safely predicts, we will all die; what suicide ,allows one to do, therefore, is to
determine the circumstances of one's death, the "how, when, and where"-and "perhaps to
what end and with what meaning" (151). Undeniably, the female suicides in Hedda Gabler, The
Childrm's Hour, and 'night, MotMT are ambiguously complex, but one point is certain: these

women govern "how, when, and where" they will die. Their suicides may be better under.;tood

if we but look at their lives from another perspectives-from their side, that of those who
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have been oppressed, threatened, undermined, and invalidated by patriarchy. The "side" of
these characters is not the traditional male perspective of female suicide; it is a view available
only from "The 'Other' Side of the Looking Glass." As a child, I could not have perceived this
"other" side, for I was a believer in "prescriptions" and thought that all women had a common
goal, to be good wives and mothers. An old nursery rhyme which my mother taught me and

my brother now has new meaning for me as I recognize that over the centuries women have
been pigeonholed into "prescribed" roles:
Tilis is Mama's forks and spoons.
This is Mama's table.
Tilis is Mama's looking glass,
And this is baby's cradle!

'My mother, Lola Veilleux, taught me this rhyme. For variations, see The Oxford
Dictionary of Nur;;ery Rhymes. edited by Iona and Peter Opie and Rhymes for Fingers and
Aannelboards, by Louise Binder Scott and J. J. lnompson.
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OiAPTER I
DANCING IN THE DARK: HENRIK IBSEN'S
"MONSTER" IN HEDDA GABLER
"How can you know the dancer from the dance?"
W.B. Yeats, from
"Among School Otildrer.." 1927

One either would have to be mad or in league with the devil to defend Hedda Gabler,
writes Lisa E. Low of Ibsen's controversial heroine (43). Because her aimes seem so

inexcusable and her nature, Low surmises, so antithetical to our survival instincts (43), Hedda
has found few champions among critics. The fact that those conceding a lilcing for her must

wrestle with their guilt for having aligned themselves with her in the first place underscores
the magnitude of the problem facing critics who attempt to ferret out the meaning of Hedda's
suicide. Alfred Alvarez, who cites Montesquieu's complaint that people's motives for suicide
seem sometimes "imp(!rcepbble" or even "trivial" (qtd. in Alvarez 89), suggests that it is
difficult for an outsider to view suicide as anything more than "a supreme motiveless
p(!rversity" (88). If we wish to unravel the mystery of Hedda Gabler's suicide, we must first
be willing to dispense with our own traditional notions about self-destruction and examine the
message inherent in her "dance·· of suicide, a rebellious step toward autonomy.
Employing a few tools of theatre semiotics, an exploration of myth, and a close
analysis of key scenes and suicide method, this chapter presents a new "reading" of Hedda
Gabler's suicide from a feminist perspective. Intent on identifying and studying major motifs
of feminist concern, such as "housing" and "waiting." I approach Hedda Gabler more as literary
text than as performance. By comparing and contrasting Hedda to other important characters,
who represent aspects of patriarchy to varying degrees, I ,attempt to ascertain how her suicide
is influenced by her relationships with these other figures. Hedda is a rebel, one who refuses

to let pabiarchy control her life and her destiny.
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Implicit in her suicide, not to mention the suicide she envisions for loevborg. is
Hedda's

idealization

of the

"beautiful" (IV .240)'-that

which

encompasses creativity,

self-determination, control, and courage. Hedda's ideal of the "beautiful" is primarily comprised
of the same elements one normally associates with becoming autonomous. According to The

Amtrioin HmtJJge Dictumary, "autonomy" implies self-determination, self-governance, and control
over one's own person; A Feminist Dictionary, edited by Kramarae and Treichler, explains that
"autonomy" is achieved not "from a position of fear," but "from a position of strength" (62).

In Hedda Gabler, these seemingly antithetical notions of "suicide" and "strength" merge to form
a new connotation of what it means to assert aulOnomy, for Hedda's act of suicide is one of
control, encompassing for her all that is beautiful, courageous, self-determined, and creative.
Suicide is her answer to those patriarchal forces which would "impress" her (as in "subjugate"
her as well as "inspire" her with awe). Hedda's suicide is in strict opposition to the
complacency society expected of women in the nineteenth century. Females, categorically, were
denied self-determination and self-governance, even of their own bodies. The patriarchal
system which denied them these rights was based on the total submission and control of all
women, including the beautiful member of the social elite, Hedda Gabler.

In England in 1854, several years prior to the publication of Ibsen's Htdda Gabler,
Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon complained that under the law the institution of marriage

"absorbed" woman, causing her to lose all rights under a condition known as "coverture" (118).
Implying that woman was in her husband's "custody," "covered," and protected by him,
"coverture" meant not only that a wife's property belonged to her husband, but so too did her
body (118-19) . By refuting his claim to "legal power and rontrol over the person, property, and
freedom of action" of his wife-to-be, John Stuart Mill established himself as an enemy of the
patriarchal system and as a champion of women's rights (Mill 124).
For centuries, rommunity property laws of Scandinavia, Ibsen's homeland, in many
respects, were similar to those of England. A woman was allowed to own property as long

'All subsequent references refer to this translation of Hedda Gabler by Michael Meyer,
Norton, 1961.
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as it was administered by her husband; not until the nineteenth century was the system
amended so that women would be given any rights to administer their own property
(Suviranta 157). Even then, a wife's •separate property" was divided into two categories: one
which conferred upon the husband the administration of his wife's property, and the other,
which allowed the woman to administer her own property (Suviranta 157). Still, the law
ultimately favored patriarchy. This repressive system denied women freedoms of choice and
self-governance, thus reinforcing their subjugation to patriarchy.
This unfair system. of which Bodichon and Mill complain, refers abstractly to "the .
structures and social arrangements" within our culture which oppress women <A Feminist

Dicticnary 323). According to Sheila Rowbotham, patriarchy "makes a mockery of any notion
of choice or control" over how women live (120-21) and implies that woman's submission is
"somehow natural" and inevitable (122). In Ibsen's Hedda Gabler, patriarchy subjugates women
especially through the family, through the police and the courts, and even through
religion--Otristianity itself implies a system of structuring in which the "patriarchal father, or
the patriarch's Father God" ("frequently indistinguishable from one another"), represents
authority and demands woman's strict obedience to his prescriptions (A Fcninist Dictionary
323).
Hedda Gabler's subjugation at the hands of patriarchy, in part, involves property and
inheritance laws, those established and reinforced through a subtle patriarchal network. In

StxUlll Politics, Kate Millet charges that families contribute to patriarchy by socializing the
young: children are taught by example and by parental censure to adopt "patriarchal ideology's
prescribed attitudes towards the ategories of role, temperament, and status" (35). The
patriarchal "prescription" for woman in Hedda Gobler is one of passivity and dependence on
man. inough patriarchy is hierarchial" (men of different classes, for instance, have a different
placement within the order), all men stand united "in their shared relationship of dominance
over their women" (A Feminist Dictionary 323). In Hedda Gabler this prescription manifests itself
in two major motifs: "waiting" ("waiting on" man, which results in a symbolic "invalidism")

and owning of property, especially "houses" (literal homes and woman's body as a
metaphorical "home"). The result of adherence to this prescription is woman's powerlessness
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and sense of loss. As A Ft:minist Dictionary notes, many women "internalize" patriarchy (323),
accepting and believing in its prescriptions; these women in Ibsen's play, though not
consciously aware of their role as "agents," promote and maintain the patriarchal order.
A few critics, interestingly, have interpreted Hedda as a vehicle for Ibsen's social
comments. Allan Lewis proclaims Ghosts to be a "scathing indictment of the bow-geois world
in which there is no livable Truth and Freedom" (29). This same assertion holds true for Haida

Gabler. Hedda's goal, ultimately, is her own truth and freedom in a world which refuses both
to women. According to Robert Brustein, Ibsen's heroine is placed "in heroic contrast to the
bourgeois medioaities whose lives she helps destroy" (143).
Not only is Hedda Gabler a sign of her times-the nineteenth century-she is Ibsen's
comment on the nature of woman and her subordinate status (Spacks 156). From a semiotic
viewpoint, Hedda represents what Susan E. Bassnett-McGuire, in Smriolics af Drama and Theatre:

New Pusp«troes in the Theory of Drama and Theatre, might refer to as the '"signedness of
woman" (453). According to Bassnett-McGuire, woman's presence on the stage is itself a sign
which mirrors the "external social structures" which relegate women lo subservient positions
in society-often reinforcing ··the idealised image of woman as art object" (453).

This

conception of woman as somehow secondary-as a possession-Ibsen challenges in his play

Haida Gabler. Ultimately, Hedda refuses to be defined by others or secondary to others-her
husband, Loevborg, Judge Brack, society, or even her father-perhaps, even by the playwright
himself.
ln his notes to the play, Ibsen proposes his objective for Hedda Gabler.
The play shaJI deal with "the impossible," that is, to aspire to and strive for
something which is against all the conventions, against that which is acceptable
to conscious minds-Hedda's included. (qtd. in Cole 159)

Though he doesn't explain his meaning, the playwright further asserts that "buried deep..
within Hedda is a 1evel of poetry" (qtd. in Cole 160). Ironically, one might infer from Ibsen's
own remark that even the playwright may not recognize, at least on a "conscious" level, the
"imposst"ble" with which the play "deals." No matter iI one does believe Hedda lo be immoral,
that person must admit that Hedda does have

SOm!

notion of dignity, though not, perhaps,

readily fathomed by audiences or critics. Having only a dim understanding of her own
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motives for self-<lestruction, Hedda is problematic. Penetrating the '1evel of poetry" which
Ibsen perceived as lying "deep" within his character is one of the objectives of this examination
of Hedda.
Having criticism leveled against her from all sides, Hedda typically is characterized as
a viper, a "destroyer" whose inflexibility and sl£rility cause her to destroy herself, and in the
process, others (Ourman 124; Lewis 30; Low 43). Far from ferreting out the "poetry" in Hedda,
most critics categorize her as an "abnonnal character," evil-spirited and destructive:
But, W\like Rebecca West, Hedda Gabler unambiguously represents some sort
of evil. Like Rebecca, she destroys all those who come under her influence, but
her destructiveness is naked and intentional, not carried out in the name of
something superior which is supposed to take its place. Hedda is plainly sterile
and plainly malicious. Her malice is logically pure and disinterested, rather like
the malice sometimes attnouted to Iago, though the suggestion here is that it
arises out of her sterility, that she destroys because she cannot create. (Krutch,
"Modermsm" 17-18)
In 'The World of He:ddil Gabler," Patricia Meyer Spacks notes the extent of the critical
controversy surrounding Ibsen's heroine, ranging from those who call her a "bitch" to those
who see her as a "femme fatale":
These representative opinions suggest the nature of the critical controversy, and
hint at the difficulty of finding a coherent reading of the play. Ever since Ibsen
himself insisted that Hedda was about a character, not ideas, commentary has
tended to center on the complex and mysterious title figure. (155-156)
In general, it is easier to decipher Hedda's ties to such diverse mythologies as "'the
wicked queen" in "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs; "Lilith," and "Eve" than it is to
recognize her as a Dionysian figure or as a herald of women's rights. Hedda carries onto the
stage with her a negative baggage of evil, destruction, and death. Equally damning is her own
assessment of herself as "cowardly" (11.200 and "bored" (Il.192). Critics have likened her to
some of the great destructive female figures of the stage:
She is a destroyer. Like Gytemnestra, she is a man slayer. Like Medea, she is
an infant slayer. She kills at the end of Act ID, one child; and at the end of
Act IV, another: Loevborg's manusaipt; Tesrnan's embryo. As if to eliminate
all possible futures, she kills past and present, parent and child. And then, she
kills herself. (Low 43)
lbeatre-goers sometimes leave productions of HtJidi,. Gabler puzzled, not understanding if
Hedda is supposed to represent pure evil or Ibsen's idea of a tortured spirit. Not all recognize
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the ways in which patriarchy binds Hedda, and few recognize her suicide as indicative of her
desire for autonomy.
Ibsen's Hedda is every bit the nineteenth-century "monster" to which Gilbert and
Gubar allude in their comprehensive study, The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and
the Nind«nth-Cmtury LJtmi,y Imagination (19). She is the "necessary opposite" (and, ironically,

"double") of what Gilbert and Gubar describe as "The Angel in the House""

(17):

Thus, while male writers traditionally praise the simplicity of the dove, they
invariably castigate the cunning of the serpent-at least when that cunning is
exercised in her own behalf. Similarly, assertiveness, aggressiveness-all
characteristics of a male life of "significant action" are "monstrous" in women
precisely because "unfeminine" and therefore unsuited to a gentle life of
"contemplative purity." (28)
Gilbert and Gubar think that nineteenth-omtury literary depictions of women encumber them
with "male-<lefined masks and costumes"; if woman is not seen in the ··moral extremes" of
"monster," "ghost," "fiend," or "witch," her female counterpart will be an "angel," a "fairy," or
"sprite" (19).
Hedda Gabler is not an Antigone, "dying" to uphold the laws of the gods, nor is she
an Ophelia, retreating to madness and death in order to still patriarchal waters: she doesn't
die for someone else or out of love for someone else; her concern is for Hedda, not the gods,
brothers, fathers, or even lovers. If, indeed, she is "mad," then her "madness" is one of anger
and rage at the world of patriarchy. In

~

Rower and IM Castle, Maurice Valency calls Hedda

"an aggressive woman in a man's world" (195).
Because her character is so complex and her motivations not easily discernible, some
critics, I think, misinterpret Hedda and her motives. Vallency theorizes that Hedda "commits
a crime in order to help her husband" (195). To conclude that Hedda murders Loevborg's
"child" (his manuscript> and "inspires" his suicide (if that's what it isl all out of jealousy of
another woman seems a bit far-fetched, and to assume that she kills herself because she has

""The Angel in the House" is the title of a verse-sequence written by Coventry Patmore.
It is a collection of hymns and praises in honor of Patmore's wife, Honoria. Gilbert and
Gubar choose this epithet b«ause Honoria, as Patmore describes her, is a model Victorian
lady, known for her "unselfish grace, gentleness, simplicity, and nobility" (Gilbert and Gubar
22).
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been displaced by 'Thea in Tesman's affections hardly seems warranted either, especially in

light of Hedda's confession that "nothing exactly" is "ridiculous" about Tesman (Il.187). Her
remark implies that she perceives him, at the very least, to be somewhat ridiculous. Hedda
is hardly man's protector, much less his helpmeet. Bordering on ludicrousness, however, is
Sheila Oemon-Karp's appraisal that "Hedda demonstrates a seemingly positive impulse" when
"she speaks of encouraging Tesman in a political career" (201). Hedda's motives for wanting
her husband to have a political career, which Oernon-Karp ascribes to her "positive impulse,"
is much more egocentric than the critic realizes; Hedda treats her uxorious husband with

disdain throughout the drama and shows no evidence of desire to help him unless she will
benefit. Actually, she manifests no "positive impulses" towards Tesrnan at any point in the
play. Emotionally, Hedda is knotted up, devoid of love for anyone. It speaks well of Ibsen's
artistry that he so finely chisels a protagonist whose personality is as complex as is the human
mind and whose appearance on the stage invites such thoroughly contradictory interpretations.
Hedda's upbringing is as ambiguous as are her motives. Coming from aristocratic
stock, she speaks of good breeding, not unlike that of the "thoroughbred" she dreams of
owning-though, indeed, she never will be prrl'1XTtied in the traditional sense of the word. Her
supposedly rational decision to marry Tesman turns out not to be the "bargain" for which she
bartered. On her husband's arm, the auburn-haired beauty dazzles admirers as much as would
a golden trophy. When the couple returns from a lengthy honeymQOn, Tesrnan's Aunt Juliana
salutes her nephew for his victory in winning and wedding the haughty Hedda, his grandest
feat
MISS lcSMAN . . . Oh but George, fa.ncy you being a married man! And to
think it's you who've won Hedda Cabler! 11ie beautiful Hedda Cabler!
Fancy! She was always so surrounded by admirers. 0.158)
The Tesrnan family's appraisal of George's marriage and his newly acquired

possession, and along with it, his position in society, seems to insinuate that Tesman is God's
"Olosen One." Having wandered through the metaphorical wilderness of social and political
brambles in true Old Testament-like fashion and having arrived al the "Promised Land" of
social privilege and power, Tesman is thought by his aunts to have been delivered and
ordained by God. Winning Hedda, then, represents more than ordinary social climbing-it is
Z4

a type of religious quest In a Psalmic oration, Aunt

Juliana raises a "song of praise" for her

nephew's deliverance to this "Promised Land" of "Milk and Honey," a whole new world of
privilege and power.
MISS TESMAN. Yes! And the enemies who tried to bar your way have been
struck down. They have been made to bite the dust. 1ne man who was
your most dangerous rival has had the mightiest f'all. And now he's
lying there in the pit he dug for him.wlf, poor misguided creature.
(l.161)6
United, with one concerted "goal"-"to smooth" Tesman' s "road" (I.161)-the Tesman women
believe that they have completed the task which God, the patriarchal "Father," has set for
them:

MISS TESMAN .. . And now at last we' ve achieved our goal. I won' t deny
we' ve had our little difficulties now and then. But now, thank the good
Lord, Grorge dear, all your worries are past. (l.161)
Of course, for Hedda, being placed atop this pedestal of social, political, and religious

heights poses problems of supernatural proportions. Despite outward signs of freedom of
movement and expression, Hedda Gabler is very much a captive of her elevated position.
According to Sara Breutbarl, in "'Hedda Gabler' A Critical Analysis," Ibsen's heroine "hints
that there were restrictions imposed upon her both because she was a girl and because she
was a representative of a special social class"' (56). In ,n Defense of Hedda," Lisa E. Low
considers Ibsen's protagonist not only a captive, but a sort of existential hero:
Hedda's vital spirit is trapped in the space between the human and the
metaphysical void. As an aristocrat tied to a dying religion caught in a
bourgeois world, as a nineteenth century woman of extreme sensibility locked
inside the cramped cell of her husband's petty ideas, Hedda Gabler is an
empha tic metapfior for what it is like to be passionately human in the void .
(45)

For Hedda to fall from her pedestal, accidentally or purposefully, violates not only social
decorum, but also, to a degree, mctaphorically undennines man's religion as well Hor she is
Tesrnan's reward, "ordained" by God).

But if Hedda is the ordained "Promised umd'' for

Tesman and his family, then figuratively, she is also a "piece of prupc-ty; delivered by a

'Ps. 71.-9 reads, "May his foes bow down before him, and his enemies lick the dust."
Echoes of this passage seem evident in Aunt Juliana's estimation of Loevborg's fate. Other
passages in Ps., as well as many in Exod., seem equally applicable.
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patriarchal God, to his "Olosen One," Tesman. In A Fcnirust Dictionary, Mary Daly describes
"patriarchy" as "the prevailing religion of the entire planet," theorizing that "its essential
message is necrophilia" (323); ironically, patriarchy's prescription for woman is that she, too,
worship man and fall in love with his Image. According to Nelle Morton, patriarchy structures
reality, imparting "reward" to man and "punishment" to woman; it endows the patriarchal
"father"' with the rights of owning and controlling, giving and forgiving, and decrees him
"capable of making best decisions for all" (A Feminist Dictionary 323).
Because Hedda, the great beauty, metaphorically, is God's gift of the '"Promised Land'"
(a great piece of property), she is treated almost with a sort of "religious" awe by Tesman's
family. Also because she is the daughter of a man of power, General Gabler, she is pampered,
spoiled-a sort of primadonna~ven in her home. Most assuredly, her behavior is similar to
that of a primadonna's: she is granted concessions and a11owances for her bad manners.
Indeed, like a primadonna, Hedda is aptetal to be temperamental and conceited, and she
inspires fear in the Tesman household that they may not measure up to her standards. The
maid Bertha confesses, 1'm frightened Madam may not find me suitable.... She's a real lady.
Wants e~rything just so" CT.155). Far from typifying the "angelic humility and dullness"
associated with the Victorian "Angel in the House; to which Gilbert and Gubar allude in
their study (28), Hedda exhibits pride: 'The moment they'd set foot inside the door," the maid

insists, the new bride admonished her for her indiscretion of having referred to Tesman as
"Master Georgie," rather than as "Dr. Tesman" (I.155).
Her emphasis on proper titles, on acquiring a beautiful home with new furnishings,
of keeping "open house; of having liveried footmen, and of owning a thoroughbred are all
indicative of Hedda's desire to retain the status she once enjoyed when her father was alive,
a way of life now virtually extinct, dead like him. The acquisition of these accouterments
represents Hedda's attempt at retaining her past position in society by maintaining a quality
of life that ignores the social changes taking place at the time, especially the displacement of
the aristocracy. Hedda's efforts, nevertheless, fail to hold bade time, and she is thrust into a
new, but not so glorious, world.
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Unlike Tesman's aunts, Miss Rena and Miss Julia.N, and unlike the maid Bcnha, who
has taken care of George Tesman since his boyhood, Hedda Gabler eschews the roles

traditionally established for wives. Neither a nurturer, nor an inspirer, she seems indifferent
to her new husband's comfort or the lack of it. She is more concerned with acquiring power
for herself. She offers not even a tepid thanks for Aunt Juliana's having made ready the house
for their arrival and chills the older woman's warm enthusiasm by disparagingly slighting her
for her taste in hats (I.164). Hedda's outward demeanor of coldness matches that of her cold
steel-grey eyes. which refuse to acknowledge Tesman's old slippers, newly embroidered by his
adoring and tenninally ill Aunt Rena CT.163). Indeed, Hedda finds their very presence irritating.
Humorously, Ibsen follows Hedda's complaint that the "room needs fresh air" (l.163) with
Aunt Juliana's presentation of Tesman's slippers. The slippers themselves are an emblem of
comfort and protection for man, in this case George, and signify woman's attempt to facilitate
man's trek through life, "embroidering" his path along the way. Hedda refuses to accept the
role of facilitator, however:
TESMAN. My old shoes! My slippers, Hedda!
HEDDA. Oh, them. 1 remember you kept talking about them on our
honeymoon.
TESMAN. Yes, I missed them dreadfully. Goes
a look.

l1rlU

to he. Here, Hedda, take

HEDDA goes llTIXrlJ tawards tht stove. Thanks, I won' t bother.
TESMAN follows her. Fancy, Hedda, Auntie Rena's embroidered them for me.
Despite her being so ill. Oh, you can't imagine what memories they
have for me.
HEDDA, lry the tablt. Not for me. (l.163)

Like a good "Angel in the House; Aunt Rena's last industrious act, the embroidering
of the slippers, is geared towards her nephew's comfort (the slippers symbolize woman's
effons to comfort man). Furthennore, Aunt Juliana's mortgaging of the annuity, literally a
forfeiting of the sisters' future security, is equally indicative of women's need to smooth man's
path, to make his future comfortable at the risk of her own futun! and comfort. The slippers
incident undeniably shows Hedda's contempt for these patient and well meaning "Angels of
the House."

In contrast to these self-sacrificing women, who seem almost Christ-like in their ability
to suffer and spare man pain, is the self-absorbed and self-centered Hedda. She categorically
rejects Auntie Rena, Auntie Juju, and Bertha, the family ttinity of resounding "Everlasting
Yeas," and voices her utter contempt for their single-mindedness and their self-sacrificing ways
by referring to Tesman's relatives as "these everlasting aunts" (II.190). Beyond Hedda's clever
sarcasm, however, one cannot fail to recognize in her remark a note of pain: she is faced with
the very real problem of enduring these "pesty aunts," who are, after all, "everlasting."
Aunt Juliana displays not only her willingness to "wait on" George Tesrnan but also
her willingness 10 accept the role of man's "caregiver" or "comforter." Without adopting this
role, she feels insignificant, for to be a caregiver, ironically, is not just a duty or a desire for
woman in patriarchal society-it is a n«d. Later in the play, Aunt Juliana will confess to
Hedda her "need" "to have someone to live for" (IV232). This, of course, implies Aunt
Juliana's acceptance of and adherence to patriarchal law, which proclaims woman to be man's
hclpmeet. Ironically, Miss Tesrnan's "need" to care for someone, she thinks, can best be
fulfilled by caring for invalids: "Oh, there's always some poor invalid who needs care and
attention" (IV.232), she says when Hedda asks her what she will do with Aunt Rena's now
vacant room.
This desire to live for someone else, especially "invalids," functions on several different
levels: first, it indicates the extent of Aunt Juliana's ignorance of her own sacrifice-she tells
Hedda that caring for Rena "has been no cross for me" (IV232). Simultaneously, it shows that
she herself is a type of invalid in that her life is im,alid if she does not live for someone else;
in addition, it casts suspicion on Mrs. Elvsted, who will probably eventually take a room with
Auntie Juju after Aunt Rena's death (IV.246) and indicates that she is an "invalid"' as well (or
at least, an "invalid-to-be"). The extent of this invalidism is far reaching: it applies not only
to maidenly aunts, including to a great extent Aunt Juliana herself, but to the self-sacrificing
Thea and the weak and ridiculous George Tesinan (who needs to be taken care oO-all

advocates of patriarchy. These "invalids" and future "invalids" are willing victims of the
patriarchal system. Their acceptance of passivity is the mainstay of patriarchy.
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The message inherent in the self-sacrificing female characters is the obliteration of
"self." As Gilbert and Gubar maintain in their book, "Angels in the House" tend to lose a
sense of their own identities as they supplant their own needs with the needs of someone else
(25); they are, in effect, examples of the "walking dead." This is certainly intimated by Auntie
Juju' s strange comment towards the first of Act IV when she is about to return home to
prepare her dead sister for burial: "Dear God, how strange! Now Rena is with me and with
poor dear Joachim" (IV .232). Undoubtedly, Miss Tesman's allusion to herself among those
literally dead categorically signifies that, lilce her dead sister and brother, she, too, is "dead."
As an example of the "walking dead," Aunt Juliana epitomizes the extremity of ilTVIZlidism.
When Tesman finds out that his dear aunt has mortgaged her annuity in order to furnish his

new estate, George asks his aunt, "Oh, Auntie Juju! Will you never stop sacrificing yourself
for me?" CT.161). The answer to Tesman's question, of course, for any good "Angel of the
House," must be "No!":
MlSS TESMAN gels up and puts hu hands on his slwuldrn;. What else have I to
live for but to smooth your road a little my dear boy? You've never had any
mother or father to tum to. And now at last we've achieved our goal. 1 won' t
deny we've had our little difficulties now and then. But now, thank the good
Lord, George dear, all your worries are past. CT.161)
Hedda's marriage is, in fact, not a sign of renewal, but one of death; it marks the
beginning of a deathlike period for Ibsen's heroine. In an extraordinary sense, Hedda attends
her own wake. lnat the marriage has occurred at all foreshadows d isaster, given the fact that
it has been based precariously on mere "expectation" and fed by lies. Barbara Mackay argues
in her dissertation that Hedda's marriage is a "personal statement of the absurdity which rules

her life" (32). She cites as an example of this absurdity Hedda's lie to Tesman about wishing
to Jive in the old Falk mansion-a lie generated solely for the purpose of making conversation
(32). Hedda admits to Judge Brack that her engagement and subsequent marriage to Tesman
were, essentially, lies: 'Well, to help him out of his misery, I happened to say quite frivolously
how much I'd love to live in this house" (II.192). She also reveals that the role of
debutant~the upper class holds cotillions in order that patriarclty may inspect young women
who are of a marriageable a ~ tired her. Ibsen may be implying that Hedda marries
Tesman in order to avoid these social affairs which parade women as though they were
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commodities. Indeed, Ibsen's heroine claims to have "danced" herself "tired": "I felt my time
was up"-her confession is accompanied by ·a slight shudder" m .187}-her marriage to Tesman
is a "living death." Furthermore, she has exacted promises from Tesman

ilS

part of their

marriage "bargain": she will own a thoroughbred, acquire a liveried footman, and keep "open
house" for a select group of socially prominent visiton (I.182-83).
Moving into the Falk mansion becomes a reality for Hedda, of course, but, figuratively,
it represents for her a kind of coffin. Indeed, at one point, Hedda discloses to Judge Bradt that
the house has "the odour of death about it" (11.192). Having once belonged to the late Prime
Minister (an obvious symbol of patriarchal authority, for patriarchy controls the government),
the house is alluded to by Hedda as being "the ,late Prime Minister's house" (11.192), even
though it was last occupied by his widow. Ownership here is defined by woman's relationship
to man. For Hedda, the house perrreates of death-its rooms smell of lavender and dried roses
(like old graveyard wreaths, perhaps).
We are introduced to Hedda just after she has returned from a long and boring
honeyrroon, one in which her new husband, interestingly, has spent considerable time poring
over old books in archives. She is "dressed in an elegant, somewhat loose-fitting morning

gown" (1.162). Like the flowers Aunt Juliana places in the room to greet the newlyweds,
Hedda, too, has been cut from the "stock," good aristocratic stoclc. Now that she has been
"picked" by Tesman, she is already dying. The 1oose-fitting morning gown" on the "pale and
opalescent" Hedda (1.162) might more accurately be described as a "mourning gown," a shroud.
Blinded by the light, stifled by the scent of flowers, and craving fresh air (1.162-63), Hedda,
figuratively, is a representative of the "walking dead." She already seems to have grown
accustomed to darkness. Her expression is one of "cold, calm serenity," and a certain coldness
is intimated by her "steel-grey" eyes, so sensitive to the assault of the sun (I.162). Like the

bright sun, however, signifying "lifefl and passion, Hedda's red hair, undoubtedly, symbolizes
that passion still exists beneath her pallid skin. Her red hair is a sign that she is a rebel,
despite all other ostensible signs to the contrary-nineteenth-century audiences certainly would
have recognized Hedda's hair as symbolic of passion.
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Hedda's relationship to her father is of primary importance to our understanding of
her character. Symbolically, his portrait will overlook the play's action. A few critics fail to
understand the extent of Hedda's identification with her father and with his name. Had Hedda
been someone else's daughter, someone not important and powerful, she would not have been
deemed a prize by the Tesman family at all. Importantly, General Gabler represents another
manifestation of patriarchal authority, and the fact that he is a "General" suggests he represents
"force," a sort of enforcer of patriarchal power. Hedda is, in a very real sense, defined by
patriarchy just as other women in the nineteenth century, generally, are defined by their
relationships with men, fathers, husbands, sons, etc. (ironically, female writers such as
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, in England, and Emily Dickinson, in America, had difficulty
realizing themselves as persons due to the fact that they were very much their fathers'
daughters). Oemon-Karp's theory that Hedda wants to be associated with her maiden name
in order to be free and ··undefined" is rather confusing. She probably misinterprets Ibsen's
symbolism and fails to understand the history of Hedda's culture, patriarchal history. In her
analysis of Hedda as an androgynous character, Oemon-Karp notes that Hedda eschews
identification with her husband and prefers to think herself unchanged, as though "marriage
and prospective motherhood have not affected her" (195).
"Tesman" seems an alias for Hedda, an identity not truly hers and easily
discarded. Both fudge Brack and Eilert Loevborg use it only when others are
present. When alone with either man, she is again "Hedda Gabler," unmarried
and undefined. (195-96)
Oemon-Karp's assessment of Hedda is contrary to my own: Ibsen's heroine is very much
"defined" by her relationship to her father. As Jane Gallop makes clear in

~

Father's

Seduction: Feminism and Psyc}warullysis, "the law of the father" gives woman "an identity, even
if it is not her own" (78) and "marks each child with the father's name as his exclusive

property"

cm. Oemon-Karp has apparently missed Ibsen's point (and perhaps misunderstood

the significance of the play's title). In his letter to Moritz Prozor in December of 1890, Ibsen
reveals the plan for his new play, Heida Gibler.

My intention in giving it this name was to indicate that Hedda as a personality
is to be regarded rather as her father's daughter than as her husband's wife.
(qtd. in Morison 435)
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Hedda does prefer the name of "Gabler· inslead of "Tesman," but only because it signifies
power, not because it gives her freedom; it, too, restricts her. Indeed, her father is probably
the most important patriarchal figure in Hedda's life. Sara Breitbart may have been correct
(though her opinion seems based on inferent"eS rather than facts) when she theorizes that
General Gabler was very likely "aloof. haughty, and a strict disciplinarian," a father who
imposed "restrictions· upon his daughter "because she was a girl . . ." (56). Harry Slochower,
who attributes to Hedda "'masculine' arrogance and aggressiveness," believes that Hedda's
desire to "dominate all those around her" is attributable to the fact that she is "the daughter
of General Gabler" (402). Ironically, Raymond Willi.an,s, for his part, conjectures that Hedda
is "a child of her particular past, a past which she must inherit": "She is the daughter of a
General, with the narrow traditions of a military caste behind her; she has inherited the ethical
nullity of her class" (82). Though I concur with Williams in assuming that Hedda is influenced
by her past, I think it ironic that he should mention the word "inherit" because "inheritance"
is one of the forms Hedda's rebellion takes. According to patriarchal tradition, only male

members of Hedda's class "inherit."
Only the portrait of General Gabler, the family patriarch. will bear witness to Hedda's

suicide, and it is with one of his weapons, the pistol-the phallic symbol of power-that Hedda
shoots herseU. Asserting that Hedda is kind of an adult "child; afraid of responsibility and
freedom, Raymond Williams interprets the pistols as being a part of her "negative. and
ultimately destructive, tradition":
One might say that the only thing which explains and holds together the
·overwhelming and incomprehensible" Hedda is the embodiment in General
Gabler's pistols of her pre-adult amorality. (S3)
Williams refers to Mrs. J. Lee's theory that Hedda "is not a woman, but a slim, straight,
deadly weapon" (S3,n.1). Actually, Hedda has been identified by many critics significantly as
the General's daughter. The fact that Mrs. Lee interprets Hedda, symbolically, as the "pistol"
(patriarchy's phallus) itself is certainly clever, but hardly accurate. Yes, Hedda is identified by
her relationship with her father, but, importantly, the power which he has, she ladts. With
pride, Aunt Juliana nostalgically recalls a memorable sc:ene in which Hedda and her father
rode side by side:
32

General Gabler's daughter! 'Think of what she was aa:ustomed to when the
General was alive. You remember how we used to see her out riding with her
father? In that long black skirt? With the feather in her hat? (1.1S5)
Hedda's ties to her father, the powerful leader of armies, is what piques Aunt Juliana's interest
in Hedda a.s the perfect wife for her "George"-she, too, senses the power of the great general.
But Hedda can neither "inherir General Gabler's pistols, nor his power. She can only be
limited by them (as her marriage to Tesman proves).
Hedda's marriage ultimately is a a>mmercial transaction. Jane Gallop insists that
women are "exchanged between men. in the service of power relations and community for the
men" (76). Even though General Gabler is dead when Hedda marries, Tesrnan, too, participates
in what Gallop refers to as the "commerce" of patriarchy (76). The "feather" once in Hedda's

"hat" now becomes a "feather in Tesman's cap; for by manying Hedda, Tcsman rides on his
wife's skirttails into "select drcles" to which he would not otherwise be admitted. Ironically,
his acceptance and rise into the upper echelons of society is inversely proportional to Hedda's
fall (loss of social prestige).
Little is known about Hedda's education, except that under her father's tutelage, she
has been taught to ride horses and shoot pistols. Conspicuously absent-and significantly
so-from both Hedda's past and her present is Hedda's mother. We know little of Hedda's
education in the arts traditionally considered to be "feminine." She does know how to play the
piano and besides her pistols, her piano is the only instrument to which she seems attached.
In her dissertation, 'The New Woman in the Drama of Buchner, Ibsen, Strindberg and Brecht;·
Barbara Mackay points out that because of Hedda's unusual upbringing by her father, she
would have been considered quite an anomaly for her day:
Instead of spoiling her with material goods, her father spoiled her with
education, making her something of an aberration in a society which expected
women to be docile and helpless. He taught her to shoot, to ride, to be
anything but a wallflower. U6)
When Hedda finds that Tesman very likely may not receive the "expected"

appointment, that she may not receive the promised thoroughbred and the liveried footman,
she goes off to amuse herself with General Cabler's pistols (1.182-83). This scene at the end of
Act I not only intimates the defeat of Hedda's plans to recover her losses now that she has
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ma.med beneath her, but also significantly illustrates the degree to which patriarchy extends
even beyond the grave:
HEDDA wolks across 1k room. Ah well. I still have one thing left to amuse
myseU with.

TF.5MAN, joyfvlly. Thank goodness for that. What's that, Hedda? What?
HEDDA, in the opci doorway, looks at him with a>rli:llllal sc.orn.

My pistols,

George darling.
TF.5MAN, alarmed. Pistols!
HEDDA, her eyes cold. General Gabler's pistols. She goes into Ilse rear room and disappears.

TF.5MAN runs to the dOOTWlllj and azlls after her. For heaven's sake, Hedda dear,
don' t touch those things. They're dangerous. Hedda-please-for my
sake! What? (l.183)
Ironically, these pistols, which one might normal ly expect to be handed down from father to
son, Hedda considers her birthright; nevertheless, even though Hedda now supposedly "owns··
them, they still do not ~long to her. Immediately refuting her claim to ownership, Hedda
corrects herself by adding. ''General Gabler's pistols"

(I. 183).

The most important patriarchal

force in her life, her father, even from the grave, symbolically owns the pistols-weapons
which metaphorically represent the phallus and power.

Thus, ironically, patriarchy denies

Hedda power through this symbolic emblem, the phallus. Because Hedda is female, it is a
cultural impossibility for her to inherit the pistols. Sr.e not only does not inherit her father's
weapons (power), but she cannot inherit them. According to Valency's analysis, Hedda "desires
to arrogate the masculine role to herself' but is "impotent" "as a man" (200). Notably, many
male critics refer to Hedda's impotence or sterility. These critics infer that because she is
aggressive, Hedda wants to be a male. Rosemary Radford Ruether asserts that patriarchy
views all women as "Eve"
in the sense that their original primacy has been repressed and they have been
shaped and conditioned to appear as auxiliary beings of generic maleness.
Womm in patriarchal societies do not exist as themselves, but as cultural and
ideological creations of male domination. (148)

In essence, Hedda's aggression is interpreted in

ienns

of male sexuality-or rather the lack of

it. One wonders if the reverse would be true: if a man were passive, would critics describe
him in tem\S generally associated with female sexuality, e.g. fertile, infertile? Probably not.
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Some critics, I think, have misappraised Hl'dda, for they see her obsession with power as an
indication that she already has power. "Hedda's background has primarily given her a sense
of power in an orderly, predictable environment," proclaim., Barbara Mad<ay, who believes
Hedda's power is the "weapon" she wields against a conlemptuous, "banal world" (27). Indeed,
this is not the case. Hedda has no "weapon; certainly no traditional symbol of power that is

hers: actually, when Eilert Loevborg imputes power to her, Hedda seems genuinely surprised:

LOEVBORG. Yes, Hedda. I regarded you as a kind of confessor. Told you
things about myself which no one knew about-then. Those days and
nights of drinking and-Oh, Hedda, what power did you have to make
me confess such things?

HEDDA. Power? You think I had some power over you?
LOEVBORG. Yes-I don't know how else to explain iL And all th~blique
questions you asked me-

LOEVBORG. . . . But tell me, Hedda-what you felt for me-wasn't that-love?
When you asked me those questions and made me confess my sins to
you, wasn't it because you wanted to wash me clean?
HEDDA. No, not exactly.

LOEVBORG. Why did you do it, then?

so incredible that a young girl, given the chance to
do so without anyone knowing. should want to be allowed a glimpse
into a forbidden world of whose existence she is supposed to be
ignorant? (Il.203)

HEDDA. Do you find it

What l.oevborg perceives as Hedda's power over him is really his infatuation with a an
audacious rebel, a woman who seeks knowledge of a world that is forbidden to her. Actually,
what Hedda thirsts for is power. Words which Hedda uses suggest that she is powerless and
an outsider to the world of male power:

words such as "chance, "allowed; "glimpse;

"forbidden; and "ignorant" reveal her powerless condition. Loevborg attributes the "power" he
thinks Hedda has had over him to love. He is astounded to hear that Hedda's craving for

"knowledge" is her true motivation for her past behavior towards him (Il.204).
Loevborg seems puzzled and startled by this revelation:

LOEVBORG. You didn't love me, then. You just wanted-knowledge. But if that
was so, why did you break it off? (II.204)
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Indeed,

To the "young girl" Hedda, "knowledge is power," and power resides in the male world, from
which woman is baned. As Barbara Mackay surmises, Hedda's '1ack of self-<onfidence" is
what precipitates her "need for power" (28). On this point, I agree, though I do not think that
Hedda already has power. Her hatred, directed toward the self, and her boredom are
symptomatic of the anger she feels toward patriarchy, which has denied her power. Not until
she commits suicide will Hedda's thirst for power be quenched. She will discover the power
she seeks is within herself, not from withoul
This thirst for knowledge (power), coupled with Hedda's claim to ownership of
General Gabler's pistols, symbolically betrays her as a rebel against patriarchy (she
inadvertently and unknowingly displays her rebellion). Indeed, Hedda has more than once
attempted usurpation and infringed upon male power-through the vehicles of language
(Loevborg's confessions to her) and of ownership (inheritance) of propmy traditionally
inherited through the male line. Joseph Wood Krutch theorizes that Hedda's ··unconscious"
world takes precedence over the "conscious" one:
Her aims and motives have a secret personal logic of their own.... One of
the significant things which such a character implies is the premise that there
is a secret, sometimes unconscious, world of aims and methods-one might
almost say a secret system of values-that is often much more important than
the rational one. ("Modernism" 19)
Ibsen ties Hedda's need to be propertied to her need for power and self-governance, not to
mention her desire to control another's destiny; In a sense, Hedda, at first, emulates patriarchy
by attempting to control the destiny of others-specifically, Loevborg's. She also believes that
owning property will gain her autonomy. To Hedda, both control and ownership represent
vehicles for becoming self-governed. Her suicide will be her attempt at control and ownership
over her own body and her own destiny. For Hedda to think that she could inherit the
pistols-traditionally weapons C1Ul1led by malts--anymore than she could own the thoroughbred
or

O'W7I

the house-marks her as a rebel. "Ownership" implies that one must first have an

inha-mt right to a claim-but "rights" for women are denied by patriarchy.

Change in the

patriarchal system is only possible through the rebellion of those oppressed and through

destruction of the system's ideologies.
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For all her plans to cultivate friendships and insulate herself with a "select circle of
friends," Hedda Gabler has no true friends. lnough she waits all day at home for visitors to
call, none arrives. To her husband's and to Judge Brade's inquiries about visitations, Hedda

makes excuses for her absence of callers, telling Bradt in Act II that she has had no callers,

that she supposes "the best people are all still in the oountry" (ll.185).
Hedda's visit from her old schoolmate, Thea Elvsted, is proof of Hedda's Lack of
friendships and indicates her isolation, even around other women.

Unfortunately, Hedda

doesn't even recall Thea's name and mistakenly refers to her as -rora" (l.172). Unlike Hedda,
whose position in society has been devalued by her marriage to Tesman, Thea has risen above
her station by marrying a magistrate (a symbol of patriarchal authority and power). Though
Thea was, at first, to have been a "governess" (teacher) to the magistrate's children, she readily
accepted another role-that of a sort of "housewife/babysitter" after the magistrate's "invalid"
wife died (1.173-74). Ibsen's reiteration of the term "invalid," associated with Tesman's Aunt
Rena, and by implication, Aunt Juliana, and Thea, reinforces the motif of "invalidism" in the
play.
As the concept applies to women in Ibsen' s drama, "invalidism" is the prescribed "role"
(to be siclc-mentally, physically, or both) which patriarchy assigns to an •Angel of the House"
who can no longer perform or assume her "duties" as man's caretaker (though there are other
implications as well. (It is also a motif Lillian Hellman and Marsha Norman will repeat in
their plays). The effects of long term passivity for women in patriarchal society are debilitating.
Hence, all "Angels" are potential "invalids"; unlike a butterfly which emerges from its cocoon
to fly, patriarchy stymies and cripples its "Angels" (these angels never grow "wings" except in
death).
After marrying the magistrate, Thea gives up her duties of giving lessons to the
children to devote herself full-time to managing the house and "mothering" children who are
not her own.. Admitting that her husband probably "doesn't love anyone except himself. And
perhaps the children-a little," Thea characterizes her relationship with the magistrate as
unsatisfactory: "We've nothing in conuron. Nothing whatever." (1.174). To him, she is merely
"useful": "And then I don't cost much to keep. I'm cheap," she tells Hedda (1.174). Thea is an
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excellent example of an "Angel of the ·House." When she can no longer fill the role of wife as
a cheap labor force and as a substitute "mother" for man's children, she directs all her energies
towards another accepted role for nineteenth-century women-the more "angelic" side of the
"Angel of the House; that of being an inspiration to man Ctoevborg). Indeed, Thea devotes

her body and soul to this new endeavor: "I only know that I must live wherever Eilert
Loevborg is. U I am to go on living" a.175). Thea's life is what Gilbert and Gubar might
conclude is a '1ile that has no story" of its own.

Thea ls identified only through her

relationships with men in her life; she is Tesman's old girlfriend, or the "magistrate's wife;
or the "mother" of Loevborg's "child," the manusaipt (which validates her existence). Indeed,
she tells Hedda, if she "is to go on living." she "must live wherever Eilert Loevborg is" (1.175).
In fact, Thea intimates that her role as "inspirer" consumes her totally and makes her "real,"
validated, as though this role substantiates her existence as a human being.
MRS. ELVSTED . ... and he's made a-sort of-real person of me. Taught me
to think-and to understand all kinds of things.
HEDDA. Did he give you lessons too?

MRS. ELVSTED. Not exactly lessons. But he talked to me. About-oh, you've
no idea-so many things! And then he let me work with him. Oh, it
was wonderful. I was so happy to be allowed to help him. (1.176)
In "The Female Androgyne in Tragic Drama; Callie Herzog refers to Thea as a foil for
Hedda (199), but one may safely add that Thea's function is not just as Hedda's foil; she is
the face in the mirror of what Hedda could be. In no better way may the relationship between
Hedda and Thea be explained than by examining them in connection with the "Snow White"
myth which Gilbert and Gubar discuss in Madwoman in t~ Attic The Woman Writu and the

Nineleenth-Ccrtury literary Imaginatum. These critics speculate that Snow White is not only the
wicked Queen's daughter, but she is the haunting reflection of the "self" which woman sees
in her mirror. They recount the following history of the wicked Queen, whose "conflict in the
mirror" becomes a "feminized Oedipal struggle," "between mother and daughter, woman and
woman, self and self":
The real story ~ when the Queen, having become a mother,
metamorphoses also mto a witch-that is, into a wicked "step" mother: "when
the child was born, the Queen died," and "After a year had passed the King
took to himself another wife."
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When we first encounter this "new" wtfe, she is framed in a magic
looking glass, just as her predecessor-that is, her earlier 5elf-had been framed
in a window. To be caught and trapped in a mirror rather than a window,
however, is to be driven inward, obsessively studying self-images as if seeking
a viable self. ... The second Queen is doomed to the inward search that
psychoanalysts like Bruno Bettelheim censoriously define as "narcissism." (37
see also n.80)

Overshadowing this struggle, according to Gilbert and Gubar, is the "voice of the looking
glass,

the

patriarchal

voice

of

judgment

that

rules

the

Queen's-and

every

woman's-self-evaluation," which makes "female bonding" "extraordinarily difficult":
He it is who decides, first, that his amsort is "the fairest of all," and then, as
she becomes maddened, rebellious, witchlike, that she must be replaced by his
angelically innocent and dutiful daughter, a girl who is therefore defined as
"more beautiful still" than the Queen. (38)
Gilbert and Gubar note that "'women almost inevitably tum against women because the
voice of the looking glass sets them against each other" (38). They conclude that Snow White
represents that part of the self (passivity, docility, inaction, and submissiveness} which the
wicked queen has already purposely rejected (37-42):
Innocent, passive and self-lessly free of the mirror madness that consumes the
Queen, Snow White represents the ideal of renunciation that the Queen has
already renounced at the beginning of the story. Thus Snow White is destined
to replace the Queen because the Queen hates her, rather than vice versa. The
Queen's hatred of Snow White, in other words, exists before the looking glass
has provided an obvious reason for hatred. {38)
Hedda hates the self-sacrificing Thea for much the same reasons which Gilbert and Gubar
maintain are the reasons that the wicked Queen hates the beautiful and passive Snow White.
Indeed, Thea's beautiful, long wavy blond hair is as detestable to Hedda as are Snow White's
beautiful tresses to the wicked queen, who, Gilbert and Gubar recount, promises "to comb
Snow White's hair 'properly,' then assaults her with a poisonous comb" (40). Hedda tells Thea,
"I think 111 bum your hair off after all!" {ll.211). For both Ibsen's Hedda Gabler and the story
of "Snow White," the hair is symbolically an emblem of patriarchy, for its yellow strands
represent patriarchy's idealization of female beauty.
On the other hand, in her absolute chastity, her frozen innocence, her sweet
nullity, Snow White represents precisely the ideal of "contemP.lative purity" we
have already discussed, an ideal that could quite literally kill the Queen. An
angel in the house of myth. Snow White is not only a child but (as female
angels always are} childlike, docile, submissive, the heroine of a life that has
no story. (39)
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In contrast, to angelic 'Thea, Hedda is every bit the cruel monster that the wicked Queen of
"Snow White" is. Unlike Thea, who dedicates "her whole soul and body" to Loevborg, Hedda
is not content to live her life for another, to dedicate her whole being to Loevborg, her

husband, or any man. Even Loevborg has misinterpreted Hedda's earlier intentions towards
him, believing that she had asked him all those "oblique questions· and "made" him "confess"

his sins because she had some desire to "wash" him "clean" (Il.203). Hedda has no desire, as
does Thea, to act as secretary, nurturer, or inspirer to man ,o that he might be "restored to
his rightful place in society," as Thea admits is her object in life. Indeed, Hedda's personality
matches that of the Queen's in "Snow White":
For the Queen, as we come to see more dearly in the course of the story, is
a plotter, a plot-maker, a schemer, a witch, an artist, an impersonator, a woman
of almost infinite creative energy, witty, wily, and self-absorbed as all artists
traditionally are. (Gilbert and Gubar 38)
Though Hedda's relationship to Thea is, indeed, ambiguous, her relationship with
Loevborg is truly the most complex one in Heddtl Gabler, not only because one could make a
case for its being one of '1ove-hate" (or admiration<ondemnation), but also because it is
fraught with images of death and life, degeneration and regeneration. In some respects,
Loevborg may be viewed as a male counterpoint to the feminine Hedda. They both have a "bit
of poetry in them" and are, in a sense, displaced persons. Coming from an aristocratic family,
Loevborg was at one time was an accepted and frequent visitor to the Gabler home.
Underneath the eyes of the great General, Loevborg and Hedda conducted secret conversations
as Loevborg confided information only to which she was privy. Now, ousted from polite
society, Loevborg seeks readmittance, and Thea dedicates her life to his restoration. Despite
the irregularities of Loevborg's lifestyle, he is not only able to s«Jc restor11tion to aristocratic
circles, but for him, readmittance is possible. This is an important difference between him and
Hedda, for if she had blackened her reputation, as has Loevborg, the damage would be
irreparable. If, for instance, she had bealme a Mlle. Danielle, patriarchy would neither readmit
her to the society of "good" people, nor let her seek readmittance-only males have the right
to err but return to the fold. The vehicle

(or

Loevborg's readmittance lies in the power of his

pen, his "poetry"-the manuscript on the future of civilization (as a symbol of the phallus, the
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"pen" is emblematic of it source of power as well as of the source of patriarchal lineage).
Essentially, this means that women, by the very nature of their sex-being without a penis-are
denied admittance to "select circles" of "forgiveness.• ('This implies religious and societal
condemnation of woman- all women are, ultimately, Eve.)
Loevborg's manusaipt. and the book written prior to it, are keys to our understanding
the complexity of Loevborg's relationship with Hedda. By the time Hedda hears that
Loevborg's first book, a history of ciuilizlltion, is out, it has already won acclaim in academic
circles, and his second book, again dealing with future "civilization; promises him the
possibility of readmission to the society which hitherto expelled him. Even though Ibsen
implies that Loevborg may not have wanted lo compete against his colleagues for the honored
professorship Tesman seeks. the success of his book has thrust him among the competitors.
Importantly, Loevborg's book is a history, one about "civilization." By tracing the Latin root
of the word "civilization." one finds "civis; meaning citizen (Tk American Heritage Di.ctior,ary).
Only men, of course, were considered "citizens" of Rome. Thus, one may infer, in writing a
history of civilization. Loevborg has written only man's history (excluding fonale history).
Furthermore, Roman women were denied freedom and considered the property of males. As
the writer of a male history, one which denies freedom and rights of ownership to women,
Loevborg is, in essence, a sort of patriarch- the "father" ("writer") of man's history
("civilization"). He not only fosters a first history of civilization. but he also is the "father" of
a second manuscript-which predicts the shape and direction man's future will take. The first
book, notably ending with the present, ushers forth a second work which peers into the future.
If the past history of civilization bdllngs only to males, and if the future bodes only the
direction that this traditionally male history will take, then it is no wonder that Hedda wishes
to destroy l.oevborg's "child," his manusaipt. In burning the book, Hedda metaphorically
bums man's future, his future domination.
Tesman, like Loevborg. is also a symbolic patriarch. Even though Hedda may see him
as "ridiculous" and as a pedant, he is, nonetheless, a male and has ties to man's history.
Indeed, his whole life has been spent indexing and taking notes about the history of
civilization. At one point, Hedda sighs witll relief now that her honeymoon has ended, a
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honeymoon marked by Tesman's relentless buzzings on the subject of the history of
civilization:
HEDDA, half laughing, half 11nnoyttl. You just try it, Judge. Listening to the
history of civilisation morning, noon andBRACK etmtcts her. But, Mrs. Hedda-!

HEDDA. All right. Oh, and those domestic industries of Brabant in the Middle
Ages! That really is beyond the limiL m .187)
Thea, too, plays a significant role in man' s history (as inspirer and nurturer of

patriarchy). l..oevborg's manuscript has, as Hedda attests, been "the one thing that's made her
(Thea'sl life worth living" CIIl.227). When she burns the pages of the manuscript, Hedda feels
hatred especially towards Thea:
HEDDA throws one of the pages into the stove and whispers lo hers</{. I' m burning
your child, lnea! You with your beautiful wavy hair! S~ throws II f=
more pages into the stwe. The child Eilert Loevborg gave you. Throws
the rest of the m11nuscript in. I'm burning it! I'm burning your child!
(ill.229)

Indeed, Hedda is correct in her assertion that the manuscript is Thea's as well as Loevborg's.
Loevborg himself admits that she is the "mother" of the "child" (III.228). In her dissertation,
Oemon•Karp refutes Thea's claim to Loevborg's work.

Rather than consider Thea as the

"mother'' of this sequel, Cemon-Karp considers her to be merely a "midwife" (203). She sees
the work as purely Loevborg's (and does not consider the significance of it as a patriarchal
history). Thea, Oemon-Karp suggests, has only been "allowed" to "share" in Loevborg's work:
The manuscript may be in her handwriting; it may even be called "their child,"
but it is his. Were it to have been/ublished, the world would have praised
his authorship: 1he dedication woul have read: "To lnea, the woman without
whom this worx could not have been written.• One is reminded of William
Blake, writing and drawing, while his wife sat by his side, and colored in the
pictures. (200, see also n.16)

believe Cemon•Karp has missed the significance of Thea as a "agent" and "mother" of
patriarchy. Indeed, though the work is not Thea's, she is the vehicle (as is woman the
instrument)

which patriarchy uses to transmit and perpetuate its history.

A careful analysis of the Dionysian symbolism in Hedda Gabler is the key to
understanding the complex feelings and ambivalence Hedda feels for Loevborg, for lilce his
Dionysian counterpart, Loevborg represents a paradox of life and death, of regeneration and
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degeneration. Hedda seems simultaneously to feel hatred and admiration for Loevborg. As a
creative intellect, he represents power to her. Qemon•Karp maintains that Loevborg's
"intellectual creativity" translates into "action" and "doing,• contrasting sharply with woman's
existence which is traditionally considered passive (203). Describing the process involved in the
"delivery" of his manuscript in terms of a metaphorical "birthing," Oemon•Karp indicates that
Loevborg's "child" is the "product of painful effort, of ,elf-discipline and self-determination"
(203).

This son of "active" birthing of Loevborg's book is in sharp contrast to Hedda's

pregnancy, which is the result of "something that has happened to her" (203), rendering her
helpless. Oemon-Karp agrees with James Macfarlane, who argues that Hedda's pregnancy
leaves her "imprisoned" (204, see n.19):
But she cannot become a general or a Secretary of State; she caMot even
control what is happening within her own body. Her body is becoming her
prison; soon it will betray her, preventing her from being-even to
herself-Hedda Gabler, "exactly as I was when we left" . .. She can insist on
an identity separate from Tesman's; but how can she claim an identity distinct
from her own body? "Man does, woman is." Hedda's body is defining her
against her will. (204)
Though correct about the confining aspects of Hedda's pregnancy, Oemon-Karp apparently
does not recognize in Hedda the Dionysian personality which refuses to let her exist on a
plane of passivity. Patriarchy requires that Hedda become a "mother," a role which it considers
natural for women. Against this, too, Hedda will rebel. Ibsen himself might have appreciated
Oemon-Karp's analogy that the production of Loevborg's manuscript is like a '1abor" (an
active birthing) process, for in his play notes to Hedda Gab/a, he states that "the feminine
imagination is not active and independently creative like the masculine. It needs a bit of
reality as a help" (160).
1bough we know she has equated Loevborg with Dionysus in the past (ill.229), Hedda
first illludes to him as a Dionysian figure in the present when he is about 10 attend the
"'bachelor

pany·

with Tesman and Brack. Anticipating his return, she fantasizes, "He11 be here.

I can see him. With a crown of vine-leaves in his hair. Burning and unashamed! (Il.210). And

a few moments later, again she predicts, "And then-at ten o'clock-Eilert Loevorg will come.
With a crown of vine-leaves in his hair" m.211).
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Some critics have argued that Hedda lies when she .ays she wants Loevborg to return
from the bachelor party "with vine leaves in his hair" (11.209). Viewing Hedda as the "first
fully developed neurotic heroine" of literature (19), and therefore, exceedingly devious and
unreliable, Joseph Wood Krutch, in "Modmtism" in Modern Dra1M, refuses to take Hedda at
he!' word when she expresses her desire for Loevborg's triumphant return:

Thus when she encourages Loevborg to go to the party where she knows he
will succumb to his weakness for cfrink, she sends him off with the famous
injunction, "Come back with vine leaves in your hair," as though she had read
Nietzsche and was bidding him achieve some Dionysian splendor. But we
know and she knows that he is incapable of any such thing, that her phrase
is merely bait to trap him into self-destruction. (18)
Unfortunately, Krutch takes no note of how Hedda castigates Thea for doubting that Loevborg
will return: ''You can doubt him as much as you like," says Hedda, '1 believe in him!" (Il.210).
Only moments later when Thea doesn't want to wait for Loevborg to return, Hedda adamantly

refuses to allow Thea an exit, vowing:
Rubbish! First you're going to have some tea, you little idioL And then-at ten
o'clock-Eilert l..oevborg will come. With a crown of vine-leaves in his hair!
(Il.211)

Even were Krutch to assume that Hedda were less than honest in chastising Thea for her
doubts about Loevborg, he certainly should have noticed Hedda's decidedly honest reaction-if
we are to believe Ibsen's stage directions-to Judge Braclt's news of Loevborg's anest at Mlle's
Danielle's boudoir:
BRACK. Apparently he put up a Vi!!'y violent resistance. Hit one of the
constables on the ear and tore his unifonn. He had to accompany them
to the police station.
HEDDA. Where did you learn all this?
BRACK. From the police.
HEDDA, to ha-sdf. So that's what happened. He didn't have a aown of
vine-leaves in his hair.
BRACK. Vine-leaves, Mrs. Hedda? (Ill.222)
Hedda's remark about the "crown of vine-leaves· is said "to herself," not to Judge Brack at all,
obviously proving that Ibsen u-eans Hedda to be considered genuine in her belief that
Loevborg would return after his night of celebration. Hedda wants Loevborg to enjoy the
experience of freedom, to drink-and even to act wild, perhaps-but she wants him to come
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back in control of his senses. She wants him to show that he can master alcohol (symbolically,
it suggests a lack of control).
As a Dionysian symbol, Loevborg is a 5ign of paradox. Just as the young Dionysus

could not control his drinking and frolicking, the aristocratic Loevborg seems consumed by his
uninhibited life style-at least before he meets Thea Elvsted. Barbara Mackay believes that it
is his "hunger for life" ... "specifically symbolized by his freedom lo drink" which attracted

Hedda to him in the first place (36). The god Dionysus at first "drank wine without
moderation" after Hera had stricken him with madness, but this "madness" was shon lived
(Larousse 158). Not only was Dionysus associated with the earth,

a.5

creator of the grapevines,

but he was also a master of transfonnation, having been known to change his form many
times. He also represented the possibility of fragmentation made cohesive again, having been
dismembered and resurrected. Because Hedda also associates Loevborg with "vine leaves,"
hence Dionysus, he represents for her that paradox. Ultimately, Dionysus became not only the

god of pleasures and the "god of civilization," but, in time, he became a sort of "supreme god"
(Larousse 158).
A sign that Loevborg is not the only character to be identified as Dionysian is evident
early in the play. Though the 1eaves" with which we identify Hedda link her to death, they
serve a much broader purpose: they are emblematic of seasonal change. cycles-simultaneously
indicating renewal and regeneration, as well as death and decay. As a reaction to Tesman's
Aunt Julian's first visit to the newlyweds in Act I, Hedda is visibly UMerved; she "walks up
and down the room raising her arms and clenching her fists as though in desperation" (I.165).
Only after throwing open the curtains of the French windows and gazing at the dying leaves
"so golden" "and withered" does she become "calm and controlled again" (1.165). Believing that
the spontaneous Hedda is trapped in a stagnant world without meaning, Lisa E. Low, in 1n
Defense of Hedda; finds in the leaves only a stark Beckettian universe of darkness and death:
Past this mask of quotidian activity, just past the window pane, is the autumn
foliage, the dying out of the year, the gradual falling off of souls into death.
The iesman's, inversions of the life force, spawn mediocrity and castrate true
fecundity. Against them Hedda, who can not quite literally explode with
fr-.JS!:'3ted instinct, does the next best thing: she blows her brains out. (46-47)
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'Though Low is correct when she surmises that what Hedda views from her window is
"death," she perhaps does not fully appreciate the multifacetedness of leaves as a sign: though
they do anticipate dtr1th for Hedda, they al.so signify life. l..il.e the fallen leaves (and like
Loevborg's fall from society), Hedda, too, has fallen from aristocratic heights, but inherent in
the decaying process, paradoxically, is the cycle of renewal. Perhaps what restores Hedda's

calmness is a recognition that only in death is renewal possible

(her

later suicide may indicate

this).

Paramount to our understanding of both Hedda and Loevborg is this Dionysian
paradox. Though most critics readily accept Loevborg as a Dionysian symbol, only a few
believe that Hedda may be considered one. G. Wilson Knight is the exception. Noting Ibsen's
attraction to the theme of "neglected powers," which manifests itself in his creation of
Dionysian personalities, Knight finds that the theme is "most active, or at least most easily
focused" in Ibsen's treatment of women (62). He espouses the view that the "Dionysian
woman" is the play's "central concern" (62) and suggests that Hedda is the embodiment of
Dionysian contradiction:

If she shuts out the sun (l.19-20) that is because she dare not face her own fire.
Despite her external caution, she has a "craving for life"' (11.102), and despite
her cruelty, a horror of ugliness (ill.130). (63)
In light of Knight's suggestion, Judge Brack's statement, "Eilert Loevborg has meant more to

you than you're willing to admit to yourself" (IV.240), we may possibly infer that Hedda has
been denying the "female Dionysus" within herself in the hopes of being able to experience

the depths of life vicariously through Loevborg. In Act IT, after Hedda has admitted her own
cowardice for not having shot Loevborg in the past, Loevborg suddenly infers that "behind"
Hedda's "questions," which he had interpreted as her insatiable quest for "lcnowledge, was
what the "pale and opalescent" Hedda really wanted-1ife!" Behind the Hedda overshadowed
in death-like images is a VlDrant but frustrated Hedda who wants to feel alive. Thus,
loevborg's capacity for life and freedom draw Hedda to him and to his creations.
She is not thinking at all; she is finding an action corTeSpondent to her state
of being; and it has an imaginative. if not a logical ratification. That is why she
takes such keen pleasure in envisaging Loevborg "with vine-leaves in his hair"
(II. 114-15; rn. 125, 136, 150-1). In submitting himself to temptation she believes
that he will regain his whole, Dionysian, self and be henceforth "a free man
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for all his days"; and she claims that her trust is greater than Mrs Bvsted's,
whose surface reformation has left him no better than a half-man and unfree
(II.114). When Hedda hears of the miserable result, all she can say, quietly,
"gazing straight before her," is, 1ben he had no vineleaves in his hair" (III.
136). . . . searching for Dionysus, he {l..oevborg) finds himself in a
police-station. (65)
Knight's remarks about l..ocvborg's "Dionysian search" seem highly ironic, considering the fact
that the instrument of Hedda's "Dionysian search"-the pistol-will later also end up at the
police-station, unidentified and unclaimed.

1ne threat of the pistol being used as evidence against Hedda is the greatest threat of
her chief antagonist, Judge Brack. Not only is he, like Thea, no "friend" to Hedda, but his
actions indicate that as another patriarchal figure, a judge, he is quite certainly her antagonist.
Two scenes, in particular, demonstrate this antagonism. The first one, at the beginning of Act
II, demonstrates how the Judge, as the "voice" of patriarchy, questions Hedda's ability to

exercise pcwa and control. Underneath the playful badinage in the scene is the patriarchal
"voice," with another layer of meaning which holds women, in general, in check, rendering
them powerless. Judge Brack effectively undennines Hedda by accusing her of gross
ineptitudes: of lacking control and skill, of being incapable of seriousness, of being unable to
complete an action, of lacking reason-in effect, of being deranged.
HEDDA, dressal to rteatN! cal/cs, is alone in the room. She is standing by the qpen

frmch windows, loading ii rmilt/eT. The pizir to it is lying in an qpen pistol
C4St on the writing tal,/e.

HEDDA looks down in to the garden iznd calls. Good afternoon, Judge.

BRACK, in the distance. below. Afternoon, Mrs. Tesman.
HEDDA roises tM pistol iznd tala!s aim. I'm going to shoot you, Judge Brack.

BRACK shouts from bdow. No, no, no! Don't aim that thing at me!
HEDDA. This11 teach you to enter houses by the back door. Fires.

BRACK, below. Have you gone completely out of your mind?
HEDDA. Oh dear! Did I hit you?

BRACK, still outside. Stop playing these silly tricks.
HEDDA. All right, Judge. Coire along in.

JUDGE BRACK, dressai for ii badrdur party, entcs through tM frmch window. He
has ii light arim:oat on Iris arm.
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BRACK. For God's sake! Haven't you stopped fooling around with those things
yet7 What are you trying to hit7
HEDDA. Oh, I was just shooting at the sky.
BRACK Wes tM pistDl gently from ha hlind. By your leave, ma'am. Looks g/ it.
Ah, yes-I know this old friend well. Looks ground. Where's the case?
Oh, yes. Puts tM pistol in tM case and clost.S ii. lnat's enough of that
little game for today. (D.184-85)
Inherent in the dialogue is a sexual dimension as well, for the pistol, a phallic symbol, is in
Hedda's hands, which according to Judge Brack, are incapable of mastery. Brack intimates that
Hedda is incapable of "aiming" com?Ctly-that she can only "try to hit" a target

(in

this case,

a patriarchal figure), but without success. He accuses her of mindlessness-when she even
tries-saying, "Have you gone completely out of your mind?"
As a patriarch, Brack is not content with undermining Hedda. Another, and bawdier,

dimension of sexuality is suggested by Brack in this particular scene-that of Hedda, the toast
of society, as a prostitute-and that of her as a usurper of man's most cherished possession,
his phallus. Unequivocably, she is linked to Mlle. Danielle, whose business is turning over
"tricks"-"shooting off men's pistols," so to speak. Dressed to receive callers" (tricks), Hedda
waits "alone" in her "room" (boudoir), where she threatens "to shoot" (ejaculation) her "visitor,"
Brack, in order to "teach" him not to "enter houses by the back door" (anal insertion, or
possibly, vaginal). Amusing herself-"fooling around" (sexual play)-Hedda is "playing these
silly tricks; when she finally consents to Brack's entrance, through the "open trench windows"
(vaginal or anal image), saying "All right, Judge. Come along in." Importantly, Brack's
undermining of Hedda's ability to "aim that thing" (phallus) at him and his accusation that
she has "gone completely out of (herl mind" effectively halt Hedda's figurative challenge of
patriarchal power-symbolically, represented by the phallus. Accepting Judge Brack's
(patriarchy's "voice") judgment of her as inept, Hedda defeatedly claims that, indeed, she had
no direction; she has been merely "shooting at the sky" (masturbatory image). Brack has
effectively put down the rebellion, and without opposition, "takes the pistol," his "old friend;
"gently from her hand; enclosing it in its case. Having reclaimed male property (the pistol
-hence, the phallus), Brack reaffinns his authority by treating Hedda like a child, insinuating
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that her symbolic rebellion is inconsequential, insignificant: "that's enough of that little game
for today." Ironically, Brack is at once "fatherly" and "courtly" in the way he manipulates
Hedda, gently retracting the firearm from her hand and politely excusing himself, with the
kind of respect a vassal might pay to his

queen: By your leave, ma'am." A skillful

manipulator of language, Judge Brack attnbutes his own demands to Hedda's; it is not really
by "her leave" at all.
This

scene further underscores Judge Brack's derogatory appraisal of Hedda by his

subtle intimation that she is a prostitute. Admitting that he could "have come a little sooner"
(Il.185) had he known that her husband was not at horre, Judge Brack appears to be
suggesting the institution of one of his "triangles," an arrangement he will later attempt to
implement. When Hedda intimates that no one would have been available earlier to receive
him. as she was "dressing" in her room. Brack counters her excuse with, "You haven' t a tiny
crack in the door through which we might have negotiatedT' m .185). Hedda then cla.ims that
he "forgot to arrange one" (Il.185), indicating that his control of her home has been complete,
down to the arrangement of "cracks" in doors. Sexually suggestive, this scene is rife with
sexual symbolism: as an "arranger'' of "cracks" in women's "doors," Judge Brack figures here

as a sort of "pimp.· Furthermore, by intimating that "negotiation" is possible through this "tiny
crack," Brack is indicating that woman's body is a commodity for which one may barter. He
represents the patriarchal ·voice" at its most repulsive: underlying its ostensible claim that
woman is to be championed, revered, and respected emerges the ugly-headed notion-that all
women are prostitutes-that even a bit of "whore" exists inside George Tesman's beautiful,
aristocratic bride.
The vagina becomes a metaphor for Hedda's "home"; when Brack fears Loevborg

might have "unlimited access" to Hedda's "home," he really is intimating that Loevborg will
enjoy Hedda's sexual favors-an idea he cannot abide. Brack has reason, he thinks, to fear his
new rival; when Loevborg first returns, Tesman unabashedly welcomes him:

TESMAN puts Iris /,ands on WEVBORG'S shoulders. Now you're to treat this
house just as though it were your own home, Eilert. Isn' t that ri~t.
Hedda? I hear you've decided to settle here again? What? (ll.196)
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In light of the ambiguity of the literal and metaphorical "homc"-especially as it applies
sexually, Brack has reason to fear. Symbolically, Tesman's gesture could even indicate
Tesman's willingness to slum his wife with Loevborg (a double meaning implied here-maybe
so as to avoid any "competition" between them for the professorship as well as to eliminate
"competition" between them for Hedda's sexual favors) . In essence, Ibsen may be suggesting
that Hedda's sexual favors are a commodity for Tesman to barter; he can trade his commodity
for the valuable post to which he aspires. Importantly, this would conflict with Judge Brack's
own plans; he has earlier admitted to Hedda, 1've been longing so much for you to come
home" m .186). The notion of sharing Tesman's wife is again reiterated-but this time by Judge
Braclc.
BRACK: All I want is to have a circle of friends whom I can trust, whom 1
can help with advice or-<>r by any other means, and into whose houses
I may come and go as a trusted friend.
HEDDA. Of the husband?
BRACK baws. Preferably, to be frank, of the wife. And oi the husband too, of
course. Yes, you know, this lcjnd of-triangle is a delightful arrangement
for all parties concerned. (Il.188)
Susan Browruniller's Agginsl Our Will: Men, Womci and

~

describes patriarchy's

acquisition of the female body "as the first permanent acquisition of man, his first piece of real
property" (8). This acquisition, Brownmiller explains, represents "the initial subjugation of
women" (8). One may infer that just as patriarchy denies Hedda ownership of the Prime
Minister's house, it also forbids her oumcship of her own body. (The "housing" motif,
especially, the "house" as the female body, will reappear in Lillian Hellman's The Children's

Hour and Marsha Norman's 'night, Mother.)
The notion of Hedda as a woman lacking OU111DShip, even of her body C''nousei, is a
recurrent image in Hedda Gabler. In ownership lies power; Hedda's attempts at exercising
power are constantly curtailed by patriarchy. A seemingly insignificant remark of Judge
Braclc's about Hedda's trying to make household purchases emphasiz.es the extent of that
curtailment. A mastl'!" of language, Brack engages in a sort of "vague specific" repartee with
Hedda, the undercurrent of which is a warning to her that her position is precarious:
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BRACK. In any case, Mr.I. Tesman, it's best you should know how things
stand. I mean before you commit yourself to these tittle items I hear
you're threatening to purchase. a.182)
Again, Brack suggests that Hedda's attempts at ownership are "threats." He undermines,
minimizes, and trivializes her rebellion indirectly by characterizing her purchases as '1ittle"

CT.182).
All the women of Hedda Gabler serve not only as feils for Hedda, but, to some extent,
function as alter-egos of her. In a broader sense, they represent the two roles Gilbert and
Gubar believe are conferred on all women in a patriarchal society-ether "Angel of the House"
or "monster." Prostitutes are, in effect, considered by many to be "monsters" who warp
society's values and tempt men to sin. Ibsen indicates that one aspect of prostitution takes
place in the home-husbands symbolically barter their wives; another kind occurs in another
kind of home, the boudoir. As a prostitute, and one supposedly outside the law, Mlle.
Danielle's behavior, like Hedda's, is considered aberrant (ironically, patriarchy perpetuates
prostitution, however, by unofficially approving of it). Not only does she partake of those
parts of life which Hedda only dreams of experiencing as an uninvited guest, but when she
is accused of robbing man (in this case, Loevborg), she violates all convention by actually

physiallly challenging him: '1 t led to a general free-for-all, in which both sexes participated"
(IIJ.222), Judge Brack recounts. When he tells Hedda about the "bloodthirsty scene" which
ensued the night before when Loevborg returned to retrieve his manuscript, Judge Brack
delightedly mocks Hedda by using her words against her, thus abstrusely intimating that
Hedda and this prostitute are one:
BRACK. She was holding the soi.JW. For a selecred circle of friends and
admirers.
HEDDA. Has she got red hair?
BRACK. She has. (IIJ.221)
Mlle. Danielle's boudoir, or "establishment," is a "home", in essence, where men
"stray"-those "who don't stick to their principles" as "firmly" as they should (ill.221). Hedda's
dream of "enter[ing) society" (1.182), of keeping an "open house" for a "select" group of friends
is perversely mimicked when Judge Brack refers to the "animated soiree" (ill.221) held at Mlle.
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Danielle's boudoir. Recognizing similarities between Hedda and Mlle. Danielle (whom she
refers to as "Diana"), Oemon-Karp doesn't claim Mlle. Danielle is a foil for Hedda, as she
asserts Thea is, but she does sunnise that the two characters seem intertwined (importantly,
her translation refers to Mlle. Danielle as Diana):
Mlle. Diana, like Hedda, exists through eronomic arnngement with men of
exchange for erotic favors. Hedda, or course, has seU-consciously made the
permanent one-man contract called marria~- Mlle. Diana has made no such
exclusive oontract. Of course, Mlle Diana lives her life completely outside the
polite society whose limits Hedda would never transgress. but it is not
coincidental that Ejlert Loevborg's death occurs because o{ the unwitting
collaboration of these two women, both of whom "go about with loaded
pistols," (Act I), i.e.• instruments of destruction." (198)
Though Oemon-Karp doesn't consider the sexual significance of Mlle. Danielle's business-that
of "shooting off men's pistols," we should not overlook the fact that her '1ine of work,"
metaphorically, requires this. Both Hedda and Mlle. Danielle. in a sense, are accused of
"appropriating lost property" (IV.233), and are, therefore, rebels to patriarchy.

Again, the

weapon which these women symbolically try to claim is a pistol, a phallic symbol, which
simultaneously represents a thrtat to be used against woman, and the power which she must
have if she is to control her own destiny. Not only has Hedda, consciously or unconsciously,
rebelled against patriarchal laws by claiming ownership of General Gabler's pistols, but as
Tesman intimates once he has found that she has burned Loevborg's manuscript, she has also
placed herself in violation of the laws of the land:
TESMAN. But Hedda, do you realise what you've done? lhat's appropriating
lost property! It's against the law! By Jove! You ask Judge Brack and
see if I'm not right. (IV.233)
This seemingly insignificant remark is, after all, roost telling; symbolically, both loevborg's
manuscript and the pistols are "Jost property" which Hedda is accused of "appropriating."

They are the property of patriarchy. The implications of Hedda as an "appropriator of lost
property" suggest significant irony. As a victim of patriarchy, Hedda is charged, symbolically,
with stealing. Not only that, but Hedda is, in a sense, 1ost" property, patriarchy's possession.
In addition, the speech shows patriarchy to be united against Hedda-Tesman, Brack, and even
"Jove· (slang for patriarchy's God. Thus Hedda has violated not only man's law, but also
God's law). Ibsen was well aware of the injustices done to women in the courts during the
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nineteenth century. In his notes to A Doll's House, the playwright explains that the law which
dictates behavior for a woman is not the same as that by which she is adjudged:
There are two kinds of spiritual law, two kinds of conscience, one in man and
another, altogether different, in woman. They do not understand each other;
but in practical life the woman is judged by man's law, as though she were
not a woman but a man. (qtd. in Cole 1511
Both Hedda and Mlle. Danielle will share the same fate in patriarchal courts if Hedda docs
not disclaim ownership of the pistol she gave to Eilert Loevborg. As patriarchy would see it,
Hedda gave to Loevborg something which was not hes to give-that is why Judge Brack advises
that she must disclaim ownership and report the pistol as "stolen" (IV.242). Hedda is further
threatened by the involvement of the police, the enforcer of patriarchal law, which Brack
indicates already has possession of the pistol; it will "try to trace the owner" (IV.243). If Hedda
does not disclaim ownership, she must appear in court beside her "co-conspirator," Mlle.
Danielle, before a justice that is framed by men. Ironically, both Hedda and Mlle. Danielle may
be accused

of "snatching pistols" from man's hands, and

then, because of their

··resourcefulness," of trying to cover-up their crime. In a sense "co-conspirators· in the same
man's death (Loevborg's), Hedda and Mlle. Danielle will both be subject to patriarchal
judgment.
BRACK. There11 be a scandal. The thing yc;l're so frightened of. You'll have
to appear in court. Together with Mademoiseffe Danielle. She'll have
to explain how it all happened. Was it an accident, or was
it-homicide? Was he about to take the pistol from his pocket to
threaten her? And did it go off? Or did she snatch the pistol from his
hand, shoot him and then put it back in his pocket? She might quite
easily have done it. She's a resourceful lady, is Mademoiselle banielle.
(IV.244)
Thus, the wheel of patriarchy, with its spokes of the police, the court and its justices, is bound
to crush rebellious women in its path. In his notes on A Doll's House, Ibsen condemns the
injustice under the Law which oppresses women:
A woman cannot be herself in the society of the present day, which is an
exclusively masculine society, with laws framed by men and with a judicial
system that judges feminine conduct from a masculine point of view. (qtd . in
Cole 151)

1ne fact that Judge Brack uses the threat of the "courts" against Hedda is particularly
revealing, given Ibsen's opinion that the courts are "exclusively" instruments of patriarchal
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authority. By patriarchy's having instituted a "judicial system" intent on "framing'" patriarchal
laws, woman is, in a sense, "framed" by them. Underlying Judge Brack's threat that the courts
would make her explain her involvement in Loevborg's death is Hedda's ever-present fear that
neither she, nor Mlle. Danielle, will receive justice through the courts. Indeed, a sign of this
injustice is Judge Brack himself, the symbol of court authority and a blackmailer. As one who
protects and administers man's law, judges those accused, and sentences the guilty, Brack
poses a formidable problem to Hedda. Societal "judgment" or censure is what she fears most,
and when the "protector" or "father" of the law, the jwfgt, perverts justice-not to mention the
fact that patriarchy's God condones injustice toward women-then woman's "rksliny" is to be

a victim of patriarchy.
Not until her suicide will Hedda finally realize the power which patriarchy denies her.
Until then, Hedda will remain powerless. This play is all about power-and to a great extent,
the power of words.

Actually, Loevborg's manuscript is really nothing but words-words

which have the power to create a "child; or bring the dead back to life; words which can
sooth a damaged ego, win an honored professorship, or restore an outcast to society; words
that can perpetuate authority, recording and predicting man's history: his past, present, and
future; words which can be weapons, like pistols, to be "fired," (Brack's blackmail scheme) or
squelched (Brade's offer to "hold his tongue") in order to manipulate a person; words that can

be used to threaten, to slander, to malign a person, either in the courts or out. Most of all,
"words" in Htdda Cabla are the mainstay of patriarchal control.
Inextricably, Ibsen links words with "pistols" and "power" in Htdda Gabltr. Ultimately,
Hedda acknowledges the power of words. Dejectedly, with bowed head, the almost defeated
Hedda sits on a footstool in Act IV, with Brack looming over her, assuming his position of
power. This "blackmail" scene, more than any other, reveals the extent and the nature of the

It reveals how patriarchy holds woman in

antagonism between Hedda and the judge.

check-through intimidation and fear. Earlier in Act III, Judge Brack had acknowledged his
"aim" (as opposed to Hedda's misdirected "aim" with the phallic pistol) to be "cock of the
walk," to "fight" for "unrestricted access" to Hedda's lwme (sexually symbolic) (III..223). Just as
a "cock" (phallic), a rooster, demands "unlimited access" and ownership of a henhouse, Brack
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demands that sexually, Hedda be subject to his will. Brack's potential for being dangerous now
materializes. He threatens that unless he "holds (his) tongue." Hedda will be in "danger" of
being implicated in Loevborg's death

av. 244). The

weapon of the "fighting cock" here is

words. The dialogue in this scene is sexually suggestive-but this time, it ominously suggests

a metaphorical rape:
BRACK. Well, luckily there's no danger as long as I hold my tongue.
HEDDA loo/cs lip at him. In other words, I' m in your power, Judge. From now
on. you've got your hold over me.
BRACK whispers, mare slowly. Hedda, my dearest-believe me-I will not abuse
my position.
HEDDA. Nevertheless, I'm in your power. Dependent on your will and your
demands. Not free. Still not free! Risls passionately. No. 1 couldn't bear
that. No.
BRACK loo/cs half-derisrody at her. Most people resign themselves to the
inevitable, sooner or later.
HEDDA rdums his gau. Possibly they do. (IV244)
The earlier image of Brack as a "fighting cock" (phallic aggression) juxtaposed with the image
of the Judge (man) as a possible "abuser; brandishing words as his weapon to be used against
woman, evokes an image of rapist and victim. Patriarchal power over woman is exercised as
man's "position" bars the female from escape. This subservient position which "most people,"
namely women, regard ultimately as "inevitable, sooner or later" is the position of woman
amidst patriarchal dominance; woman is advised of her vulnerability-that fighting back
against such a powerful foe is useless; therefore, she should "resign" herself. Margaret
Higonnet suggests that "if a woman is taken to be a commodity, rape means total devaluation"
(74). Ironically, she also notes that historically, "even in the periods that generally condemned
self-murder, Church fathers and the patriarchy endorsed it in the face of rape" (74). One
inescapable truth emerges in this blackmail scene-that woman is threatened with harm if she
rejects the passive, powerless role patriarchy expects of her.

Though Hedda "appropriates" and ultimately destroys lost "words" (Loevborg's
manusaiptl, she misjudges the potential of words for regeneration, for Hedda's act of violence
{the burning of the manuscript) is really violence on words. In the final analysis, the burning
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of the manuscript is of little consequence.

Aided by lnea, Tesman will reconstruct the

fragments of Loevborg's words from Thea's notes. Words once thought to have been lost will
outlive both men, and cenainly, will outlive Hedda. The words Hedda thought she could hide
in her writing tllble, and subsequently destroy, resurface. General Gabler's pistol, the one
Hedda removed from its case on her writing table also resurfaces. Hedda's writing table, a
place where words are written, ultimately is not her own. She never actually uses it to write.
Loevborg's manuscript, the pistols, the Prirre Ministet's house, and, metaphorically, even
Hedda's own body (as "home") cannot be possessed by Hedda. Like other properties which
patriarchy claims as its own, the writing table will fall under man's domain. Just before her
suicide, Tesman claims Hedda's writing table for his and Mrs. Elvsted's work on regenerating
Eilert Loevborg's manuscript: '" Do you think we could possibly use your writing table for a
little? What?" Tesman says (IV 242). At this point Hedda moves the remaining pistol, concealed
by sheets of music, to the back room and places it on the piano. She plays her "frenzied
dance" on the piano, despite Tesman's admonition that she not "play dance music tonight"
(IV.245). "Think of Auntie Rena. And Eilert." Tesman demands (IV.242). Hedda does think of
them; that's in part, why she commences her "melody" of death.
This intercoMectedness of sexual aggression and language, with its potential for
abusive power is paramount to our understanding of Hedda Gabler's suicide. Because Ibsen
delicately interweaves key images of weaponry-words as weapons, pistols as weapons, and
the phallus as weapon (used in the perpetuation of patriarchy and the subjugation of woman),
it seems dear that by these signs, he meant for us to interpret Hedda's suicide.
Ibsen's signs are unmistakable. Throughout the blackmail sequence, Hedda remains
somewhat reticent, seated on the footstool with head bowed, with Brack, the patriarchal figure
of authority, looming over her; however, with Brack's verbal assurance that he will not "abuse
Chis) position," she "rises passionately," insisting that she will not be subject to his
stranglehold: "No. I couldn't bear that. No.· (IV.244). ln answer to Brack's conciliatory remark
that "most people resign themselves to the inevitable, sooner or later," Hedda "returns his

gaze; responding. "Possibly they do" (IV.244).

Both her words and her gestures indicate that

Hedda is making her stand; making eye contact with her oppressor, she returns Brack's
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"half-derisive" stare

av 144).

What "most people" (worren) will "resign themselves to," Hedda

will not. She will not be in Brack's "power"; she will not be "dependent on (his) will and
demands." She must have

freeaorn.

Right after this confrontation, Hedda will assume a male

voice, mimicking Tesman's voice (IV.245). After stroking lbea's yellow hair, she will excuse
herself from Tesman, Brack, and the new • Angel of the House; complaining of tiredness,
saying that she wants to "lie down on the sofa" in the back room "for a little while" (IV. 245).
Her words, "for a little while" are particularly enigmatic, for though symbolically, they
intimate death, certainly, there is no indication of whether Hedda does or does not believe in
an afterlife in the Christian sense. Nonetheless, the passage intimates a paradox-that in death,
Hedda may, in some sense, aris~that death is only a momentary stay-that through death, the
spirit attains freedom, "release." Indeed, when she adjourns to the back room and plays her
"frenzied dance melody on the piano" (IV. 245), it is not a dirge-Hedda, who once thought
herself "danced out," proves that she is not. She has one dance left.
Hedda's suicide is not just an escape from patriarchal oppression. Symbolically, it is
a sign of freedom. No longer does she hope that freedom is possible for woman through
someone else's bravery. No longer does she harbor the "channing illusion" that man
(loevborg) can "release" her-can do "something big," "something beautiful," (IV .240) as she
once believed. She is not just "playing with those pistols again" as Tesman supposes (IV. 246).
Paradoxically, though she is playing to her audience, she is not "playing" at all. She does the
thing which "people" (women) don't-she decides her own future-or the lack of it Hedda
controls her own destiny. Her aim is accurate, deadly, not a bullet in the bowels as was
Loevborg's; her target is the source of her frustration, the mind-the seat of words, both
spoken and written.
Hedda's suicide, paradoxically, is her "poetry."

It is a song of self-assertion, the

singing of which convention has hitherto denied her. As a sign, it indicates her struggle for
her own voice, a voice which though physically "silent," raves against patriarchy, against the
status quo. Ultimately, Hedda finds that the "destiny" she can shape is not Loevborg's at all-it
is her own. Rather than have it shaped for her, as it was poorly shaped by her father, as it

is poorly shaped by her inept husband, or as it would surely be brazenly distorted in the
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future by Judge Brack, Hedda controls her own destiny. By committing suicide, Hedda also
kills her unborn infant. She will go to any lengths to show that she will no longer be

"defined" or "confined" against her will. By ending her life, ironically, she predicts her future
(or the lack of it). To decide her death Is ultimately the only real control Hedda has. It
represents her realization of power.
As playwright, Hedda creates a new form of drama. She stages and manages her own

script, her own dance of death; she draws the curtain of her stage-a curtain to be opened
only when she is ready. Her only "'invited guest• backstage is her father, the grand patriarch;
symbolically, his portrait stands witness to her production. As writer, director, stage manager,
musician, and actor of her own script, she commands complete control of the production. The
play's message is frightening and paralyzing to Hedda's audience of unbelievers, who think
that people don't do such things!"' (IV .246), for Hedda proves that they do. Patricia Meyer
0

Spaoo believes that Hedda's suicide is an act of "defiance, of assertion, of profound meaning'"
(159). She views it as Hedda's ·attempt to reconcile the opposed sides of her character· . . .
"reconciling beauty and reality"' (159). Spacks recognizes in Brack's final words, Ibsen's implicit
irony:
It is, of course, a totally appropriate final irony that this heavily weighted act
should be reacted to merely as a violation of social convention ("people don't
do such thingsi, with no recognition of the deep significance inherent in such
a violation on Hedda's part." (159)
The message of Hedda's suicide is not just a "No" to Brack, who would

,,um her sexually and

to Tesman, who would own her as wife; nor is it only a "No" to Thea, who can own only that
she

C1W11S

nothing; nor is it just a "No" to all those "invalids" who aspire to be "Angels of the

House·; but it is a "No" to her father, the great patriarch, whose "ownership" of her has
extended beyond the grave. Ironically, though Hedda excuses herself "from the feast of life,"
her suicide is to her, an act of beauty, proving not only that woman can. but that woman doe.
resist submission-that she alone controls her destiny. The history of patriarchal oppression has
proven that words, both written and spoken, the emblems of patriarchal power, have always
been used to thwart and to bind woman. Hedda's "play" is a play without words.
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CHAPTER II

VIEW FROM THE "OTHER" SIDE: UWAN HELLMAN'S

THE CHILDREN'S HOUR

·When Lillian Hellman's The Childrm's Hour first appears in 1934, son-e theatre critics
cautiously announce that theatre-goers might find the play unsuitable for watching. One critic,
Percy Hammond, provides an antidote to the dilemma-theatre buffs should first go out and
purchase the play, then read it in the privacy of their libraries-a "scheme" devised to shield
the unguarded "from the perils of the advanced Drama"

(1).

Indeed, the ostensibly phlegmatic title, The Children's Hour, so unrevealing of the
delicate subject matter within the play, must have proved unsettling to unwary visitors who
inadvertently stumbled into the theatre expecting to view a sententious drama about life in a
girl's school. As a humorous example of the "perils" facing uninformed audiences, Hammond
refers to a letter he received the previous day, I December, 1934, from a good "matron" hailing
from Pennsylvania:
"Dear Mr. Hammond," it said, "I shall be in New York next week and will
have an opportunity to see five plays. Please send me a list of offerings that
you can recommend to me, my daughter, aged sixteen, and my son, who is
twelve. We have bought seats for The Quldren's Hour' having heard that it
is an interesting play about girlhood life in a seminary. If you will suggest
four other plays that are improving and have no vulgarities, I shall be
grateful." (1)
Certainly no one suspected that Lillian Hellman would so thoroughly jeopardize her prospects
for the Pulitzer Prize by subjecting her audien<:e

IO

what, for that day, was considered

thoroughly scabrous material. Having heard rumors that The Children's Hour might be the
subject of a motion picture, Richard Watts proudly declares, ·1 can't say I'm sorry that
Hollywood is unlikely to be faced by such a theme for a time" ("Sight"

1).

""The fir.a indication that not everyone in America was ready for candor about
lesbianism came in the spring of 19l5" when the Pulitzer Prize Committee passed over The

Children's Hour, choosing instead, Zoe Akins' play Old Mmd (Wright 99-100). Jane Bonin finds
"squeamish judges; offended by the "theme of lesbianism" in the play, were responsible for
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this affront to Hellman's craft (qtd. in Bills 11). Those critics revering Hellman's work found
the Pulitz.er Committee guilty of a grave "ovenight" (qtd. in Bills 10). Indeed, Jack Gaver was

later to report that the Committee's error in judgement "was instrumental in the critics
establishing their own prize, the Orcle Award" (qtd. in Bills 35). Though acknowledging The
Childrm's Hour as a "powerful and an honest piece of work," Grenville Vernon does not concur
with the stance of his fellow critic, Cayton Hamiiti.m, in Ameriam Mttrcury, who proclaims that
Hellman should have been awarded the Pulitzer; Vernon finds instead its theme to be "so
lacking in universal interest or applicability that it seems strange to have it presented as the
most significant drama of the year" (134).
Neither the perfidious acts of a spoiled child nor the suicide of a young vibrant
teacher were the cause of much irritation and fervor in 1934; instead, what jolted critics and
theatre-goers alike was what they considered a breach of good taste. The indelicacy of the
subject of lesbianism set eyes blinking and lips whispering in New York theatres-the word
"lesbian" still is a tenn of opprobrium even in the 1980s, despite a mitigation of antipathy
toward horrosexuality in general. Resulting from this heated uproar were bans of The Childrm's
Hour in Boston and in Chicago (Holmin 15). Many critics at the time, however, deemed The
Childrm's Hour not without merit, though they sometimes considered its final passages faulty:

Miss Hellman's first dramatic effort, The Children's Hour, is a material
contribution to American playwriting. The stage production, save in the final
passages, was, furthermore, a credit 10 the text. Those final passages
themselves, indeed, may have been a discredit 10 the stage production, for
while they may be, as the author convincingly contends, in the key of truth
and hard fact, they nevertheless constitute dubious theatre. (Nathan 248)
Critic Anita Block heralds the play as "vital," "profoundly integrated with its own time" (123).
She believes it introduc-es many theatre-goers for the first time to the "the subject of
homosexuality" and, ultimately, teaches them compassion (123). Theorizing that Martha Dobie's
suicide works 10 diminish prejudices against homosexuals, Block submits that theatre is
advanced by Hellman's drama:
This play has broken down, in thousands, their antipathy against its subject
and aroused in them the desire for further knowledge. The suicide of Martha,
immolated on the altar of cruelty toward the invert, raises the important
question of the tragic needlessness of her death and of the right of the
homosexual to the fullest personal happiness. The Childrm's Hour is not
flawless, but the playwright deals with a subject of grave human import in
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such a way as to carry the theatre forward and to give it its deepest meaning
and significance. (126)
In The Plilywright as Thinker. A Study of Dramt1 in Modern Ti~, Eric Bentley refers to Allardyce
NicoU's charge that "naturalism." such as that he believes is exhibited in The Childrm's Hour,
should be relegated to the cinema, not the stage (31). Nicoli's argument is at odds with Block's
view that the play helps to make theatre more meaningful and significant He theorizes that
"naturalism on the stage must always be limited and insincere":
Thousands have gone to The Olildrm's Hour and come away fondly believing
that what they have seen is life; they have not realized that here too the
familiar stock figures, the type characterizations, of the theatre have been
presented before them in modified forms. From this the drama cannot escape;
little possibility is there of its delving deeply into the recesses of the individual
spirit. Tilat is the realm reserved for cinematic exploitation, and, as the film
more and more explores this territory, does it not seem likely that theater
audiences will become weary of watching shows which, although professing
to be '1ife-like," actually are inexorably bound by the restrictions of the stage?
Pursuing this path, the theatre truly seems doomed to inevitable destruction.
(30-31)'
Those of us who admire Hellman appreciate her realistic portraits for the stage, though
we would not consider them "naturalistic" in the sense the term has come to mean today.
Indeed, many theatre-goers during the first half of the century also admired Hellman; she
gained both national and international reputation as a playwright. Her long standing notoriety
and repeated accomplishments prompted Harold Ounnan to declare her "one of the most
important American playwrights" (47). Certainly, no other American female playwright, living
or dead, has enjoyed the same success as Hellman. Not only because of Hellman's apparent
debt to Ibsen-whose portraits of rebellious females. such as Nora and Hedda, seared
audiences' sensitivities in the 18905-but also because of her predominance in the annals of
theatre, have I chosen to discuss the female suicide in Hellman's first, and most controversial
play. The Children's Hour. This play, based on the Great Orumsheugh Case (a Scottish trial),
Jacob Adler informs us, is the result of a suggestion made to Hellman by Dashiell Hammett,
the playwright's one-time lover and lifelong friend, reader, and critic <Hdlman 2).

'Nicoli's allusion to "naturalism" appears to be the same as what we, today, would refer
to as "realism.·
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The second reason for my havil'lg chosen to examine this play is because it presents

female suicide from a female playwright's point of view rather than the more prevalent, male
perspective. One of my goals here is to decipher major or minor differences, if any, between
the two perspectives and to trace recurrent motifs of feminist concerns. Some of these concerns
involve themes of education and indoctrination of the young into the patriarchal system and
the unfair practices of the law as it applies to females. Ibsen's Hedda G<lbltr symbolically points
to the corruption inherent in patriarchal law, but Hellman's The CJiildrm's Hour embellishes
upon the theme by physically bringing woman before the bar of "justice." The feminine
perspective differs from Ibsen's (male perspective) in that what is regarded as a threat of
unfair treatment of women before the courts in Hl!dda G<lbler becomes a reality in The Childrrn's

Hour. Martha and Karen lose their case.

Hellman's message is dear-the law, ultimately,

pronounces women "guilty.· In a flashback, Martha recounts the treatment she and Karen
received before the courts; the judge, convinced that they were · unnatural; handed down his
guilty verdict Thus, the myth that women ra-eive justice before the courts is quickly dispelled.
As critics Tove Stang Dahl and Annika Snare make clear in "The Coercion of Privacy: A

Feminist Perspective," the system of courts and judges within patriarchies are bent on
squelching rebellion from anyone who violates what they perceive as the · natural order":
In attempts to criticise, and reject the idea that existing differences between the
sexes constitute a ' natural order of things', the socialisation of young women
into traditional sex-roles has been fairly well researched. However, less
attention has been devoted to the judicial ideology which mystifies women's
social reality and thereby reinforces and legitimizes the hidden oppressive
character of their lives. (13)
The judge' s condemnation of Hellman's protagonists symbolically relates to God's judgment
against Eve (as guilty). Both the judge and his God uphold patriarchy and consider woman
responsible for sin. Martha Dobie's suicide in The Childrm's Hour, in part, indicts the courts,
this highly structured system of oppression. Though Nonnan's 'night, Mother does not indict

the legal system of patriarchy, as do Heildii Gabler and The CJiildrm's Hour, its "housing• motif
does symbolically indicate woman's position as powerless and "propertyless" under the
law-only upon marriage may woman a~ire a house, but upon dissolution of marriage, she
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is "homeless." From a female perspective, The Children's Hour not only repeats Ibsen, but

magnifies the issues of women's oppression under the law.
Similar to the female characters whom she invests with rebellious natures, Hellman,
as a playwright, rebels against the rommon perceptions of women. In many respects, she is
atypical of the female playwrights writing in the early and middle part of the twentieth
century. Marvelling at her skill and forcefulness as a playwright, a number of critics have
opined that Hellman is an anomaly of her sex (Gassner 134); others recount the similarity of
interests and techniques she shares with Ibsen (Adler, Hdlman ~). Because of her controlled
style, as well as her technique of foregrounding social problems of her day, she has been
"credited" by critic fohn Gassner with having a "masculine mind":
Miss Hellman is the possessor of the most masculine mind among our native
playwrights. She concerns herself clearly, as well as intensely, with the issues
of our day and she never lets sentimentality or poetic vagaries stand in her
way as she moves relentlessly to the center of a problem. She plays her
approach, never swerving from the logic and inevitability of her plotting. She
has been charged with a certain dry and cold deliberateness, with writing
well-made plays that have the attributes of a demonstration and lack the
desiderata of charm, poetry, imaginativeness. (134)
Ironically, Gassner's pejorative "compliment" veils an unconscious accusation-that because
Hellman is good, she is not feminine. Like her character Martha Debbie of The Childrm's Hour,
she represents the potential for being considered "unnatural." Gassner's criticism opens up new
doors for research on the part gender plays in the world of criticism. Contemporary critics
such as Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, Tori! Moi, fulia Kristeva, and fill Dolan, among
others, continue to explore ways in which gender affects criticism and literature. This issue
of gender bears direct relevance to my own interest in women's suicides in drama as depicted
from male and female perspectives.
There is no doubt that gender affected Hellman's life and work. Several critics who

have rompleted articles and biographies about Hellman's life and works have commented
upon her interest in creating realistic characters and situations. Jacob H. Adler, who has
published numerous articles and books on Hellman, refers to her as Ibsen's "disciple"-"the
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single most important American lbsenian outside of Arthur Miller" <Hellman 6; ''Two Sisters"
112):'

Lllte Ibsen ... then, she writes "problem plays," with the tacit and optimistic
assumption-less popular today-that to reveal a problem is a step toward
correcting it. Lllte Ibsen, she frequently forces (in no pejorative sense) characters
to face the truth about themselves at the end of a play. Ulte Ibsen-and it is
most unusual in drama-she is capable of depicting believable children. Like
Ibsen, she is fascinated with the Ruinous, often Neurotic, Woman, particularly
the Hedda Gabler type, to which, for example, Regina Giddens certainly owes
a debt Like Ibsen's (Piluirs of Society, A Doll's Holl5l!, Ghosts) the titles of her
plays are often symbolic comments (Tht Little Faus, Anather Parl of I/it Forest,
Tuys in tilt Attic) . . • Like Ibsen in Tire Wild Duck, she ends a play (Tht
Children's Hour) with a suicide which need not have happened if the truth
had come out a few minutes earlier. She is in the Ibsenian tradition of realism,
with real people speaking real language and carrying out real actions in a real
world: a world which requires the stage to be furnished like a real room, a
room in which events are supposed actually to be happening. with the
audience witnessing them through an inviSJble fourth wall. <Hdlman 7)
According to Adler in "Miss Hellman's Two Sisters," the playwright's earlier plays, especially
those ranging from productions of TIit Childrm's Hour to Another Parl of the For~t, reflect
Ibsen's influence-as do some of her later plays (112). In Tire Moral Impulse, Morris Freedman
also notes lbsenian influence; he compares Regina, a musical based on Hellman's The Little

Fo:res, to Ibsen's Hedda Gab/a (102-03). Freedman draws an analogy between Regina and Hedda
because both, he claims, are "involved'· in the processes of "self-discovery" and "self-definition,"
yet they are constricted by their environments (102--03). Adler and Freedman are not alone in
recognizing similarities between the two playwrights. Indeed, as the final curtain closed on the
successful opening night of The Children's Hour in 1934, backstage, friends and strangers alike
heralded Hellman as a ·second Ibsen" (Moody 57). Coincidentally, though no one apparently
thought it worth mentioning at the time, Eva Le Gallienne's world renowned performance of

Hedda Gabler ran concurrently on the New York stage with Hellman's TIit Children's Hour in
December of 1934. Gallienne's finely etched portrait in charcoal, which appears in the New
York Herald Tril,une, looks pensive and sad as it seemingly gazes at Percy Hammond's review
of Hellman's new play, TIit Otildren's Hour ("Eva Le Gallienne" 1).

'Adler, both in his books and articles about Hellman, compares her to Ibsen; however, he
does theoriz.e that her later work also resembles that of Chekhov's.
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Unlike Ibsen, whose "politics" have been questioned because of his sympathetic
treatment of rebellious women, Hellman's female portraits, at first glance, seem not to deal
with feminist issues at all. Her plots, considered to depict conflicts between good and evil, are

sometimes linlc.ed to her politia.l consciousness. Hellman did, indeed, become a political
activist in time, Doris Falk surmises in her book on Lillum Hdlnum. According to Falk,
Hellman "was just beginning to fonnulate her politia.l philosophy" when she wrote Tiu
Chi!drm's Hour, "and was not yet ready to make that the theme of a play":

But she was ready to challenge the conventions of a society that destroyed
those who deviate from its mores-in this instance, sexual. And that same
conventional society would award the Pulitz.er Prize to a sentimental drama The
Old Maid, by Zoe Akins, instead of to Tiu Childmi's Hour-the only one of the
acceptable candidates to be designated as "outstanding." (36)
Though I agree with Falk that in 1934 Hellman was hardly the political activist which she later
became, I think that "the conventions of a society," to which Falk refers, represent those
conventions which patriarchy dictates. Certainly, we have in recent years become more aware
of how female writers may subvert texts. For instance, Tori! Mai's Satllll[fatual Politics:

Feminist Literary Thmry addresses women's rejection of the male symbolic order. One of
Hellman's aims in writing The Chi!drm's Hour, I believe, was to comment upon what she
perceived as the injustice of the patriarchal system as it oppresses women. As in Ibsen's Hedda
Cabla, Hellman's Tiu Childrm's Hour unveils yet another rebel against the symbolic order of

patriarchy, Martha Dobie, who borrows from Ibsen's Hedda her instrument of death, the
"p ~ lis_"J ~!~ol.
Hellman's life in some respects paralleled that of many of her protagonists. Just as
Martha Dobie sought restitution in a rourt of law, so too did Hellman when she felt her rights
had been violated: in the 1960s the New York Time; reported that Hellman was suing CBS at
the time for $.500,000 for having violated their contract with her (qtd. in Bills 24). [n the
pn?Yoous two decades, Hellman diligently fought slanderous allegations made against her
because of her politics. In her profile of Hellman in the Nai Yorker in 1944, Margaret Case
Harriman notes that Hellman wanted to be known not as a Communist. but as a liberal (qtd.
in Bills 20-21). Politically and morally explosive, 1952 proved propitious for a resurgence of
The Children's Hour as McC.arthyism peaked (Holrnin 15). The McCarthy Trials had taught the
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public the damage a lie could inflict upon an individual or a group of individuals. As Brooks
Atkinson recounts in the New York Ti= in December of 1952, the public is fully aware of
how lives may be destroyed by slander:
Having been intelligently written for the values of 1934, '"The Oilldren's Hour"
fits the world of today just as accurately. Literally, it is still the story or the
two hounded school teachers, but the implications are much broader now and
have new political overtones. (151)
William Hawkins affirms Atkinson's position, positing that the subject of Hellman's tragedy
is "slander; to which "added years have brought much consideration" to its "uses": 'We have
all learned a lot about condemnation without bial, as well as about accusations to which
answers are impotent" (151).

Interestingly, Hellman, herself a target before the House

Un-American Activities Committee in 1952 (Qazer 36), spent much of her life embroiled in
bitter disputes with patriarchal systems-the legal institution, publishers, and theatres.
When The Childrm's Hour was made into a movie in 1936, renamed Th= Three, Lillian
Hellman was forced to dispense with the play's '1esbian" overtones, substituting, instead, a
tr.iditional love triangle for the one previously implied: both Karen Wright and Martha Dobie
are depicted as being in love with the same man, Joe, and no intimation of an "unnatural"
love between the women exists <Dick 36). In his article "Stage and Screen; Tht Childrm's Hour,"
Derek Verschoyle complains in Tht Sptr:tator that Th= Thrtt is nothing more than travesty:

Th= Thru was recently presented in this country [Great BritainJ in a rorm
weakened by the bowdlerisation which conventional prejudice against
discussion of its theme imposed. The play itself has been refused license. (qtd.
in Bills 178)
Not until 1962 does a movie rendition of The Children's Hour (starring Audrey Hepburn
and Shirley Macl.aine) include the controversial theme of lesbianism-so intense is the public
outcry, and then, oddly enough, The Childrm's Hour is accused of "failing to arouse the
imagination" (Crowther 28) and of being anachronistic

lnis version now feels that Modern American Society has advanced enough to
face the facts, but the ensuing huff, puff, and blow the emotional house down
melodramatics are strictly from the 30's. (Winston 63)
Even in the 1980s, those who appreciate Tht Childrm's Hc,ur, written and presented as
the playwright intended it. must be disappointed ID find many critics still advocate censoring
Hellman's play-for a number of reasons. Ironically, Susan M. Paquette' s 1982 thesis advocates
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omitting the lesbian theme in order to extricate the play's subtexts (109). Paquette's thesis,
"Using Readers Theatre Editing Techniques lo Reveal Subtexts in Lillian Hellman's The
Childrm's Hour," proposes that the "elimination of the lesbian theme" allows "other political and
social subtexts" to emerge, thus revealing "the dominance and aggression of per;ons and

classes over each other" (109). "Though I share Paquette's interest in unrovering the subtexts

of Hellman's play, I find her proposal stultifying. Deleting the amtroversial signs of lesbianism
in The Children's Hour will not make the underlying social ronf!icts of the subtext more
accessible anymore than extracting allusions to Shyloclt's 1ewishness" in The Merdulnt of Vt71ice
will make for a deeper understanding of the subtexts in Shakespeare's drama. If one wants
to uncover themes of injustice, for instance, in Shakespeare's text, he or she need not "rewrite"
characters to get at "political or social subtexts." Neither does one need to "rewrite" Hellman's
characters in order to understand the subtexts of The Children's Hour.
The characters of The Childrtm's Hour have drawn almost as much critical controversy
as Hellman's themes. Critics argue even as to which character (or characters) is pivotal to the
plot, Mary Tilford, the "pestiferous little pupil" ("The Otildren's Hour" 523) who brings about
the demise of Karen and Martha, or the two school teachers themselves. Suggesting that the
play is really "the story of a fiendish child who threatens and cajoles her way from one
despicable triumph to another," Joseph Wood Krutch, who finds the play in many ways
deficient, thinks Mary the focal character (Amuican Drama 131). He proclaims her-as does
Hellman in her manuscript notes (Falk 37}-to be a sort of child 1ago" (American Drama 131;
"Heart" 656).
Dissension further abounds concerning the nature of the play's message: is The
Children's Hour about lesbianism or about the harmful effects of a lie? The playwright herself

maintains that "this is not really a play about lesbianism"; it is, instead, "about a lie" (Sullivan
and Hatch ix), and she proclaims her theme to be that of "good and evil" (Adler, Hdlnum 5).

What needs further exploration, I feel, are the patriarchal institutions which perpetuate "evil"

in Hellman's play, for these systems-the courts, the marital institutions, the schools, and even
the churches-are the vehicles for unjust treatment of women. "Evil," such as the lie Mary
Tilford manufactures, finds its antececlents within the patriarchal culture where it thrives.
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Victoria Sullivan and James Hatch view T~ Children's Hour as a comment upon the
subordinate position of women in modem society. In their introduction to Plays By and About
Women, these critics argue that because Karen and Martha aspire to "positions of authority,"
they become vulnerable to public SO"Utiny and attack:

It is a lie the school, the town and finally the women themselves come tn
believe. Women in positions of authority have always been particularly
vulnerable to slander ... they are expected to be exemplary at the same time
that they are suspected of hiding sinister perversions. If they were "nonnal,"
the reasoning goes, why would they desire careers? (ix)

1be argument of Sullivan and Hatch significantly implies that the "real" crime of Martha and
Karen is rebellion against the social order, the order established by patriarchy. Lesbianism
represents a "aime" to patriarchy in that it thwarts the ability of patriarchy to procreate. Philip
M. Armato cites a pattern of "interpersonal relationships" in The Children's Hour which is
repetitious, a "victim-victimizer syndrome" (444). Other critics, interestingly, come to similar
conclusions about female characters in other plays. Comparing another Martha, Edward Albee's
Martha of Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf to Hedda Gabler, Harriet Kriegel suggests that Albee's
protagonist is very much a victim of society-though "not as much a victim of conventional
opinion" as Hedda Gabler:

"She is doomed to failure in her attempts to meet the popular

view of womanhood-mother, homemaker, and glamour girl" (xxxv). One might easily extend
Kriegel's analogy to Martha Dobie as well: she doesn't fit the profile women are expected to
project. Unlike the Martha in Virgina Woolf, Hellman's Martha lacks the dl!sire to be a mother,
a homemaker, or a glamour girl. She sacrifices buying new clothes and spending money on
herself so that the school may become independent of financial pressures (yet patriarchy
endeavors to keep woman financially dependent). When she feels Karen's marriage may
undermine those sacrifices, Martha feels injured:
MARTiiA (Turning from window). I don't understand you. It's been so damned
hard building this thing up, slaving and going without things to make
ends rreet-think of having a winter coat without holes in the lining
again!-and now when we're getting on our feet, you're all ready to let
it go to heU. U.23)
Martha's sacrifices have not been initiated to promote or aid man in any way, merely to help
herself (and Karen). In some respects similar to Hedda, whose aim is also self-interest, Martha
does not seek a man to validate her existence-neither does Hedda, who abhors Tesrnan's
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self-sacrificing aunts and lnea! An important sign of self-interest on both Karen's and Martha's

parts lies in the power of 'Naming,· an activity traditionally ascribed to patriarchy (A Fmiinist

Dictionary 323). The teachers name their school the Wright-Dobie School for girls (after
themselves). Not only that, but like Adam, who by naming the elements around him
established his claim to them, these female characters assume a power which has been
historically denied women. Martha Dobie looks forward to Jessie Cates of 'night, Mather who,
too, will violate the conventions of society by assuming control and ownership of her own
body <her "house"). Also, like Martha and Hedda before her, Jessie will come to reject the
roles of mother and wife.
Unlike Jessie, Martha is naive to think that the diffuenct between her and other women
does not threaten anyone, either specifically or generally. By "difference," I do not suggest her
possible lesbianism-an accusation which she comes finally to accept-but her rejection of
rational women's roles and values. Her "difference" is indicated, in part, when she presumes
to think that she has rights which will be protected by the law and when she insists that the
school is the "home" of the schoolgirls-that they have rights there (1.39). The old cliche that
"a woman's place is in the home; translated, means that woman's assigned place is in man's
house. By attributing to the schoolgirls "rights," and by referring to the school as "home" for

the girls, Martha demonstrates that her "difference" makes her revolutionary. Implicit in the
symbol of "home" (this one a school) is the advocacy of women's rights-the right of woman
to control her learning environment and her home and to consider them as private property.
Indeed, Martha feels that Mrs. Mortar violates the girls' rights when she tells untruths within
the house.
The school itself is a source of pride to Karen and Martha, and yet within

it. sow the

seeds of patriarchy which Aunt Llly Mortar, an "agent" of patriarchy, espouses. The
Wright-Dobie School teaches the Qassics (ancient patriarchal languages and texts); further, it
teaches sewing-a "classic" "feminine" study-and elocution. Inherent in these activities, as
implied by Mrs. Mortar's remarks, is the notion that they involve "tricks" and "acting," both
methods of survival for woman in patriarchal society. In patriarchies, real power is vested
only in males.
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1ne sewing "lesson• (what patriarchy would have women learn) runs amuck when

one of the schoolgirls, Evelyn, complains to Mrs. Mortar that mistakenly she has cut her
garment too short. By juxtaposing the teaching arts of "tricks; "acting." and "sewing," Hellman
subtly comments on woman's survival techniques within patriarchal culture:

MRS. MORTAR (Vagvdy). Well, try to do something with it Make some
handkerchief's or something. Be clever about it. Women must learn
these tricks. (To Peggy) Continue. "Mightiest in the mightiest."

PEGGY. "'TIS mightiest in the mightiest; it becomes the throned monarch better
than his crown; his sceptre-his sceptre shows the force of temporal
power, the attribute to awe and ma,esty, wherein-" (124)
Though aitics have analyzed the "quality of mercy speech" which Peggy recites, in tem\S of
its irony-considering the lack of mercy the schoolgirls and the community demonstrate when
they per.;ecute Karen and Martha (Holrnin 16; Broe 29-30)-no one has devoted even a full
article to the underlying significance of female roles in The Ch11drm's Hour as indicators of
woman's subjugation in society (though Broe has touched upon the role of passivity in her
article). The girls at the Wright-Dobie School for girls are learning "tricks"-how to survive
in a male dominated world. Their sewing activity aptly demonstrates their position in society
because it is an activity patriarchy ascribes to women-.1 passive role. The girls are significantly
engaged in sewing and elocution, learning to recite from a male literary tradition Portia's
"mercy" speech from The Merchant of Vmu:t. The notion of woman as "clever; a user of
"tricks"-if she is to survive in society-as opposed to the implications in the speech that man
is a ruler ("throned monarch", associated with "crown," "sceptre," "force," "power," "awe," and

"majesty") indicate that women are trained through education to be subjects, subordinate and
passive, and to revere "active" man, as well as to worship patriarchy's symbol of "force,"
"awe," and "power," the phallus ("sceptre,. Interestingly, the little "monster"' Mary Tilford,
another "agent" of patriarchy, exacts from her fellow schoolmates pledges of allegiance as
though she were a king:

MARY. Then say: '1 apologize on my hands and knees."
ROSALIE. I apologize on my hands and knees. Let's play with the puzzle.

'Mary has mythological associations with another kind of monster, the wolf, of "'little Red
Riding Hood."
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MARY. Wait a minute. Say: "From now on, I, Rosalie Wells, am the vassal of
Mary Tilford and will do and say whatever she tells me under the
solemn oath of a knight."
ROSALIE. I won't say that. That's the worst oath there is. <MARY slarts for
the door)
MARY! Please don't
MARY. Will you swear it
ROSALIE. (Sruf!ing) But then you could tell me to do anything.
MARY. And you'd have to do it. Say it quick or 111ROSALIE. (Hurriedly) From now on, [, Rosalie Wells, am the vassal of Mary
Tilford and will do and say whatever she tells me under the solemn
oath of a knight. (Il.ii.62)
To maintain her hierarchical status as overlord, Mary is not above cruelty, lies, and
intimidation-tools of diabolical control over her classmates. Theatre critic Brooks Atkil\SQn,
in fact, contends that her "sadistic leadership" is "almost genius" (23).
Martha's possible lesbianism, her sexual preference for another woman, is an important
aspect of her rebellion against patriarchy. Lesbianism itself threatens to undermine patriarchy
at its base by obviating its most pervasive symbol, th~lus. For if woman does not
recognize or accept the phallus as supreme (symbolically, the "kingly" "sceptre" the school girls
learn unconsciously to understand as worthy of admiration), then she reveals herself to be a
rebel against patriarchy.
The disrupting "agent" living within the "house" (school)-a sort of spy-is Martha's
Aunt, Mrs. Lily Mortar. She not only gives 1essons" which subtly convey patriarchal
prescriptions for women, but her constant complaints generate friction in the house. From the
very beginning of the play, we find her not only to be prideful, but also incredibly jejune. It's
as though she suffers from early senility. Like her forerunners in Halda Gabler, Auntie Rena,
Auntie JuJu, and Thea, she is destined to become an "invalid"-indeed, she is, in effect, already
one (forgetful, muddled, and dependent on Martha for support). Though in Ibsen's Hedda
G4bla, Tesman's aunts and Thea represent "agents• of patriarchy, to the extent that they

adhere to its dictates by accepting patriarchal "prescriptions" for them as • Angels of the
House; as well as "invalids," Hellman varies Ibsen's theme by making her ·agents" more
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aggressive in their efforts to squash incipient rebellion and more vicious and damaging in
their assault on the protagonist. By deploying three generations of "agents," the child Mary
Tilford, the grown woman, Mrs. Mortar, and the old woman, Mrs. Tilford, Hellman indicates
more thoroughly than does Ibsen the cyclical regeneration of patriarchal "agents." Indeed,
because the first example from this cycle is a child, the second a "teacher" of children, and the
third, an older woman who participates in the founding of schools (for the education of young
women), Hellman symbolically illustrates that the intent of female education in a patriarchal
culture is to train women to accept and to repeat patriarchal "prescriptions." In "Bohemia
Bumps into Calvin: The Deception of P~vity in Lillian Hellman's Drama," Mary Lynn Broe
finds the composite picture of Mrs. Mortar incredibly negative. She believes Mrs. Mortar's
apparent passivity disguises her underlying stagnation and corruption:

In the course of the play, Aunt Lily Mortar makes a career out of absence,
omission and inadvertence. Living in the days of steamer trunks and
roadshows, Lily has made theatrics her domain, chatter her trademark. For Lily
the natural thing is the socially customary, courtesy a mere matter of breeding.
passivity an unconscious and uncritical way of life.. In the play's opening
scene, Lily and the schoolgirls are involved in a "great show of doing nothing,"
their theatrical passivity itself a lie for gainful learning. Here the beaux arts of
womanhood become useless, truncated labors, images of incompletion. (Broe
29)

Indeed, Karen recognizes that Mrs. Mortar's presence only hurts the school. At one point she
complains, "she ought not to be here" CT.32).
lmplicit in Mrs. Mortar's teachings at the school is her acceptance of patriarchal values
and her "mission" to undermine or thwart any attempt at rebellion against patriarchy.
According to Aunt Lily Mortar's suspicions, her niece is "unnatural" (1.38). As an "agent" of
palliarchy, Aunt Lily accuses Martha not only of being jealous of Joe Cardin, Karen's fiance,
but also of always having had ''unnatural" feelings for other women:

MARTI-IA (Ha wia is r= and IM prtuious attitude of good-rratumi irritation is
gone). I'm very fond of Joe, and you know il
MRS. MORT AR. You're fonder of Karen, and I know that. And it's unnatural,
just as unnatural as it can be. You don't like their being togetha-. You
were always lilce that even as a child. U you had a little girl friend,
you always got mad when she liked anybody else. Well, you'd better
get a beau of your own now-a woman of your age. 0.38)
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Mrs. Mortar's '1essons" in patriarchy have been inscribed well, for the schoolgirls have
1eamed" to accept the roles patriarchy prescribes for women. When Peggy, one of the
schoolgirls, recounts the fight between Martha and her aunt, she· seems astonished and
puzzled by the accusations Mrs. Mortar levies against Martha. Peggy l\as been a good student
of patriarchy's 1essons"; marriage is for all women, she thinks, for it is the natural path
woman will follow:
MARY. What'd she mean Dobie was jealous?

PEGGY. What's unnatural?
EVELYN.

Un for noL Not natural.

PEGGY. It's funny, because everybody gets married.
MARY. A lot of people don't-they're too ugly. (1.45-46)
Defining herself in relation to men, Peggy gleefully proclaims that her ambition in life is to
become a "lighthouse keeper's wife" (I.27)-notice Hellman's light-hearted pun on "light

lwusdceepu," which insinuates that Peggy's desire is to perform only "light," or minimal
housekeeping chores, as she fulfills her domestic role as "wife." Inherent in Peggy's "chosen"
profession is her adherence to the patriarchal dictate of woman's "waiting" (passivity) for a
man, as well as her acceptance of her assigned future role of ·waiting" "upon" man (keeping
his house, etc.). Traditionally, patriarchal society demands that woman assume this role of
"housekeeper" upon marriage. Interestingly, in terms of the "housing" motif, man is again
owner of the "house," woman, the ktq,er of man's "house." Ironically, this pun intimates
Peggy's conception of her future husband's role-a "shining" beacon to others. Therefore, man's
role as guide, as director, as shedder of "light" Otnowledge)-perhaps even as savior
simultaneously and antithetically is juxtaposed with woman's role as domestic, cleaning and
taking care of man's house, but exerting herself as little as possible. In addition, this all
encompassing image (double-edged) of the "light housekeeper" (a "lighthouse" being, of course,
phallic image) semiotically serves both as a literal sign and a symbolic sign and represents
Hellman's humor at its best. For a woman to pursue any course other than marriage quite
thoroughly confounds Peggy. Mary's interjection that the only women who don't get married
are the ones who are "too ugly" illustrates another attitude patriarchy instills in women at an
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early age: they must look beautiful if they hope to secure a husband. Beauty of their vessel
(female body) must be a primary objective if they, like wandering ships venturing near the
perilous reefs of life, are to find protection under that great patriarchal beacon of 1ight'"
emanating from across their horizons. Woman's "proper" posture is one of "waiting" (passivity)
for man to "light up her life." ll1ese techniques of overlapping images and integrating puns
into the children's dialogue ("out of the mouths of babes; to comment upon woman's
relationship with man signals Hellman's craft at its best.
Mrs. Mortar's role as an "agent" of patriarchy is personified by her "acting" ability (this
motif is especially important as an indication of the feminine perspective of Hellman as
opposed to the male perspective of Ibsen). Though she is dependent on Martha financially,
she obviously feels no great debt to her. for when the libel suit is tried in court, Mrs. Mortar
refuses to come to Martha's and Karen's aid. Indeed, she later confesses that her "acting'" on
the stage is what kept her from returning to testify on their behalf (ill.81). As an agent of
patriarchy, Mrs. Mortar promises, once she has returned, "to stand shoulder to shoulder" with
Martha-but then the suit is already lost CTll.81). lily Mortar has graciously accommodated
patriarchy (courts of law) by "waiting" to reappear until the "defense's case" can furnish no
"defense" for Karen and Martha (it's ironic that they should need dqerufing when they are the
ones suing-yet another symbolic jab by Hellman at patriarchy's "justice" for women). Mrs.
Mortar's "acting" in the theatre houses of England then is really a form of "waiting"-a form
of passimty which patriarchy demands of women. Indeed, Mrs. Mortar considers her "acting"
(required by patriarchy) to be her "moral obligation" (Ill.BO). Martha sullenly charges Mrs.
Mortar with "very carefully wait{ing) until the whole thing was over!" (111.80).
Hellman obviously meant for us to appreciate the contrast between Lily Mortar and
Ibsen's Hedda Gabler. A significant difference between the two is evident in Martha's account
of her aunt's "acting" the

~

emphasizes Martha's lade of

_o(___Hedda Gab/a (a suicide) from atop a chair. The scene

pre~~~~-~~

Mortar's pretense (the world of

theatre). Fancying herself both an important teacher and actress, Aunt Lily contrasts with
Martha, who dislikes pretense (1ies"). The one woman is "acting" a part (role) in patriarchal
society-her technique for surviving Oinked to "tricks")-a role her niece refuses to play.
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Ironically, Sir Henry is alluded to as the esteemed actor and apparent trainer of Mrs. Mortar
(both his name, "Sir," and his profession suggest he is a patriarchal authority). He has directed
and shaped Lily's "acting" talents apparently-which she now perfonns standing on a chair
before any audience she can find, and from the kitchen her voice may be heard bragging
about the training she received as an actress from her great teacher (1.32). Ironically, Mrs.
Mortar's "stage" now is merely the kitchen, a place traditionally associated with one of the
roles (that of cook) patriarchy prescribes for women.
Martha recognizes Mrs. Mortar's attempt at "acting" as ludicrous, for Lily Mortar is
ill-suited to the part of a tragic heroine. Indeed, she is no Hedda Gabler. Aunt Lily stands
on a chair to recite Hedda's lines-an ironic comment upon Mrs. Mortar's lack of status {a
chair is low to the ground) as compared to Hedda's elevated stature (on a sort of pedestal):
MARTiiA. Wait until she does Hedda Gabler standing on a chair. Sir Henry
taught her to do it that way. He said it was a test of great acting.
KAREN. You must have had a gay childhood.
MARTiiA (Bitterly). Oh, I did, I did, indeed. God, how I used to hate all that(1.32)
Hellman's irony is rJghlighted by Mrs. Mortar's ·acting·· as if she were a dramatic heroine like
Hedda Gabler. Her "fall" (suicide) from a chair could have no great significance-as opposed
to Hedda's fall (suicide). Indeed, the real tragic heroine of Hellman's drama is not the aging
"actress" at all; it is Martha who is like a "Hedda Gabler." She is similar to Hedda in that
suicide, for her, is preferable ~:~~g-:__~~ _r_ol~-- ~ ~ ~ t . ! ' ~ ~-fu.r_ her.
The result of Mrs. Mortar's failure to come to the aid of Karen and Martha results not
only in their losing the case, but in their losing their house and livelihood. In fact, by the end
of the play, they are preparing to leave town.

Joe has already suggested that they sell the

house and move away with him, but being aware that

Joe, too, believes them guilty, Karen

sends him away. Ironically, in Hellman's drama, as in Norman's play, woman is losing her

ho= and her msm simultaneously.
The importance of family blood.lines, the evil they can perpetuate, and the extent of
their reach to members of other families who share a similar "blood" (eg. Mrs. Mortar) in The

Children's Hour should not be underestimated . The family line of Tilford/Cardin is symbolic
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of patriarchal lineage. As Kate Millet surmises in Saual Politics, "patriarchy's chief institution
is the family": the family functions as an elaborate microcosm of the larger patriarchal

macrocosm:
It is both a mirror of and a connection with the larger society; a patriarchal
unit within a patriarchal whole. Mediating between the individual and the
social structure, the family effects rontrol and ainformity where political and
other authorities a.re insufficienL As the fundamental instrument and the
foundation unit of patriarchal society the family and its roles are prototypical.
Serving as an agent of the larger society, the family not only encourages its
own members 10 adjust and conform, but acts as a unit in the govemment of
the patriarchal state which rules its citizens through its family heads. (33)
Male and female perspectives of patriarchal "agents" in Hedda Gabler and The Childrm's

Hour are worthy of note. The "agents" of patriarchy in The Childrrn's Hour are not unlike those
in Hedda Gabler, though peculiarly, they sometimes appear to embody patriarchy itself rather
than just act as its ··agenL" This difference in perspective between male and female points of
view is significant-as is the audience's reaction to each playwright's differing portrayals.
·· Agents" of patriarchy in Hedda Gabler may be passive figures intent on perpetuating the status
quo, but audiences do not view them with contempt as they do Mary Tilford or even Mrs.
Lily Mortar. Mary especially seems to embody what is most vile and ugly in society, and
Hellman, importantly, disguises her ugliness behind the facade of a child's face and body.
With the portrait of Mrs. Mortar, too, Hellman disguises the COITllpt system which she
represents under the bunglings of a seemingly harmless would-be actress. Female suicide in
the twentieth century is still ambiguous, and Hellman does not foreshadow Martha's suicide,
as Ibsen does his protagonist's in Hedda Glib/er.

In "Speaking Silences: Women's Suicide," Higonnet attributes to the nineteenth<entury
what she terms the "feminization" of suicide

cm,

positing that female suicide may be

motivated by either dqeriled I= (woman rejected by her love object-man) or loss of chastity:
The insistent representation of women-rather than men-who commit suicide

for love complements the familiar assumption that woman lives for love, man
for himself. If Brutus commits suicide for the nation, Portia commits suicide
in order not to live without Brutus. (73)
Both "defeated love" and loss of "chastity" apply to Martha Dobie's character ironically. When
she admits to Karen that she loves her "that way-maybe the way they said" Oil.89), she is not
taken seriously.
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The notion of "defeated love" as a motivating factor in Martha's suicide links ironically
to Higonnet's theory of chastity as a motivation for female suicide. If Higonnet's theory is
correct, that "Ibsen rewrites chastity as Hedda's frigidity" in Hedda Gilb/a (75), then one might
infer that Hellman "rewrites chastity" (and, by extension, frigidity) as possible lesbianism. By
referring to "chastity" as a motivation for female suicide, Higonnet means the loss of virginity
(which has ties tradition.ally with the loss of honor). Certainly, lesbianism insures chastity to
the degree that it rejects sexual intercour.;e with males. Lesbianism, by societal standards, is
tradition.ally considered "unnatural"-the same accusation Mrs. Mortar levies against Martha
(1.38).

Society also considers lesbianism to be an "illness." Lesbians have tradition.ally been

social outcasts. Just as Higonnet asserts that Hedda Gabler's suicide represents "the dangers
of individualism· (76), one may argue that Hellman's character also pel'50nifies these "dangers
of individualism." Hellman's feminine perspective in regards to her female suicide's possible
lesbianism ties the concept of woman as social outcast to the concept of woman as rejector of
roles which patriarchy ascribes to her, not to mention woman as rejector of the symbol of
patriarchal domination, the phallus. On the fringes of society, woman becomes isolated from
both men and other women (they are taught to fear her). Indeed, patriarchal societies condemn
lesbianism more than male homosexuality.
Unlike Hedda Gabler, whose suicide might be construed by some audiences as
motivated by jealousy and 1oss" of her husband (man) to Thea (another woman), Hellman's
Martha has no man to lose, nor does she, or has she ever, apparently wanted one. Indeed, her

lesbianism might be translated as "frigidity" (an unusual variation of Higonnet's theory of
Hedda Gabler as "frigid"). If Martha's frigidity is Hellman's vehicle for explaining Martha's
motivation for suicide, then we may view her character as one whom society may have made
frigid: "'Most women cannot be 'sexual' as long as prostitution, rape and patriarchal marriage
exist • . : (Chesler, "frigidity," A Feminist DictiD,wry 171). Certainly, "frigidity" implies woman's

angl!I' towards man, as well as, perhaps, her fear of males. Dale Spender theorizes that
"frigidity" may be a form of woman's rebellion, and thus, emblematic of power: "It could be
[considered) a form of power against an oppressor, a form of passive
unavailability" (A Feminist

resistance or

Dictionary tn). Thus, because of her female perspective, the
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playwright chooses lesbianism as a theme for her drama in order to intimate, symbolically,
that Martha is a rebel to patriarchy.
U rape, or loss of chastity, as Higonnet amstrues it, is implied in The Children's Hour,

then Martha's is a metaphorical rape of the mind (Martha's), not the body. Because her
concept of self-hood is tied to her work, her school, and her reputation, then when she loses
these, she is, essentially, "ravished" (ironically, as in many real rape cases, she is the victim in
court as well). Indeed, this theme of "rape," which Ibsen symbolically implies in Hedda c.abkr,
is presented by Hellman not as a symbolic sexual rape, but a mental one. Thus, one might
infer that Hellman's feminine perspective (as opposed to Ibsen's male perspective) of mental
"rape" suggests, perhaps, a greater danger for women than physical rape.
This theme will emerge again in Norman's ' night, Mother, when Jessie Cates' feels
violated both physically (her epileptic seizures and powerlessness are linked to a type of rape)
and mentally. Just as Martha Dobie is "violated" and literally cast out from patriarchal society,
so too is Jessie Cates a "homeless.. outcast in night, Mother. The difference in the male
perspective of Hedda as an outcast and the female perspectives of Hellman and Norman is
a matter of degree. The women playwrights emphasize more than does Ibsen the status of
woman as displaced and dispossessed. Indeed, some critics might argue that Hedda Gabler
doesn't seem dispossessed at all-that she has a fine home and a promising future. Both
Hellman and Norman, however, depict their female characters as literally homeless (Martha is
expected to leave the home and the community; Jessie moves into someone else's house).
Martha's case might prove puzzling even to Freud, for Hellman's protagonist seems
to adopt an "active" role (the male prerogative), despite some feelings, perhaps, of inferiority.
Certainly, one could make a case for her feeling inferior towards the end of the play. Actually,
she fits ambiguously into patterns Freud allocates as ascriptive female behavior: patterns of
jealousy, "penis envy; and even the "masculinity complex.· In "Anatomical Sex-Distinction"
Freud descnoes his theory of "penis envy" in connection with a young girl's startling
n'!COgnition that she is without a penis, and is, at best, a "mutilated creature" (19:252):
They [girls) notice the penis of a brother or playmate, strikingly visible and of
large proportions, at once recognize it as the superior counterpart of their own
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small and inconspicuous organ, and from that time forward fall a victim to
envy for the penis. (19: 252)
Though Martha is not associated with phallic symbob in the obvious way Hedda
Gabler is (note the difference in the female perspective of the playwright-the male perspective
more directly associates woman with phallic symbols), she does show signs of jealousy-a
character trait Freud theorizes is prevalent more often in females thaJl males due to woman's
envy of the penis. Undoubtedly, one might argue that her discomfort when Joe is in the house
is a prime example of Martha's jealousy.
Martha's character obliquely relates to another pattern Freud suggests is peculiar to
women-the "masculinity complex" (19: 253). According to Clara lnompson, the "masculinity
complex" is Freud's term for a neurosis in which the female attempts "to deny that any lack
[of a penis) exists (246):
Here what has been named the masculinity complex of women branches off.
It may put great difficulties in the way of their regular developrrent towards
femininity, if it cannot be got over soon enough. 1ne hope of some day
obtaining a penis in spite of everything and so of becoming like a man may
persist to an inaedibly late age and may become a motive for strange and
unaccountable actions .. . Thus a girl may refuse to accept the fact of being
castrated, may harden herself in the conviction that she does possess a penis,
and may subsequently be compelled to behave as though she were a man. (19:
253)
On this point, in particular, Martha contrasts with Hedda, whose obsession with pistols and
with riding is seen by many critics as evidence of her "masculine" tendencies. If one applies
Freudian theory to Martha's implied lesbianism, then her sexual orientation may be considered
as a "masculine" tendency; however, Martha doesn't appear, at first, to indulge in activities
that one might construe as "masculine," except indirectly by her attempts at ownership and
financial independence. This fact is crucial to our understanding of her rebellion. Her
aggressiveness, indicated-by her pursuit of legal redress, reinforces the notion of her as a
usurper of "masculine" roles. Because Martha fails to exhibit the "natural" tendency to become
integrated into the patriarchal system by accepting the role as wife (or even man's lover)
which pah"iarchy allots her, she represents more of a threat to the patriarc.hal order than does
Karen-who, at least, is engaged to be married. Indeed, Martha rejects marriage and
motherhood altogether, and her love-<ibject appears more to be another woman than the penis.
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Hellman may be employing Freudian theory more substantially in her portrayal of
Martha's interactions with Joe Cardin, the doctor engaged to Karen Wright. She appears
intricately to weave

Joe into the

patriarchal "scheme'" of the play. One way of intimating this

is by assimilating Joe's profession, "doctors," into the patriarchal "scheme." (Nonnan, too, will

pick up this cue in l'figltl, Mother and will make "doctors" emblematic of patriarchy. Right after
Cardin examines his little cousin, Mary Tilford (she has feigned a heart attack), Martha teases
him about his family "stock." In this scene Hellman implies that Cardin is integral to the
patriarc:hal framework, even though on the surface, he appears to be the schoolteachers'
advocate:
MARTHA. Nothing the matter with her at all, then?

CARDIN. (I.Aug/ts) No, ma'am, not a thing. Just a little something she thought
up.
MARTHA.

But it's such a silly thing to do. She knew we'd have you in.

(Sig/ts) Maybe she's not so bright. Any idiots in your family, Joe? Any

inbreeding?

CARDIN. Don't blame her on me. It's another side of the family. (uiuglts) You
can look at Aunt Amelia and tell: old New England stock; never
married out of Boston; still thinks honor is honor and diMer's at eight
thirty. Yes, ma'am, we're a proud old breed. (1.39-30)
Joe's allusions to his family as "old" "stock." coupled with his references to its being "a proud
old breed" (cattle imagery), metaphorically imply both the virility and stability of his
patriarchal lineage (based on the image of "bull" as symbol of patriarchy). Ironically, Joe
verbally discounts the importance of his ties to the family through his bloodline. As Philip M.
Armato supposes, the central interest of this play "is a certain perverse structure of human
relationships" (447). This perversity is, in part, implied by the suggestion of "inbreeding."
Patriarchy, with its sense of tradition, fails to recognize the poS.511,ility of perversity within its
own ideology. In her analysis of Hellman's play, Lorena Ross Holmin mentions the importance
of "bloodlines" as a technique to indicate character foils and to provide antecedent infonnation:
Not only does the grandrrother-nephew<0usin relationship interlock the
characiers (Karen in marrying Cardin would be acquiring Mary and Mrs.
Tilford as in-Jaws), but further interlocking exists in the aunt-niece relationship
between Mrs. Mortar and Martha. (20)
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Without doubt, the family ''bloodline" of Mrs. Tilford, Joe Cardin (her nephew), and Mary Cher
granddaughter) ties these characters to the patriarchal mainstream-and sets them in opposition
to Martha, who eschews what they represent. Mrs. Lily Mortar's ties to patriarchy, on the
other hand, lie not in her bloodline, but in her acceptance of patriarchal tenets.
Martha's oblique accusation of "inbreeding" is, perhaps, not so oblique after all when
we take a second look at it. Her mischievous remark insinuates that Joe' s line, patriarchy, is
sick, contaminated, with insane or stupid (ambiguous here) offspring ("idiots") like Mary. Not
only is Mary the brunt of the joke, but it further projects an image of Joe, coming from the
same "stock" as Mary, as being an "idiot," the debilitating results of such family "inbreeding."
What's more, the slight is indicative of the anger Martha feels toward Joe and his family. The
close proximity of this scene to an earlier one in which we are first introduced to Joe merges
the notion of Joe as a sort of "breeder" ("breeding stock") with the image of a ''black bull"-the
one Joe describes having seen:
MARTI-IA. Hello, Joe.

KAREN . We tried to get you on the phone. Come in and look at your little
cousin.
CARD[N. Sure. What's the matter with her now? I stopped at Vemie's on the
way over to look at the little black bull he bought. He's a baby!
There's going to be plenty of good breeding done in these hills.
KAREN . You'd better come and see her. She says she has a pain in her heart.
(1.34)

Interestingly, this seemingly innocent exchange about the 1ittle black bull" interlocks Joe' s visit
to the farm to see the 1ittle black bull" with his present visit now, ironically, to see his 1itUe
cousin." Joe responds to Karen's request that he ·come and look" at Mary with his story about
stopping "to look at" the baby bull. The allusion to "good breeding" in the "hills" smacks of
sexual symbolism Of course, Joe plans to do some "breeding" of his own when he marries

Karen ("hills" is possibly also symbolic of female breasts and buttocks). It also indicates that
the "bull" of the "hills" (the family is indigenous to New England) views his potential wife as
chattel (a form of livestock). The allusion denotes his prescience that a marriage to Karen Chis
"cattle") will afford him good "stock" (strong children) when he (as "bull") "services" her, but
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Joe's breeding capabilities are strongly undercut by Martha's quip that "inbreeding" in his
family may have already produced, or will in the future generate, an ensemble of "idiots."
This mixture of metaphor.1, "bull," "breeding," and "stodc.," suggests not only that Joe

is a "bull," an obvious phallic symbcll-"buU" is a "phallic figure, a virile ideal," according to

Peter Schwenger's Phallic Critiq1US"-but it also associates Mary as a sort of "bull," or phallic
symbol. In this way, Hellman shows Mary is not only an "agent" of patriarchy, but a sort of
metaphorical "patriarch" herself. In light of Freud's theories concerning the "castration complex·
in women, this image of Mary designates her as what Eli Sagan in Freud, Womtn, and Morality:
T~ PsyclllJ/ogy of Good and Etlll might refer to as "a little, little man":

The defensive maneuver in regard to the horror of the mutilated female genital
is now complete. Women have been endowed with a little penis that responds
with phallic capacities to sexual excitement. If a boy of four can be spoken of
as "a little man," a girl of the same age can now be regarded as "a little, little
man." (117}
There is no doubt that Mary displays other "masculine" attributes in her dealings with her
schoolmates, whom she treats as vassals, who must pay her obeisance by swearing allegiance
to her (ll.ii.62). One cannot help but recall the image of the mighty "scepter" of the king in
Portia's "quality of mercy speech." Ironically, the scepter Mary wields is her "/il'-words. And
like Brack in Hedda Gabler, Mary suggests that sexual negotiations can be made through
keyholes. She, at first, claims to have seen Karen and Martha through a keyhole, just as Brack
suggests to Hedda that they could "negotiate" (for sexual favors) through the crack in her
bedroom door. Thus, Hellman links images of lcing/master➔ l ave relationships and "good
brcroing," with iies"/blackmail and phallic symbols. Not only does this link of Mary-a sort
of "little black bull"-reveal her to be an enemy of the teachers, but Martha's joke also implies
Mrs. Tilford is a sort of "idiot" herself. She is, after all, just "crazy" about Mary.
The allusion to the baby "black bull" is linked as well to Karen's complaint that Mrs.

Tilford might believe Mary's claim of being mistreated if the child were to manufacture some

~ "bull" image as a symbol of sexual potency may be traced back to Oassical Greek

literature.
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lies about her life at the school. Karen fears that this "would give the school a swell black eye"
[italics mine) (1.31), the color of the baby bull, of course (black also serves as a universal
symbol of death). Ironically, Mary does tell lies which lead to the "death"' of the school and
of one of its teachers. Her threat is realiz.ed in the actions of Mrs. Tilford, who, metaphorically,
gives the school a "blad: eye" (ruins its teachers' reputations). As another patriarchal "agent,"
representing the old "breed; she too is ready to believe its lies <Mary's lies) as truth. Perhaps
with Mrs. Tilford we do have some sympathy, however, for she appears to be a woman who,
by the end of the play, recognizes the corruption within her.;elf. This may be a sign of
woman's recognition that she has been used by patriarchy to destroy her own sex (those who
rebel).
This sign of patriarchal lineage, "breeding," relates to Martha's aunt, Mrs. Lily Mortar,
as well as to Joe, Mary, and Mrs. Tilford. As an "agent" of patriarchy, Martha's aging and
puerile aunt, interrupts the girls' sewing and elocution lessons to demand that the class behave
properly. They have just called to Mrs. Mortar's attention the fact that she has omitted part
of Portia's "mercy speech" (as Mary stumbles into the room late). Mrs. Mortar, who
disapproves of Mary's tardiness, coupled with the embarrassment of having been caught
forgetting Shakespeare's memorable lines, is, naturally, offended. Insisting that the children
··owe· her ·a little courtesy," she instructs them, "Courtesy is breeding. Breeding is an excellent
thing. (Tums to class) Always remember that" (1.26). Mrs. Mortar, symbolically, gives the girls
·1essons" about the "excellent thing" that is patriarchy. This intimates that patriarchy is mere

show. Indeed, under the guise of gentility lurks a repressive system. Judge Brack, as discussed
in the first chapter of this dissertation, displayed courtesy to Hedda even while he
symbolically undermined or threatened her.
Certainly, Martha's joke at Joe's expense is not the only intimation that jealousy may
be a factor in her attitude and behavior toward him. She does exhibit signs of jealousy, which

Freud might speculate indicates "displaced penis-envy" on her pan (according to Freud,
jealousy occurs "even after ~ v y has abandoned its true object"-acquiring the penis (19:
254). As Freud sees it, jealousy is a "character-trait" to which women are especially prone (19:
254). To the degree that Martha shows signs of being jealous of Joe Cardin by symbolically
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undermining his virility (consciously or unconsciously on her part), she does appear to be
Hellman' s symbolic counterpart of the much feared female "castrator."
Feminist critics have discuS&!d this roncept of "penis envy" and the "castration
complex" in detail and find that it generates from an attitude of fear on the part of males. In
Man's World, Woman's Place, Elizabeth Janeway posits that the basis for man's "fear of
castration" (which he also projects onto females) is connected to his desire to protect hlmself
by keeping women "inferior": -Your penis, which she doesn't have, is the sign of your
superiority. Its lack marks women as inferior . . .• (287). Janeway finds the system
psychoanalysis has devised to explain the "differences of behavior and attitude between men
and women" wholly inadequate, as it explains d ifference in terms of "penis envy•· and "the
castration complex" (286). Ultimately, it "ignores social and cultural forces and rests on the
simple bodily difference of penis or ' not-penis"' (286). As Oara Thompson explains, women' s
attitude about the penis as a "sign" of power is "not qualitatively different from that found in
any minority group in a competitive culture" (248). The minority, naturally, feels enraged.
Still, Freud's impact on modem drama cannot be denied, and it seems apparent that
Hellman, to some degree, applied some of Freud's theories to her female characters. Her use
of Freudian theory, however, varies from Ibsen's in that she applies it humorously or
satirically more often than noL The phallic '1ighthouse" symbolism and the 'bull"' imagery
associated with Joe and Mary are prime examples of her satire.
Not all Freudian theory does Hellman use playfully, however. As previously
mentioned, Martha's potential lesbianism relates to Freudian theory and functions on at least
two levels: firstly, it obviates patriarchy's symbolic phallus; secondly, it offers a means by
which Hellman can attack patriarchy where it is most vulnerable-through its symbols. Perhaps
the most important distinction to make between the male perspective of Ibsen' s Hedda Gabler
and the female perspective of Hellman's T1ic Orildrm's Hour lies in the notion of woman' s

desire to acquire the phallic symbol versus her attempt to ~er:t. obrMte, or undermine it And
yet, both Hedda and Martha (both presented, to varying degrees, as "castrating females,;
choose the gun. the phallic symbol of patriarchy, as their instrument of death. I shall not
attempt to argue that I have the unequivocal answer for that choice. I do emphatically,
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however, believe that patriarchy did not demand the death of either woman. It wanted to stop
their attempts at rebellion, assuredly, but it also wanted their conformity. It wanted them
alive, as proof of Its control. Neither Hedda nor Martha was willing to conform. Their deaths
make them, in effect, martyrs-the last thing patriarchy would want. Ultimately, they take

patriarchy's symbol of oppres.sion, the phallus, and use it in the nan-.! of liberation. Their
message appears to be that patriarchy cannot control, ultimately, even its own symbols, much
less the women it would control. By the time Nonnan writes her Pulitzer Prize winner, 'night,
Mother, the phallic symbol will again be employed by woman to assert her individuality-all

in the name of freedom and control.

It is worthy of note, however, that symbols other than the phallic gun are of major
importance to the female playwrights-e.g., motifs of "housing," and "waiting," "acting." Indeed,
Martha of The Children's Hour never even mentions the presence of a gun in the house. More
overt than Hedda in her attempt to be independent (and to gain autonomy), she struggles to
own a "house" (school and farm), not the male phallic symbol (pistols) Hedda attempts to
own, and unlike Hedda, who marries to acquire ownership of property, Martha eschews
marriage altogether. If Martha's house functions both literally and symbolically, as a real house
and as the {anal~ body, respectively, then her discomfort when Joe is visiting significantly
indicates woman's fear that patriarchy will claim her house. The male perspective of Ibsen, I
believe, indicates mankind's fear of loss (the phallus); the female perspective, ironically, not
only toys with that fear but also suggests woman's ft11.r of loss as well. It is the "house" woman
fears losing. Martha's reaction to Joe's presence implies a fear that patriarchy will usurp her
right to her own "house":
MRS. MORTAR. Any day that he's in the house is a bad day.
MARTI-IA. When who is in the house?
MRS. MORTAR. Don't think you're fooling me, young lady. I wasn't born
yesterday.
MARTiiA. Aunt Lily, the amount of disconnected unpleasantness that goes
on in your head could keep a psychologist busy for years. Now go
take your nap.
MRS. MORTAR. I know what I know. Every time that man comes into this
house, you have a fit. It seems like you just can't stand the idea of
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them being together. God knows what you'11 do when they get
married. You're jealous of him, that's what it is. (1..38)
U on a symbolic level, the house represents woman's body, then no wonder Martha is

unnerved by Joe's presence in her house. The scene may suggest a type of ""frigidity" on
Martha's part-a fear of sexual violation. Patriarchy has accessed Martha's house without her
pennission. Hence, we wind our way back to Ibsen's Hedda and HigoMet's assertion that
"chastity; as a motivation for female suicide, is rewritten as "frigidity" in the nineteenth
century. In this respect, at least, Martha's suicide is related to her possible frigidity. From the

female perspective, the "housing" rrotif most assuredly personifies woman's relationship with
man.
The naivete of Hellman's schoolteachers is, perhaps, indicative of the naivete of all
women who aspire to power in a patriarchal system. Both Martha and Karen are seemingly
unconscious of the negative symbolic ramifications of Mrs. Tilford's assistance. Ironically, the
school has been financed (approved and supported), indirectly, by the patriarchical system.
Because Mrs. Tilford, the wealthy grande dame of this old New England community, has a
nephew engaged to Karen, she has helped the young teachers in early financing of the school.
Cndirectly woman (Karen, and by extension, Martha) has acquired property (ownership of
"house"-farm--school) because of her relationship to mm (Joe C.ardin). By extension, also
implicit is Mary belief that her grandmother's assistance entitles her to preferential treatment:
MARY. They're scared of Grandma-she helped 'em when they first started,
you know-and when she tells 'em something, believe me, they'll sit up
and listen. They can't get away with treating me like this, and they
don't have to think they can. a.47)
When Karen reprimands Mary, telling her that she will not be allowed to ,eave the school
grounds for any reason whatsoever" CT.30), Mary spews out her hatred against the school and
threatens retribution from her grandmother:
MARY. I'll tell my grandmother. 111 tell her how everybody treats me here
and the way I get punished for every little thing I do. I'll tell her, 1'11(1.30)
Ironically, Mary's lies really do bring the "house" down. In the above mentioned scene, the

,,r

repetition of Mary's words, "111" . . .

seem reminiscent of the wolfs threat in the story of

"The Three Little Pigs": "I'll huff, and 111 puff, and I'll blow your house away!" Because
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Hellman means for us to envision Mary as a "wolf in sheep's clothing," and, as well, wants
us to recognize her as a patriarchal "agent," one might infer that patriarchy itself is a kindred
spirit to fairy tales.
Mrs. Til!ord's relationship as "agent" to the patriarchal order is, in some ways, simple
to comprehend, and, in others, somewhat problematic. After all, Mary boasts early on that she
can control her grandmother. Through her lineage (as her father's child) and because her
father was Mrs. Tilford's "favorite son" (1.47) (the male line), Mary is invested by patriarchy
with special manipulative powers over her grandmother. When she confides her plan to her

schoolmates that she will disobey Karen and return to her grandmother's house Cgoing home"
she calls it-symbolically, a house steeped in patriarchy as opposed to the school which has
but a few "agents") (I.46), her friends are in utter disbelief at Mary's audacity:
PEGGY (Appalled). You just going to walk out like that?
EVELYN. What you going to tell your grandmother?
MARY. Oh, who cares? I'll think of something to tell her. 1 can always do it
better on the spur of the moment.
PEGGY. She'll send you right back.
MARY. You let me worry about that. Grandma's very fond of me, on account
my father was her favorite son. 1 can manage her all right. (1.47)
Mythologically, Mary may be likened to "Little Red Riding Hood," who wants to go to
grandmother's house, but, as in the fairy tale, this "Mary" is really the "wolf' in disguise. Just
as Little Red Riding Hood strayed from her path to pick flowers, so, too, does Mary tell a
story that she has picked flowers (1.27), but Mary's story is partially a lie. She does traipse
through the woods and muddy her linen garments ("dirt" is symbolic of her corruption) on
the way to her grandmother's house, however, but the flowers she earlier claims to have
picked for Mrs. Mortar have been "pick.ed" from the garbage pail at the school. When Mary
arrives at "grandmother's house," looking dishevelled and worn out, she is accosted, ironically,
by Mrs. Tilford's maid, Agatha. The maid, Agatha, like the famous woodcutter of fairy tale
fame, recognizes a "wolf" when she sees one:
AGATHA. Why don' t you feel well? Who ever heard of a person going for
a wallr. in the woods when they didn't feel well?
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MARY. Oh, leave me alone. I came home because I was sick.
AGATHA. You look all right.
MARY. But I don't feel all right (Whining) I c.an't even come home without
everybody nagging me.
AGATHA. Don't think you're fooling me, young lady. You might pull the
wool over some people's eyes, but-I bet you've been up to something
again . . . (IIj.50)
Metaphorically, Mary is •a wo1' in sheep's (child's) clothing," planning to "pull the wool over"
grandmother's eyes. She is, in fact, no ordinary wo1', but as Hellman implies, a ·wolf' of
supernatural proportions. When Rosalie is removed from the school ilJ\d brought temporarily
to Mrs. Tllford's house, Mary crouches behind a sofa, ironically, as though she were lying in
wait for her unsuspecting victim. No doubt, Mary relishes instilling fear in her fellow
schoolmate:
MARY <softly). Whoooooo. <ROSALJE jumps) Whoooooo. <ROSALJE, frightened,
starts hurriedly for the door. MARY sits up, laughs) You're a goose.
ROSALIE (Bdligamt/y). Oh, so it's you. Well, who likes to hear fuMy noises
at night? You could have been a werewolf.
MARY. A werewolf wouldn't want you. (ITJi.60)
Indeed, the evil Mary perpetuates exhibits her demonic tendencies; it is suitable only for the
night. Similar to Webster's Count Ferdinand in The Dw:hess of Malfi, Mary embodies evil. Just
as the evil lurking in Count Ferdinand's soul transformed him into a kind of "werewolf," with
an insatiable thirst for disturbing the bones of the dead (his graveyard escapades), the evil
within Mary transforms her, too, into an "utterly malignant creature" (Moody 56)-a far cry
from the "neurotic," "sly" child Hellman initially anticipated for her young antagonist
(Hellman, qtd. in Moody 56). Ironically, the "bones" of Martha and Karen, figuratively, have
already been laid bare by patriarchal courts when Mrs. Mortar, also a disturber of the "dead,"
returns to the school following her European stage tour Cher "moral obligation"):
MARTHA. You've come back to pick the bones dry. Well, there aren't even
bones anymore. There's nothing here for you. (III.St)
Mary's evil, the "evil" of oppressive patriarchy, is evident in the courtroom scene
which Martha recounts upon Mrs. Mortar's "timely" (after she can no longer help Martha)
return. Martha, at first, believes that she may receive justice in the courts (ironically, a symbol
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of patriarchal authority) and that she is entitled to fair treatment under the law (patriarchy's
instrument), the same as men. She seems oblivious of the unjust treatment of women
according to the law, a system which Ibsen decried in the nineteenth century; without having
to physically go to court, Hedda came to an understanding (due to Judge Brack's innuendos)
that were she to go to court, she wo"ltl be judged unfairly. Because Martha even dares to
assume that she should and would receive fair treatment under the law, she shows that she
has not learned the 1essons" patriarchy teaches-the kind of instruction Aunt Uly preaches.
Indeed, Martha has not learned her place.
Even before she gets her suit tried in court. Martha reveals her rebellious attitude
when she challenges an "agent" of patriarchy, Mrs. Tilford. Martha threatens to use the force
of the law to hold Mr.;. Tilford accountable for her accusations:
MARTHA. What is there to do to you? What can we do to you? There must
be something-something that makes you feel the way we do toniitbt.
You don't want any pan of this, you said. But you'll get a part. More
than you bargained for. (Suddnily) Listen: are you willing to stand by
everything you've said tonight?
MRS. TILFORD. Yes.
MARTHA. All right That's fine. But don't get the idea we'll Jet you whisper
this lie: you made it and you11 come out with it. Shriek it to your
town of Lancet. We'll mue you shriek it-and we11 make you do it
in a court room. (Quietly) Tomorrow, Mrs. Tilford, you will have a libel
suit on your hands.
MRS. TILFORD. That will be very unwise.
KAREN. Very unwise-for you.
MRS. TILFORD. It is you l am thinking of. I am frightened for you. It was
wrong for you to brazen it out here tonidtt; it would be criminally
foolish of you to brazen it out in public. That can bring you nothing
but pain. I am an old woman, Miss Dobie, and I have seen too many
people, out of pride, act on that pride. In the end they punish
themselves. <II.69)

The accusation that Martha and Karen are "brazen; perhaps, implies that all women brought
before patriarchal justice, symbolically, are associated with prostitution. Judge Brack's indirect
threat that Hedda and Mlle. Danielle would come before the courts together-thus symbolically
connecting the upstanding Hedda with the harlot-is an example of Ibsenian precedent. The
message seems clear. all women are considered whores before patriarchal law. Recent feminist
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critics would assert even further that all '1adies," in fact, are judged to be "prostitutes" by
patriarchy: "Each prostitute is a potential lady, drowned in the nostalgia of the white house
like a dove that will never be held .•." (Rosario Ferre, "prostitute," A Fmrinist Dictionary 362).
After Martha a.nd Karen lose their libel suit, they find themselves sitting. "waiting" for
something to d~ven to take a bath. The "waiting" motif, applicable to all women who
adhere to the patriarchal prescription of passivity, represents one of the major patterns of

images in Hellman's The Children's Hour.

When the grocery boy anives, the once lively

schoolteachers, remain seated, almost motionless at first. The grocery boy, ironically, is another
symbol of patriarchal power. Not unlike the judge who declared Karen and Martha "sinful"
and guilty (IIl.81), the young lad judgingly mocks them with his eyes. "staring" and giggling
(11.78). Again, the women are on "trial," but this time, the "judge" is a mere boy. Thus, they

feel even further demeaned and humiliated.
Hellman implies that in the patriarchal "scheme" of society, any male, no matter how
menial his job, enjoys a superior status to woman, no matter how educated or hardworking
the woman is. This scene intimates that Mrs. Tilford's prediction was true-it was "criminally
foolish" of Martha and Karen to ''brazen it out"-IO call attention to their rebellion. Indeed, the
schoolteachers' greatest crime in the eyes of patriarchy has been one of presumption-believing
that they should be treated as equals.
The incident with the grocery boy-which Paquette in her thesis discounts as a · very
small" and "not conbibut(ing] to the plot" ("thus easily removed without drastically changing
the play") (107)-is of utmost importance to the schemata of patriarchy as Hellman presents it.
Importantly, though Hellman dropped many characters and scenes in her revisions of her
manuscript of The Children's Hour, she preserved this scene with the grocery boy (Hungerford
268). I believe she did so for two reasons: to show Martha, even after defeat by the courts, is

still a rebellious heroine and to highlight the inequality of women in a patriarchal culture.
Just as Martha arose in anger against the lies of Mrs. Tilford and Mary, again she
displays anger (not allowed women in pat:ri.archy) at the grocery boy who ogles her and Karen
when he delivers a box of groceries to the house (ID.78). In Anger.

~

Misunderstood Emotion,

Carol Tavris explains that women are encouraged to suppress anger or "sneak around and
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shoot sarcastic verbal bullets, whereas men are allowed to "express [their) anger openly" (181).
In the scene with the grocery boy, Martha becomes angry and combative "thrust[ingJ her lulnd
in the 11ir," challenging the boy to count her eight fing~. whereas Karen, "sits t~[ly/," her

eyes refusing to meet the taunting gigglirlg glares of the young man (llI.78). Karen, obviously,
has become resigned, passive. As Patricia Lees notes in '"The Psychology of Gender: A Review

of Theories, Issues, and Research; low self-esteem in one of the "negative consequences" of
passivity (12-13). Karen's gaze, direded at the noor, symbolically suggests she has little, if any,
self-esteem lefL Celia Halas would c:ertalnly find Karen's behavior typical, for Halas, like
Lerner, claims women infrequently display anger:
[Anger) is an emotion that women express far less frequently than do men. In
fact, men generally feel quite comfortable with anger, express it freely, and are
reasonably careless about the problems it causes in other people.. .. Women
a~ generally afraid to express their anger. They have been taught that to do
so is unladylike. They fear the reaction they will get if their rage breaks forth.
(qtd. in Tavris 181-182)
Patriarchy demands that Karen and Martha atone for their breach of its 1aws";
therefore, they lose their school and farm Oiteral

ho~>. their livelihood, and

their reputations.

Karen also loses Joe, her fiance. In short, patriarchy demands absolution, a sort of purgation
of woman's sin against it. It demands passivity, "waiting," and atonement; it dictates a
"death-in-life" sentence:
KAREN . . .. Oh, Martha, why did it happen? Wh.lt happened. What are we
doing here like this?

MARTHA. Waiting.

KAREN. For what?
MARTHA. I don't know. (ID.79)

Patriarchy would be content for Martha and Karen to become "zombie-like" figures
"waiting" to take their next bath . . ."waiting," perhaps, for death. Martha chooses not to
"wait," but unlike Martha, by the end of the play, it is apparent that !Caren has already begun
her sentence. Inquiring of Mrs.. Tilford if it is "nice out" (DI.96), Karen "crpais the window
slightly' and

"ms

on

II

lolge" (ID.96}. Within the house (now undoubtedly "owned" by

patriarchy), !Caren's senses are numbed~ the "cold" Mrs. Ttlford's tells her is outside,
paradoxically, "feels very good" (ID.96) in comparison to the coldness inside the house.
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Symbolically, death is in Karen's "ho11$e"-not just because Martha's body lies on the floor in
an adjacent room, but because patriarchy has squelched the lambent flames of her spirit. Karen
has no delusions now about aspiring to own her own '1louse" (school); her remaining life will
be spent in "waiting" (patriarchy's mandate). For woman, Hellman indicates, "living" with
patriarchy is the equivalent of "walking death." Now, the house has become like Hedda's
mansion, a metaphor for prison-a place where one '1ives" out one's sentence. 'This play looks
forward to Jessie Cates of 'night, Mother, whose perception of her body, at first, is that it is
her prison. Only Martha "successfully" rebels against patriarchy in The Clrildrrn's Hour; only
she liberates herself by refusing "to wait." She chooses death.
Martha's suicide is one of assertiveness and anger as well as of despair, and it
contains a "political" message. In &thinking Women's Ro/ts: Perspectives from the Pacific, Denise
O'Brien and Sharon W. Tiffany discuss "Popokl," a type of suicide known as "revenge-anger,"
symbolically committed by Hagen women (South Pacific tnoe) as a response to grievances
which have gone unanswered (74). Suicide is an accepted and legitimate vehicle for a Hagen
woman to use against those who have wronged her. O'Brien and Tiffany point out that it
indicates the "guilt" and "responsibility" of the woman's victimizer:
A woman can express her anger and frustration, humiliate or injure those who
have wronged her, by killing herself. She is indeed causing trouble, but it is
trouble for those who have mistreated her and whom she can reach in no other
way. This is not deviant behavior. Rather, the woman is acting according to
accepted norms of balance, reciprocity, and assertive aggression; she is
following a political strategy. (74)

Similarly, Martha's suicide will have its desired effect: Mrs. TIiford will be tormented by her
mistake, for there is no real way for her to make restitution to Martha or Karen for what she
has done.
MRS. TILFORD... I've talked to Judge Potter. He will make all arrangements.
There will be a public apology and an explanation. The damage suit
will be paid to you in full and-and any more that you will be kind
enough to take from me. 1-1 must see that you won't suffer any more.
KAREN. We're not going to suffer any more. Martha is dead. <MRS. TIU:ORD
grisps, shakes her haid ,u lhough to shale£ off the truth, f«bly falls into a
chair, and
her faa. KAREN ntcht:s ha far II mi1111te) Well, I won't
be your conlessor. It's choking you, is it? (Violently) And you want me
to stop the choking. don't you? You've done a wrong and you have
to right that wrong or you can't rest your head again. You want to be
"just," don't you, and you wanted us to help you to be a "good"

=
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woman again. don't you? (Bitterly) Oh, I know. You told us that night
you had to do what you did. Now you "have" to do this. A public
apology and money paid, and you can sleep again and eat
again. .. (Swldmly quiet, points to door Right [where Martha's dead body
lies)) And what of her? (ill.94)
Martha's revenge is already being effected, at least, on the "agents" of patriarchy. We, and she,
can only speculate as to its effect on patriarchy. According to Arthur Schopenhauer, suicide
may bring about a change i n ~
Suicide may also be regarded as an experiment-a question which man puts to
Nature, trying to force her to answer. The question is this: What change will
death produce in a man's existence and in his insight into the nature of things?
It is a clumsy experiment to make, for it involves the destruction of the very
consciousness which puts the question and awaits the answer. (qtd. in Alvarez
119)

Schopenhauer qualifies "nature" here as feminine, interestingly. Perhaps another interesting
question to be raised regarding the message inherent in Martha's suicide may be asked by
rephrasing Schopenhauer's question: What change will woman's death produce in a man's
existence (patriarchal) and in his insight into the nature of things?
Unlike Karen, who may, at least, someday become reunited with patriarchy and its
"agents" (Joe and Mrs. Tilford)-Karen does indicate that she may go back to Joe-"perhaps"
<n!.96)-Martha destro~ even the possibility for herself of unification with the patriarchal
order. She now supposes that she is a lesbian and has probably alwa~ been one. It has taken
Mrs. Mortar's allegations to help her admit it to herself. The implications of lesbianism, as
aforementioned, are multiple-but importantly, lesbianism denies, challenges. and obviates
patriarchy. Martha, perhaps. has come to realize her enemy as this huge patriarchal system,
a multifaceted network of inviSlble wires penetrating the hearts and minds of women,
manipulating them like marionettes. To stay, to be able to face the future. she tells Karen, they
"would have had to invent a new language; new codes by which to communicate in a society
whose language is controlled by patriarchy. As Karen submits, "And every word will have a
new meaning. You think we'll be able to run away from that? Woman, child, love, lawyer-no
words that we can use in safety any more (Ill.84). Martha recognizes the impoSS1"bility of
having ft'eedom in a world that leaves no words for woman to use. She chooses suicide to
make her statement-her su.icide "speaks" silences CHigonnet's term for female suicide). As
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Hedda did thirty years before, Martha, withdraws to her room, but not as Karen suggests "to
lie down" (ill. 90). No, she cannot adhere to patriarchy's prescription for her, and for all
women, that she be passive. lf, as Mrs. Mortar says, ~uicide is a sin" (ID.91), then it is a sin
against patriarchy's God.
"A shot is heard" (Ill.90) which sounds Martha's answer to patriarchy's demand that
she be consigned to those roles only which it chooses for her. The paradox of Martha' s
suicide, which some will argue is a silencing. is that her self-inflicted death "speaks" her anger.
It represents an assertion, symbolically, of her own will and her claim to her own "house," her
body. According to traditional Scottish superstition, the body of a suicide "which took place

in a house . . . could not be carried out through a door: It had to be removed through a
window, or a portion of the wall was to knocked out and then replaced" (Pretzel 195). As in
the Scottish superstition, Martha's suicide, in a sense, stakes her claim to her hou~ (literal and
symbolic). Her suicide implies she cannot be removed from it, except by "unnatural" means.
Like Jessie's self-inflicted death in 'night, Mother, Martha's suicide is one of control. As Hedda's
"voice" answers ''No" to pabiarchy, Martha's "voice" also says "No" to that which oppresses
her and would continue to do so were she to allow it. Martha's paradoxical antidote for
freedom is death: she chooses not to "wait," not to "lie down" passively. If nothi.ng else,
Martha is a woman of action.
As a woman of action, Martha refuses patriarchy's "prescriptions."

Upon !&ring the

shot fired from Martha's room, Mrs. Mortar, quite "naturally," cries in panic, 'We've got to get
a doctor-right away" (111.91).
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CHAPTER ID

nlE "MONSTER" OF TifE HOUSE:
MARSHA NORMAN'S 'NIGHT, MOTHER

When Marsha Norman interviews Lillian Hellman in the summer of 1983, the elder
playwright applauds the younger one for the recent success of 'night, Mother.

'The idiot

Pulitzer Prize people picked right for once; Hellman avow, Cqtd. in Norman, • Articles" 12).
Indeed, by the time Nonnan writes her prize winning play, female playwrights are enjoying
more national, and even international, recognition than did their predecessors of the first half
of the twentieth century. Audiences also change dramatically: they seem more interested than
earlier audiences were in plays which examine conflicts of female identity and involve themes
of female autonomy.
Due to the impact of modem psychology on twentieth century drama, portraits of
female suicide become, in many ways, more ambiguous and complex than in the days of
Ibsen. Though in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, unconscious motivations are
adumbrated, for the most part, what a character says about herself is generally taken at face
value. When Martha Dobie of Hellman's 7k Children's Hollr, for example, admits that she
thinks herself a lesbian, audiences generally consider her confession genuine. In the latter part
of the twentieth century, however, audiences have become, perhaps, less trusting of what a
character says and more questioning of his or her motivations. A suicide, in fact, may be an
indication of a character's innermost feelings-those of which he or she is not even aware.
Marsha Nonnan's protagonist of 'night, Mothc, Jessie Cates, for instance, claims that though
she intends to lr:iJl herself, she harbors no ill feelings, no anger towards anyone, not her
mother or father, her husband or son, not even her patriarchal brother. Nonetheless, we
question the veracity of her statements, for Norman provides evidence in 'night, Mothn- that
Jessie's suicide is an act of anger, directed against patriarchy, as well as a move towards
autonomy.
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In light of modem psychological theories, such as those of Freud concerning suicide
and aggression or those of Lerner concerning unconscious anger, Jessie Cates' motives for

suicide of Jessie Cates are ambiguous and suspect. According to Freud's theory of
"ego-splitting,· which states that the ego identifies with a 1ost love object," suicide may be
considered to be an act of aggression or even an indictment:
Probably no one finds the mental energy required to kill himself unless, in the
first place in doing so, he is at the same time killing an object with whom he
has identified himself and, in the second place, is turning against himself a
death wish which had been directed against someone else. (Freud, qtd. in
Littman 576-m
Harriet Goldhor Lerner's TM D11na of Anger: A Woman's Guide to Changing t~ Patterns

of Intimate Relationships .irgues that patriarchy traditionally has denied women expressions of
anger (22). Lerner's theories about women and unconscious anger bear special relevance to this
dissertation because of the fact that Jessie denies her anger. Maintaining that women's status
is "culturally prescribed," Lerner suggests that though a few "individual women may defy or

even reverse the prescription" of the "Nice Lady" syndrome (5), it is, nonetheless, a fact which
"underlies our very definitions of 'femininity' and the whole ethos of male dominance"

(22):

Feelings of depression, low self~teem,. self-betrayal, and even self-hatred are
inevitable when we fight but continue to submit to unfair circumstances, when
we complain but live in a way that betra}'li our hopes, values and potentials,
or when we find ourselves fulfilling society's stereotype of the bitchy, nagging,
bitter, or destructive woman_ (4-5)
As Lerner sees it, "nice ladies" are more likely to substitute "guilt" for "anger":
If we feel guilty that we are not properly fulfilling our prescribed feminine
role, we will have neither the energy nor the insight to question the
prescription itself-or who has done the prescribing. Nothing, but nothing, will
block the awareness of anger so effectively as guilt and self-<loubt- ... "See
no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil" becomes the unconscious rule for those of
us who must deny the awareness and expression of our anger_ 'The "evil" that
we must avoid includes any number of thoughts, feelings, and actions that
might bring us into open conflict, or even disagreement. with important others.
. _ . The amount of creative, intellectual, and sexual energy that is trapped by
this need to repress anger and remain unaware of its sources is simply
incalculable. (5--8)

Plagued by self-doubts, Jessie Cates is a perfect example of someone who substitutes
guilt for anger. If we hope to understand her suicide, we must undertake an examination of
the signs of her anger, as weU as other significant signs. These will lead us to her motives for

seJf-destruction. These signs may be found in both direct and indirect characterization-in what
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Jessie says and does and even in the clothes she wears. They are also apparent in the play's
symbolism and in Jessie's conflicts of identity. Perhaps they are most evident in some of the
plays major motifs: "housing," "waiting," and "food," as well as the leitmotif of "'dogs:• ln
these motifs, Jessie finds "weapons" with which to fight her oppressors and protect herself.
These signs of Jessie's suicide are sometimes difficult to trace because they are so intricately
interwoven with other motifs in Norman's play. HigoMet, for one, u.nderstands the difficulty
facing those who attempt to "read" the signs of female suicide:
As with all human actions, we ask questions about~ will and determinism.
In the case of suicide the hermeneutic task is particularly elusive. Only when
the primary evidence has been destroyed does the trace exist to be followed

and interpreted. Interpreters brillg to the task different conceptions of the
natural, different private and public aims or fears . . . The difficulty or even
impossibility of reaching a "correct" reading has led some to consider suicide
a random phenomenon that corresponds to the infinite variety of human
motivations. {68)

When Thelma C.ates guesses that some "method" underlies her daughter's threatened
suicide-that it may, in fact, be a means of "trying to get through" to Rkky, of malting him
sorry that he hurt her, Jessie denies this possibility {25). She divulges only her hopelessness
of ever breaking down the barriers between herself and her son. Appraising their relationship
with the distance and calmness of an arbitration expert, Jessie surprisingly declares, "He's hurt
me, I' ve hurt him. We're about even" {25).
Amazingly, a number of critics accept Jessie's argument that anger is not a factor in
her decision to kill herself; they believe, instead, that the message her suicide conveys is
purely her need to IISsc1 herself and to control her own life {Demastes 259; Brendan Gill 110;
Stone 58; Weales, "Really 'Going On'" 371 and "American Theatre Watch" 603). Certainly, these
critics are partially correct when they surmise that Jessie's suicide is a means of grasping

11.utonmny, but it is, simultanrously, an act of imger {though perhaps unconsciously so). Indeed,
Jessie is angry-angry enough to inflict punishment on others for wrongs they have done her.
By issuing symbolic "life" or "death" punishments for those who have offended or oppressed
her, Jessie exacts revenge through her suicide; yet, at the same time, paradoxically, she makes
a positive move towards establishing her own autonomy.
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Modem psychology is not the only influence on Nonnan's depiction of female suicide:
a rising consciousness of women's concerns, particularly issues prevalent in "feminist theatre,"
also affects her portrayal of Jessie. Jessie's suicide serves, metaphorically, as her spokesperson,
her advocate; it argues against patriarchy's hegemony and establishes Jessie's ownership of her
own life and body. EmphasiZing the nasl for woman's autonomy, "feminists argue against
their own oppression, seeking a change in their identity as lesser human beings and their
subordinate position in society" <Natalie 5). According to Elizabeth J. Natalie, what is today
known as "feminist theatre" is a product of the plays of the Depression Era, the propaganda
plays of the 1930s and 1940s, and the politically sensitive experimental drama of the 1960s:
Although it descended from the experimental theatre of the 1960's, feminist
theatre is one of the few radical theatre movements to be so deeply tied to a
larger, specific social movement. (2)
Janet Brown has attempted to define what constitutes "feminist drama" by analyzing
rhetorical strategies and symbolic action of plays generally considered "feminist." She finds in
them the "feminist impulse," present when woman struggles for autonomy against an
"oppressive, sexist society" (1). Uthe play's central rhetorical motive is "woman' s struggle for
autonomy," Brown condudes, it may be deemed a "feminist drama" (1). Though not generally
classified as a "feminist" play, Nonnan's 'night, Mother exemplifies many of the features Brown
associates with "feminist drama": Jessie's struggle is for control of her own life and body and
it is against overwhelming patriarchal forces (a sexist society) whose aims are to keep her
dependent (metaphorically "homeless" and lacking ownership), a kind of societal "invalid."
The image of woman as a dependent, a powerless individual restrained by patriarchy,
is a discernible vein in both nineteenth-<:entury and twentieth-omtury depictions of female

suicide. According to Sharon Friedman, who examines "feminist concerns· in her dissertation
on modem drama, woman's struggle within "the traditional patriarchy family" for
"self-actualization" and "increased economic independence" are central conflicts in several
works by modem female playwrights (2):
the actual position of women in society during the time in which the dramatist
is writing, and the prevailing consciousness roncerning the condition of women,

affects not only the extent to which the dramatist portrays feminist concerns,
but also, to a certain degree, the nature of those concerns. (1)
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One should note, however, that merely changing the economic system of a culture will not,

in itself, erase or obviate pattiarchy CTuttle 242). As Lisa Tuttle's Encyclopalia of Fcninism
explains, "patriarchy" takes various fonns, but always its results are the same: females are the
subordinates whom males dominate (242).
Resulting from the marriage of drama, psychology, and sexual politics is the birth of
a new kind of "Monster" in the House, one who differs ,omewhat from the seemingly "mad"
Hedda Gabler, whose destructive tentades envelope so many other lives. In twentieth-<entury
drama, the new "Monster" is transformed into a character less identifiable as "monster" and
more introspective as a personality. Even Martha Dobie of The Orildren's Ho11.r is generally
viewed more sympathetically by audiences than is Hedda, and many people consider her
possible lesbianism to be an illness, not of her choosing, unlike Hedda's deliberate
destructiveness. By the time Jessie Cates of Norman's 'night, Mother is born, the "Monster" of
the House seems less "monster-like" and is unlikely to be described as "sterile" or
"mean~pirited"-all descriptions of Hedda. Yet, she too is dangerous, only the damage she
inflicts on others seems more psychological and less recognizable than the overt pain and
death Hedda causes. For instance, Jessie unconsciously masks her destruction in the guise of
"kindness," a need to communicate with a loved one, Mama.
In part, 'night, Motlru is about the lack of communication between members of the
same sex as well as with those of the opposite sex. The old-fashioned ''battle between the
sexes," which appears in Ibsen's Hedda Gabltr and Hellman's The Orildren's Ho11.r, still manifests
itself in 'night, Mother, but other than Dawson, Jessie's brother, pattiarchs and their "agents"
are, perhaps, less discernible. Patriarchy effectively pits one woman against another, all the
while making any real communication between them impossible. In Norman's

drama Thelma

Cates functions, in part, as an "agenr of patriarchy, one whose failure to communicate

anything positive to her daughter sets between them an insurmountable chasm. In many
respects Mama is as incompabble with Jessie as Mrs. Wy Mortar is with her niece in The
Children's Hour. Just as Mrs. Mortar undermines and invalidates Martha, Mama undermines

Jessie's efforts to become independent of patriarchal restraints.
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Unlike Tesman's aunts and Thea of Ibsen's play, or even Mrs. Mortar of Hellman' s
drama, Thelma Cates resents patriarchy-though she doesn't consciously identify it as her
oppressor. Marna abides by the patriarchal "prescriptions" of "waiting" and passivity. Despite
the fact that Mama is an "agent" of patriarchy, she is as well its victim. In many respects
Mama is more of a victim of patriarchy than is Jessie, for though she resents her lade of
opportunities in life and her husband's treatment of her, she envisions no way to fight back,
as Jessie does, and merely bides her time, adhering to patriarchal "prescriptions" and fearfully
"waiting" for death-that "criminal" who lurks outside each person's door. Ironically, Thelma
doesn't even realize that she promotes patriarchal values. She becomes a sort of irroalid (not
unlike the "invalid"' aunts in Ibsen's play or Mrs. Mortar in Hellman's play). Mama seems
incapacitated as she "waits" for Jessie to take care of her.
Even though Mama resents patriarchy, she is its teacher as well as its follower. By
example, she teaches Jessie powerlessness and passivity. By failing to be truthful with her
daughter and by manipulating her, Thelma, to a great extent, imitates her oppressors. Her
ignorance of this imitation is so thorough, in fact, that she actually believes that her
decisions-the ones she malces for Jessie-are in her daughter's best interests (patriarchy also
believes its decisions are best for everyone). In 'night, Mother Nonnan pits Jessie's struggle for
autonomy, albeit through her own suicide, against Mama's desire to perpetuate patriarchy by
undermining Jessie's efforts for control of her own life (and death) and body. Regarding this
role mothers play in protecting and perpetuating patriarchy, Adrienne Rich su~ts that the
lessons mothers teach their daughters only disable and enfeeble them;
And it is the mother through whom patriarchy early teaches the small female
her proper expectations. The anxious pressure of one female on another to
conform to a degrading and dispiriting role can hardly be termed "mothering,"
even if she does this believing it will help her daughter to survive. (Caplan 78)
In part, because of the movement for women's rights in this country, women in the
twentieth century have become increasingly aware of the roles they have played as facilitators
of patriarchy. This increase in awareness has been accompanied by an outspokenness of
women in regards to female autonomy. Indeed, more women playwrights have emerged in the
latter half of this century than at any other time in history, and their plays depict women
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struggling to rid themselves of patriarchal bonds. Marsha Norman attributes the substantial
increase in numbers of "significant" female playwrights to the change in women's attitudes
about themselves:

It is a sudden understanding that they can be, and indeed are, the central
characters in their own lives. 1hat is a notion that's absolutely required for
writing for the theatre. It's not required for novels; you can indeed be ;i.n
observer and write glorious novels, in which women may or may net be the
central charae1ers. But the notion of ui lldiDt central character is required for
the theatre. Not until enough women in society realized that did the voices to
express it .urive. What is perhaps responsible for so few of these plays being
done-and we11 exclude for the morrent the fact that it taJces a long time to
develop the skills of the craft and takes a very particular background to
produce a writer of staying power and quality-is the problem that the women
we Ir.now best have not been perceived to be of critical value to society . ..
Part of what we have begun to do, beaz145e of the increasing voice of women
in the world, is redefine survival. What it means is the ability to carry on your
life in such a way that it fulfills and satisfies you. (qtd. in 8etsko and Koenig
338-39)
Indeed, rrodem audiences appear to have developed a new sensitivity toward female
suicide in drama. Acknowledging that "suicide is not a new issue" (qtd. in Betsko and Koenig
330), Marsha Nonnan takes this old subject matter and presents it in 'night, Mother before an
audience whose response is more personal, more sympathetic, and less distanced from that of
audiences in Ibsen's day. Karl Levett attributes this lack of distance between audiences and
characters to a new "sensibility" developed and influenced by alternative theatre, such as those
plays found on Off-Broadway and Off-Off Broadway (22).
Some critics maintain that audiences' reactions to female suicide are gender-specific.
In "Norman's 'night, Mother: Psycho-<lrama of Female Identity," for example, JeMy S. Spenser
envisions the play as "aesthetically over-distanced for men (producing indifference) and
aesthetically under-distanced for women (producing pain)" (373). Maintaining that Norman
"self,onsciously addresses a female audience through subject matter, language, and situation;
Spenser asserts that the female viewer sees the symbolic reflection of her own experience in
this "psycho-<lynamically charged situation" (373). She also claims that even though not all

responses to the play are "entirely along lines of gender," nevertheless, comprehension and
reactions of male and female audiences and critics reveal "fundamental" differences in
perceptions:
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What I experienred as illmost overwhelmingly painful, however, was viewed
with utter indifference by the otherwise sensitive men in my company. The
post-production discussion re-affirmed what I found ID be a surprising
difference between men's and women's responses to this play. Most of the
discussion was among female viewers, who found the play intensely disturbing,
a few men attended and fewer spoke at that
realistic, and utterly riveting.
session; several had left the
rmance early. It appeared that for most of
them the play seemed too limited in focus, too predictable in effect to capture
their interest completely. (360

~fu

Indeed, Robert A.sahina confinns Spenser's evaluation of .the differences between male and
female audience reactions in his article '"I'he Real Stuff." He admits that he was bored with
Jessie's character in 'night, Mother and wasn't "interested enough . .. to stay for the second
act":
Nor would I have lasted past the intermission of Marsha Nonnan's 'night.
Mother-i?xcept there wasn't one; it had only one act, stretched to the almost
unbearable length of exactly ninety minutes. 'That's right: aactly ninety
minutes. I know; I timed it. So did everyone else at the John Golden
Theatre-audience, cast, and crew. (100)
Perhaps Spencer's point is well-founded. Male members of an audience who view Norman's
play are less likely to be drawn to Jessie's character, for they lack the experience and
perspective of women. Though individual men may experience powerlessness, to some degree
or another, women as a whole, sense their powerlessness in society on a daily basis, just by
virtue of the fact that they are born female.
Thus, female audiences, in general, are likely to identify with Jessie and to empathize
with her struggle for autonomy. Her struggle, symbolically, is their own. Even though
Norman's protagonist never identifies patriarchy as the force which denies her a life of dignity
and makes her powerless, nevertheless, the playwright repeatedly insinuates that it is
patriarchy. It limits and oppresses both female characters in 'night, Mother. As Sue Ellen Case
points out, the play is "animated by the absent male" (qtd. in Dolan 336). Jill Dolan further
submits that all important actions and truths revealed in 'night. Mother directly relate to
Mama's and Jessie's relationsltips with males:
All the intimacies shared by Jessie and Thelma somehow relate to the father,
son, and brother, whose impact on the narrative is integral to every revelation
and action the two women undertake. (336)

Whereas William Demastes concedes in his dissertation on "new realism" in American
modem drama that the "designs" of 'night, Mother are "closely related to feminist c:oncems·
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(247), other critics, notably, Lynda Hart and Jenny S. Spe:lSer, proffer that the problems of
female identity and autonomy are the major impetuses of the play {Hart 75-77, Spenser,
"Norman's Psycho-drama" ~ 9 ). Neither does Demastes specifically mention patriarchy nor
does he comment upon the "weapons" it wields against female characters who strive for
autonomy. He notes, however, that Nonnan concentrates her "skill with language" on depicting
"stage characters

as underrepresented" (249): "Her focus is on women and her plays present

worlds filled with commonplace events and a>mmon people, those not in privileged positions
in society" (247-48).
Irmgard H. Wolfe suggests that Norman's plays are not "militantly feminist" but do
"deal with problems of female identity, of the danger-fraught mother-daughter relationship and
the severing of ties to people, to the past, and to life itself' (149). In Feminist Theatre A Study
in Persuasion, Elizabeth J. Natalie groups Norman among a number of "independent" female

playwrights who "write for more mainstream audiences," but whose works offer a "feminist
vision·· (115). Norman's play 'night, Motkr does, indeed, present a "feminist vision." It is not
just a play about a woman who decides to kill herself because she is, and always has been,
physically deficient. The problems Jessie encounters extend beyond her inability to control her
body. Jessie is not just a member of any underrepresented group; importantly, Jessie is a
woman. She is scarred psychologically as well as physically, and her sense that she lacks
value suggests the lack of self-esteem most women feel within patriarchal societies. Like Hedda
Gabler, whose greatest desire . is for "power" Jessie wants that power which women have
traditionally been denied. She wants to be the only one to control her own life and body.
Epilepsy is but a metaphor for patriarchy's control of Jessie's life. William Demastes
submits that Jessie's suicide is probably not a "response to her physical illness"; her epilepsy,
he posits, is symbolic of her "entrapment" (258)-an image Sy Syna affinns by referring to
Nonnan's protagonist as a woman who asserts her5elf in order "to obtain a release from the
prison of her life" (2B). Gerald Weales maintains that neither Jessie nor her mother have many
choic:es available to them:
The restrictions implicit in her Uessie's] epilepsy, in the response to it rather
than the disease itself, reflect a society of limited possibilities, mandatory roles.
The mother's loveless marriage, which she remembers with distaste but with
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no indication that an alternative was possible, is another example of the way
in which these women are creatures of not-so-great expectations, caught in a
50Cial and psychological web that gives them very little room to maneuver.
("Really 'Going 0n~ 370)
lnough Weales doesn't attribute the "social and psychological web" which oppresses Jessie
specifically to patriarchy, one may infe- that it is respol\Slble for her powerlessness md sense
of violation. In fact, Jessie's epilepsy personifies the characteristics of patriarchy itself.
Patriarchy manifests itself in Jessie's fear of expressing emotions, especially mger, in her
"double vision" and haziness, and in her poor self image and lack of control. It undennines
he- abilities and denies her the "home" that is her own body and threatens attacks (seizures)
upon her person

(as

surely as patriarchy attacks women who rebel against its precepts).

Importantly, Mama claims that Jessie has inherited the epilepsy from her father. "Your daddy
gave you those fits, Jessie. He passed it down to you like your green eyes and your straight
hair. Irs not my fault!" (68).

Thus the symbolic legacy of patriarchy for the female child

debilitates her, causing her to lack control of her own body and life. Woman's lack of control
makes her essentially a prisoner in society. Just as Jessie is a prisoner of her own body-in
many respects, favoring Norman's fragmented character Arlie/ Arlene of Getting Out, whose
rebellion against patriarchal restraints casts her literally in jail-Jessie has been a captive of the
dictates of patriarchy.
Patriarchy not only debilitates Jessie physically, but it does so emotionally as well,
causing her to doubt her self worth. She thinks that she lacks valu~to herself, her family, and
to society. Jessie's sense of lacking value is apparent from the play's outset as she searches
for disposable articles appropriate for the task of cleaning up her suicide "mess"-old towels
or blankets, garbage bags, "a big piece of plastic like a rubber sheet or something" (6). Not
knowing her daughter's reasons for rifling the closets in such earnest, Thelma Cates' haunting
warning for Jessie to avoid making ·a big mess" (6) points not only to Jessie's attitude about
herself, but also to how she thinks her mother perceives her. Spying a useless beach towel
which Loretta, her sister-in-law, gave to her and her mother, Jessie identifies it as a perfect
throwaway iterr,. Like so many other useless and inappropriate i=sents from Loretta, the gift
of the beach towel seems to mock Jessie's seemingly immobile lifestyle. Her physical condition
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negates even the possibility of her overly exerting herself, and she has already failed miserably
at outdoor ventures such as horseback riding. Her one attempt at this ended with an epileptic
seizure.
Jessie's sense of being "valueless" is reiterated in the play when she explains why her
husband, Cecil, deserted her. Excusing him for leaving, Jessie says, it's "all right"-"he gave
himself another chance, that's all" (61). Thus, Jessie denies feelings of anger even though Cecil
has betrayed her (and even further "devalued" her). Self-effacingly, she tells Mama, "you don't
pack your garbage when you move" (61). In "Mourning and Melancholia," Freud theorizes
that self-reproach may mask hidden motives:
The woman who loudly pities her husband for being tied to such an incapable
wife as herself is re.ally accusing her husbffld of being incapable, in whatever
sense she may mean this. There is no need to be greatly surprised that a few
genuine self-reproaches are scattered among those that have been transposed
back. These are allowed to obtrude themselves, since they help to mask the
others and make recognition of the true state of affairs impossible. Moreover,
they derive from the pros and cons of the conflict of love that has led to the
loss of love. The behaviour of the patients, too, now becomes much more
intelligible. Their complaints are re.ally 'plaints' in the old sense of the word.
They are not ashamed and do not hide themselves, since everything derogatory
that they say about themselves is at bottom said about someone else. (14:248)
Related to Jessie's continual self-reproach is her sense that relationships will not work
for her. She is isolated and alienated from everyone: family, friends, and society at large.
Apparently the only times she is around people other than Mama are during her hospital
stays (35). At one point in her efforts to dissuade Jessie from her intent this night, Mama even
suggests calling a doctor or an ambulance:
MAMA. I think we better call the doctor. Or how about that ambulance. You
like that one driver, I know. What's his name, Timmy? Get you
somebody to talk to. (17)
Though Mama's suggestion of calling the ambulance driver seems ludicrous at first, it does
indicate the exaggerated type of circumstance required for Jessie to communicate with the
outside world. Mama's suggestion has even deeper significance: Norman will indicate
elsewhere in the play that doctors and the medical field, in general, are emblematic of the
patriarchal order (a point which Hellman also makes in T1u! Childrm's Hovrl. ln effect. Mama's
suggestion then symbolically implies that Jessie should seek the aid of the very source of her
misery-patriarchy. Jessie's few attempts to function within patriarchal society have been, at
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best, problematic, and, at the worst, disastrous. She is well aware of how negatively she
affects others. She makes people WlCOmfortabl-ven her smiles from behind the rounter at
the hospital gift shop have proven irritating to customeis (35). Mama's mend, Agnes,
supposedly refuses to enter the house anymore for fear of running into the girl who has
shaken the rold "hand of death" (43).
Jessie's sense of isolation is perhaps most evident in her relationship with her brother;
she avoids him and his family. Resenting Dawson and Loretta because they "lmow things"
about her which she would rather keep secret, Jessie shuts herself away when they visit. She
especially deplores the fact that Dawson knows the intimate details of her epileptic seizures:
'Toey were there when it happened and it don't belong to them, it belongs to you, only they
got it" (23). When Mama hopes to appease Jessie by reassuring her that "family is just
accident," "nothing personal" (23), Jessie's resolve to rommit suicide is merely strengthened.
Instead of mitigating her anxiety as Mama had anticipated, this remark concerning "accidents"
of family merely highlights an important problem: Jessie's family is not "personal"; yet,
members have access to "per.;onal" and sensitive information, which gives them a sort of

control over her. As Spenser states in her article, Jessie is "not only depressed," but "she feels
betrayed and abandoned" (367): she complains, "I'm tired. I'm hurt. I'm sad. I feel used" (28).
Jessie's poor perception of herself, like Hedda Gabler's, stems, in part, from her lack
of ownership:

she possesses no valuables-this translates into her perception that she, too,

lacks value. Patriarchal society denies women ownership, and, as a result, keeps them
powerless. The opening scene in which she Searches for her father's gun illuminates the
insecurity Jessie feels as a result of her lack of ownership and points to her feelings of
vulnerability. Responding to Jessie's disclosure that she needs her father's gun for "protection·
(9), Thelma Cates good-humoredly says that "criminals" won't break into the house; nothing
is in there "anybody'd want," nothing worth stealing (10). Mama whimsically admits, 1 mean,

I don't even want what we got, Jessie" as she then "crosses to stand under the ladder" (10}-an
ominous sign for the superstitious. Indeed, Mother and daughter own nothing of value; only
Jessie will ultimately realize that her body and her life are the only things she can ever own.
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Norman aptly juxtaposes Marna's comments about "aiminals" with Jessie's admission
that her son, Ricky, has stolen her rings-"the last valuable things I had"

(11),

she says. By

subtly interweaving Mama' s seemingly innocent remark that they should not fear criminals
with Jessie's revelation about her son's thievery, Nonnan implies that Ricky is a "criminal"

from whom his mother needs "protecting." Thus, Ricky is, at least, partially responsible for
Jessie's feeling victimized. In addition, images of Ricky (both inside and outside the house) as
a "criminal," coupled with Jessie's admission that she and Ricky are "just alike" (59), suggest
that Jessie, by extension, is also a kind of "criminal." In fact, her flippant remark predicting
that ''killing" is "only a matter of time" for Ricky (25), ironically, equally applies to her. Jessie's
final act, suicide, shows her to be outside the law, like Ricky, only the "killing" is of herself. ·
This scene, which underscores Jessie's fractured sense of identity, reveals a strange paradox:
her warring psyche causes her, at once, to be both "victim" (needing "protection") and
"criminal"-a perpetrator of the crime of self murder.

Jessie's identification with her son extends beyond her noticing that she shares similar
qualities with Ricky. When Mama points out that "Ricky is too much like Cecil," his father,
Jessie, offended, quickly retorts:

JESSIE. He is not. Ricky is as much like me as it's possible for any human to
be. We even wear the same size pants. These are his, I think.
MAMA. That's just the same size. That's not you're the same person.

JESSIE. I see it on his face. I hear it when he talks. We look out at the world
and we see the same thing: Not Fair. And the only difference between
us is Ricky's out there trying to get even. And he knows not to trust
anybody and he got it straight from me. And he knows not to try
to get work, and guess where he got thaL (59-60)
Jessie's inability to differentiate between herself and her son-to the degree that Mama must
remind her that they are, indeed, separate persons (60)-attests to the complexity of her
identity crisis. It clues us as well to revenge as a motive for her suicide, especially in light of
Mama's earlier remark that she doesn't "think" Jessie wants the pistol to "shoot" her own son
(11).

Because she so closely identifies with Ricky-a person Freud might refer to as a 1ost

love object"-Jessie's suicide is an act of retnbution, a "wish fulfillment" for Ricky's death as
well as her own:
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Nor need the regular discovery of these unconscious death wishes in those who
have attempted suicide surprise us (any more than it ought to make us think
that it con/inns our deductions), since the unconscious of all human beings is
full enough of such death wishes against even those they love. (Freud, qtd. in
Littman

sm

Jessie' s remark that she differs from Ricky in that he is "out there trying to get even"
becomes highly suspect in light of modem psychological theories concerning anger and suicide.
Ironically, Jessie symbolically enacts her claim that she would tum Ricley over to the law
herself if she knew where he was (11). By killing herself-she is dressed in his clothes at the
time of her suicide, she thinks (59)-Jessie is, in a sense, a judge and an e=tioner. Though
her voice and gestures indicate only the slight possibility of nervousness (she interrupts Mama
only once), Jessie is indeed angry at Ricky-angry enough to both indict him and punish him
for his "crimes" against his mother.
Jessie's conflict of identity extends beyond her inability to differentiate between herself
and her '1ost" son. Her sense of fragmentation is exacerbated by her refusal to recognize

herself in her own baby picture (76). This inability to integrate one's past into one's present
makes even more ambiguously complex Jessie's identity crisis and results in her feeling '1ost,"

like Ricky. As both a polmtW unrealized and a pc-son unrealized, Jessie is disjointed and
dispossessed:
JESSIE: I am what became of your child. (MAMA amnot allSU,ff) I found an old
baby picture of me. And it was somebody else, not me. It was
somebody pink and fat who never heard of side or lonely, somebody
who cried and got fed, and reached up and got held and kidced but
didn't hun anybody, and slept whenever she wanted to, just by dosing
her eyes ... That's who I staned out and this is who is left. (That is
no self-pity Im-el That's what this is about. It's somebody I lost, all right,
it's my own self. Who I never was. Or who I tried to be and never got
there. Somebody I waited for who never came. And never will. So, see,
it doesn't much matter what else happens in the world or in this
house, even. I'm what was wonh waiting for and I didn't make it. (76)
This symbolic lade of recognition of the "self" underscores the degree to which patriarchy

dispossesses woman of her own body. Furthennore, it insinuates that this dispossession occurs
when the female is but a baby. Ironically and symbolically, woman in patrian:hal culture never

"grows" up (stays essentially babylike) and is doomed to be dependent on man throughout her
life. Ideally, for Jessie to gain autonomy, she must be self-rtaliud and must ~iu (as in

"recognize, her "sdf." A prerequisite for a woman's becoming autonomourfully realized and
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independent-is that she must first have a sense of Mr own history (apart from that of man's).
She not only must have a sense of u,ho she is and wMre she is going (what she will do with
her life), but also she must have a sense of u,Mre she has been.
In his analysis of the subordination of women in Ouna and India (one closely

paralleling that of women in Western societies the author maintains), Vern L. Bullough
submits that Asian women are expecied to be subordinates; therefore, they may never act
autonomously (245). He theorizes that this subordinate status is based on the "principle of the
three dependencies":

(a)

dependency upon the father-a girl's youth, (b) dependency upon the

husband-after a woman's marriage, (c) dependency upon the son-upon the husband's death
(245). Interestingly, Bullough's classification of dependencies also applies to the lives of Jessie

and her mother.
Economically dependent on one form of patriarchy or another, Jessie has failed in her
past attempts at self-reliar.ce. Her employment as a telephone sales person never even netted
her enough money to pay the phone bill, and, as stated previously, her job at the hospital had
disastrous consequences. During her childhood and part of her adulthood, she relied on her
father for financial support. Indeed, the only employment security she ever has known was

as her father's bookkeeper-he apparently either overlooked her errors or never checked them.
Jessie reveals that this job ended abruptly when her father died: "And that's when they took
the books away from me" (35). In fact, Jessie's livelihood, as well as her mother's, has been
contingent upon having a man on whom to depend-hence, Marna's complaint, "That's because
without him there wasn't any business, Jessie!" (35). Just as Thea of Hedda Gabler is a sort of

secretary to Loevborg. Jessie's

job for her father suggests that she has been dependent as well

on patriarchy. When woman's relationship with patriarchy ends, her livelihood is also
terminated.
In the present, Jessie and her mother depend on Dawson, Jessie's brother, for economic
support. As family patriarch, Dawson controls incoming household resources-though
physically, he doesn't live in the house. Even the food Mama and Jessie eat and the cigarettes
Jessie smokes are charged to a grocery store account in Dawson's name (24); therefore, it is
ironic that the bullets with which Jessie shoots herself are obtained through his efforts (15). In
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fact, not only does he tell Jessie about the "feed store," where she could find bullets, but he
orders them himself so as to circumvent any problems she might have in charging them to
his account.
JESSIE: Anyway, I asked Dawson if he thought they'd 5e1'ld me some bullets
and he said he'd just call for me because he knew they'd send them
if he told them to. And he was absolutely righL Here they are. (15)
One normally thinks of a "feed store" as a supplier of grain (food) for cattle or other li~tock,
but Norman twists the usual connotation of "feeding" hen! by subtly suggesting later in the
play that during one of Jessie's convulsive seizures, she looked as if someone were "poking"
her "with a cattle prod" (65). This image of Jessie as a kind of "livestock" or "chattel," fed by
Dawson, ironically, divulges her subordinate status. The bullets Jessie obtains at her brothers
behest pervert our ordinary conception of "food" as nourishment; however, unlike the mounds
of "snowballs" and other assorted sweets Mama ingests, the bullets-bright pellets of metal and
gunpowder-are the "food" Jessie needs for her body's "protection." The conversation about the
bullets is a perfect example of how little this brother actually knows his sister; he suggests
that they "ought to talk like this more often" (15). Unbeknownst to him, they are really
discussing a way for Jessie to implement her suicide plan.
Dawson's false familiarity with Jessie makes her feel abused. When Mama asks Jessie
if Dawson bothers her, Jessie replies, "Sure he does" (23), as though Mama surely must have
known she had asked a rhetorical question. Jessie is indignant that Dawson calls her 1ess;
like ''he knows who he's talking to" (23). Indeed, Jessie feels Dawson is a stranger.
When Marna claims that the bra Jessie ordered was accidentally delivered to Dawson's
house and "mistakenly" opened, her remark implies a passive but rt:SC1t{III acceptance of
violation-and echoes her earlier statement of passivity. Families, too, are "just acddent"-"they
don't mean to get on your nerves. They don't even mean to be your family, they just are"
(23). In other words, Marna advocates an attitude pervasive in patriarchal systems-that of
passive acceptance of one's powerlessness to change existing conditions. Marna's attitude
coincides with one of the basic tenets of patriarchy, woman's submission; according to A

Ftminist Dictionary, patriardry "suggests a fatalistic 5Ubmission which allows no space for the
complexities of women's defiance" (324). In England in 1844, Ann Richelieu Lamb describes
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how woman lacks value in a patriarchal culture; this problem of woman's being devalued by
patriarchy is illustrated by Norman, well over a century later, In her depiction of Mama's
relationship with Mr. Cates in 'night, Mother:

It seems to be taken fur ~nted, that women have many obligations in this
state to perform, from which men are free; but this is far from being the case:
the obligations being the same, and equally binding upon both, though from
the perverse training to which the sexes are subjected, the whole weight is laid
upon those who, from the very falsehood of their education, are the least able
to bear it. Woman, chained and fettered, is yet expected to work miracles ..
. She must on no account reason or suppose herself wiser than her protector
and legislator. . . . (3 t)
Indeed, Mama never apparently outwardly defied her husband. She spent. the better
part of her life chained to a man who did not value her and who even resented her for being
"a plain country woman" (46). Mr. Cates apparently undennined Mama and made fun

o(

her.

[n a sense, Mama waited around all of her married life for her husband to take the lime to
communicate with her. Not until this night does Mama reveal her resentment of her husband's
treatment of her. She tells Jessie the story of how Mr. Cates delighted in making her look
foolish one day after she had told him that he should "put a shirt on" (46). Whimsically, he
answered, "You're right, Thelma. If God had meant for people to go around without any
clothes on, they'd have been bom that way" (46). Though on the surface, Mr. Cates' words
seem rather innocent, underlying their surface meaning is an insult directed at Mama, one
which undennines her intelligence. As Mama says, her husband rarely spoke a word to her,
but when he did say something, it had meaning (46). According to Thelma, one of her
husband's favorite stories was of how he supposedly found her "sitting in the mud" and
dragged her into the kitchen (an area patriarchy often assigns women>-and "She's been there
ever since; he quipped (45).
Jessie is as resentful of her brother as Mama is of Mr. Cates. Both relationships
intimate that patriarchy demands passive acceptance of woman and allows her no rights. Not
only is Jessie's sense of modesty violated by Dawson repeatedly, but also, when he opens her
mail, he technically breaches supposed federal laws regarding rights of privacy. Because
Jessie's mail is subject to patriarchal scrutiny, her "right IO privacy" is impinged upon. Dawson
becomes, in effect, a sort of "inspector" of his sister's mail.
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One might liken this kind of

invasion of privacy to

that of an inmate's mail being first examined by a prison official

before being passed on to the prisoner (an apt analogy, considering the many associations of
Jessie as a "criminal" in 'night, Mother.
The "mistaken" delivery and opening of Jessie's package also symbolically demonstrates

what A Foninist Dictionary refers to as "patriarchal imperative." "Patriarchal imperative" implies
that men "must luroe

/ICaSS

to women"; that "access" is a form of "Power" (322). The bra itself

is a symbol of intimate knowledge of the female body-though Dawson doesn't "know" Jessie

in the biblical sense, as family patriarch, he has symbolic knowledge of her body-knowledge
accessed against her will. Having opened the package and examining the contents-down to
the '1ittle rosebuds" on the bra, Dawson knows in intricate detail that which is worn closest
to Jessie's body, her undergarments ('"intimate" apparel). Underwear is private, not supposedly
subject to public or even family perusal generally-yet Dawson (by extension, his wife tool
accesses "intimate" knowledge of Jessie without her consent. Symbolically, the delivery of the
bra to Dawson signifies male ownership of the female body.
Dawson's exercise of "patriarchal imperative" is further augmented by Dawson's
carrying Jessie to her bed after she has had a seizure

(66).

Mama describes Jessie during one

of her seizures as looking like a "crumpled puppet and somebody cut the strings all at once"
(64);

if Jessie is like a puppet, then Dawson is like a puppeteer, one who holds Jessie's

unconscious body in his hands. Titls control of Jessie, without her knowledge, indicates the
extent of the power Dawson has over her. She is, indeed, his subordinate. Dawson not only
has control of Jessie's body (against her will), but he also carries it to her bed (not just any
bed, but Jessie's-supposedly a private space). This, too, suggests insult and violation of Jessie's

person.

Metaphorically, this "knowledge" Dawson has of his sister represents a type of

"defilement" or "rape." As Higonnet a.sserts, "to know a woman is to possess her" (74). Thus,
Jessie's suicide is not only a means of "erasing" the body, but is as Higonnet suggests of
female suicide, "a radical way of erasing the violence of knowledge or pseudo-truth" (74).
Patriarchy controls Jessie's body (and her mother's) by yet another means-through the
patriarchal figure of the family "doctor." Female characters in 'night, Mother are physically and
psychologically dependent on doctors' "prescriptions." Both Jessie's childhood doctor and her
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most recent doctor "write" the same "prescription" for her-"waiting" (a "prescription" which
implies woman's acceptance).

During Jessie's childhood, when she succumbed to epileptic

seiZures-frequently and unknowingly-the doctor advised Mama to accept the inevitable, to
"wait" for the next seizure (69). TIie doctor's "prescription" bears resemblance to Judge Brack's
advice to Hedda in Hedda Gabler when he suggests that she should accept the inevitable and
willingly participate in his sexual triangle. In patriarchy, woman is bereft of choices. Jessie's
epilepsy becomes a fulfillment of patriarchal prophecy: it incapacitates woman, limiting her
mobility and leaving her dependent on man. 1ne "prescription" of "waiting" has been followed
by Mama to the letter. A good "agent" of patriarchy, Thelma Cates threatens to phone the
doctor to report Jessie's rebellion (17).
As an ··agent" of patriarchy, Mama has already accepted the inevitable and has led a

life characteriz.ed by "waiting.'' Adherence to doctors' "prescriptions" means passivity and

hopelessness for woman. Indeed, the only hope Mama foresees for her daughter involves
doctors' ·•prescriptions." Mama attributes Jessie's suicide plan to the fact that she must not
have taken her medicine this night (13). In her efforts to dissuade Jessie from her intended
suicide, Mama can only offer her the hope that the doctor may change his mind and let her
"get a driver's license now • (34). Figuratively, patriarchy limits woman's mobility, thus
assuring her submission and passivity. For patriarchy to grant Jessie "control" of a car. a
driver's license, it would have to allow a woman mobility. One might conjecture that the
doctor probably would be unwilling to grant this request.
Perhaps, the best metaphor for "waiting" besides that of the doctor's "prescription" is
that of "waiting for the washer to stop" (Jessie's instructions on operating the washing machine
after she's gone):
MAMA. I know how the washer works. You put the clothes in. You put the
soap in. You tum it on. You wait.
JESSIE. You do something else. You don't just wait.
MAMA. Whatever else you find to do, you're still mainly waiting. 1ne
waiting's the worst part of it. The waitings what you pay somebody
else to do, if you can. (21-22)
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In her discussion of how women use up time in "Marsha Norman's She-tragedies," Jenny 5.
Spencer emphasizes that the lives of Nonnan's female characters, for the most part, seem
removed from "significant action"-that they are "filled up with meaningless activity" (151). She
refers to Mama's attitude about waiting for the washer to stop as a prime example of the
pervasive attitude of most of Nonnan's female characters. Though she doesn' t allude to
"waiting· as a motif, Spencer does imply that female characters who "wait" lead meaningless
lives. Contrasting Jessie with these other types of women, Spencer maintains that Jessie has
an "active purpose" and can see "a definite end in view"; she is one who takes control (152).
Most assuredly, the dialogue about "waiting" for the washer to stop points to the symbolic
waiting women do all their lives, lives of insignificance. The end of "waiting,· of course, is
finality or, symbolically, death. Mama seems almost as if she is a character straight from a
Beckettian universe: "waiting" is dreadful, fearful, but what else can one do?
Not only does Jessie have knowledge of how to make the washer "work," she also
knows how to manufacture an "antidote," a "home" remedy of sorts to counter doctors'
prescriptions of "waiting": the solution, of course, suicide, is something which "Will work" (75).
Now that she feels better than she has for months, Jessie seems undaunted. She is no longer
afraid of her own emotions--despite the warnings of her family doctor that she must refrain
from getting excited or upset:
JESSIE: I'm feeling as good as I ever felt in my life. I'm even feeling like
worrying or getting mad and I'm not afraid it will start a fit if I do.
I just go ahead. (66)
Happily proclaiming that her "double vision's gone· (66), Jessie says that she has only now
begun "to see" dearly for the first time (66). This new clear headedness and sightedness is
symbolic of the "vision" woman gains as she extricates herself from patriarchy's bonds.
Mama has little hope of understanding Jessie's need for autonomy; she has followed
patriarchal dictates of "waiting" (passivity) for so long that she feels comfortable only with
inaction. Ironically, even though she is an "agent" of patriarchy, Mama "waits" this night for
Jessie's suicide rather than phone the doctor as she threatens (17). Mama's threat of patriarchal
intervention does not deter Jessie, for she is unwilling to listen to, or "W4Zil"

for,

patriarchy's

"prescriptions" ever again. Neither is she willing lo "wait" for Cecil to "know what he had" in
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her (60) or for Ricky to straighten up and someday join the army (a symbol of patriarchal
power) (11>-both wishes or predictions of Mama's.
Perhaps Mama Is not successful at stopping Jessie's suicide, in part, because she
doesn't really know her daughter. Indeed, everything Mama says which is meant to entice
Jessie to stay alive only strengthens her resolve to kill herself. It appears Mama doesn't really
know Jessie any better than does Dawson.: "You have no earthly idea how l feel" (55), Jessie
tells her. According to Laura Morrow, Jessie's problems of identity and low self-esteem may
be traced to Mama's influence (23). Morrow maintains that because of her own feelings of
abandonment, Mama substitutes "sell-<lestructive oral habits for genuine human interaction"
(23). Indeed, in many respects, Mama has resisted human interaction with Jessie. Never having
been nurtured by her mother, Jessie, in effect, has been abandoned by Mama. "This
abandonment is suggested by Mama's desire to sell the milk can she has stored in the attic
02) and by her dislike of the taste of milk (41-42>-symbolically, "mother's milk." Ironically,
neither Mama nor Jessie likes the taste of milk (41-42). Morrow claims that the "identities" of
Jessie and Mama are, in part, defined "through their attitudes toward eating ... (23). Both
women reject nurturing.

When Mama fixes the cocoa, mother and daughter agree that it

tastes awful because it has milk in iL According to an "old wives' tale," chocolate supposedly
makes people feel loved. On a symbolic level, the "love" which might have been indicated in
the cocoa Mama fixes for Jessie is somehow negated by the fact that "love" (cocoa) without
"nourishment" (milk) is unhealthy. Just as Mama "abandoned" Jessie, failing to nurture her,
Jessie will abandon her son.
Though Mama may have figuratively abandoned Jessie, Cecil, another patriarch,
literally abandons her. Like Dawson, he is partially responsible for Jessie's poor self image, for
his desertion of her both humiliates her and makes her feel violated. Certainly, part of Jessie's
pain and humiliation is linked to Cecil's presence during one of Jessie's seizures when they
are horseback. riding:
JESSIE: You mean to tell me I had fits all the time as a kid and you just told
me I fell down or somethins; and it wasn't till I had the fit when Cecil
was looking that anybody bothered to find out what was the matter
with me? (69)

Jessie feels violated not only by the fact that Mama has kept her epilepsy a secret, even from
her, but also by the fact that Cecil witnesses her loss of control

(he

"was looking" at her as

she fell off the horse).
Jessie's need for control manifests itself as well in two renditions of the story she tells
Mama of why Cecil left her. In "Diverse Similitude: Beth Henley and Marsha Norman; Lisa
McDonnell maintains that No= uses "storytelling" in 'night, Mother as a means for her
characters to gain "sight and understanding" (99). They are, she submits, "crucial purveyors of
truth in an individual's quest for self-determination" (100). Jessie's versions of the stories of
Cl.'Cil's desertion certainly fulfill McDonnell's expectations of the value of storytelling, for they
not only reflect truth, but they indicate as well Jessie's desire to tell truth-something Mama
doesn' t appear to value the way Jessie docs. Mama later will claim that "things don't have to
be true to talk about them" (41). The first story Jessie relates seems deceptively simple and

unimportant: "Cecil left me because he made me choose between him and smoking" (56). In
this version, Jessie is in control; she does the choosing. Though Cecil issues her the ultimatum

between him or smoking, Jessie doesn't appear threatened. Cecil leaves because she chooses
smoking over him-smoking is, after all, the one thing on which Jessie could always
depend-{56). In the second story of Cecil's desertion, Jessie has no choice, gives no consent,
and lacks all control. Having "choice" indicates power, but power is what Jessie lacks. She
recounts her powerlessness and her pathetic grovelling in her futile attempt to keep Cecil from
leaving her:
JESSIE: But I did beg him to take me with him. I did tell him I would leave
Ricky and you and everything I loved out here if only he would take
me with him, but he couldn't and I understood that. ... (61)
Jessie's second story reverses and invalidates her first one. The first story depicts Jessie
ideally-the way she would have wished she had handled herself and indicates what she
would rotlu:r have happened, not what actually did happen. TI,e truth, or, at least, the greater
truth, is that Jessie's lack of options leaves her unable to maintain any sort of dignity.
Jessie's inability to keep her man relates significanUy to the important motif of
"housing" in 'night, Motlu:r. Symbolically, losing a man is equated with losing a house. Male
and female relationships are metaphoric.ally embodied in the "housing motif"-visiting them,
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breaking into and stealing from them, owning or losing them. fixing and repairing them or
failing to fix them, building or destroying them. This motif is aitical to our understanding of
how patriarchy symbolically perpetuates itself and how it works to keep women subord inate.
Further, it demonstrates how women either adopt or rebel against patriachal values. Owning
houses or losing houses equates with woman's having or rot having a man on which to depend.
Additions to houses work as metaphors for the extension of the patriarchal family, and
destruction of houses personifies women's anger towards patriarchal oppression. Fmally, the
"housing rootif' symbolically points to Jessie's perception of herself as an autonoroous being.

The first level on which the "housing" motif becomes evident in 'night, Mother is in the
process of courtship. Men are identified, approached, and courted in terms of housing. When
Mama feels that Jessie will not attract a man or initiate a relationship with one on her own,
she entices a carpenter, Cecil, to visit the house, ostensibly to build her a porch. Carpentry is
significant in 'night, Mother, and despite Cecil's later desertion of her daughter, Mama still
marvels at Cecil's carpentry skills-he's "the best" she "ever saw" (57). Interestingly, like Mrs.
Mortar of The Childrm's Hour, who teaches the schoolgirls the "arts" (she actually alludes to
'"tricks'")

of surviving in a patriarchal world, Mama believes that "triclr.s" are necessary for

catching a man. The following scene not only identifies in tenl\S of house building how
woman finds a marriage partner, but it further suggests the method which women use to
attrad men-flirtation.
MAMA. I never thought he was good enough for you. They moved here from
Tennessee, you know.
JESSIE. What are you talking about? You liked him better than I did. You
flirted him.out here to build your porch or I'd never even met him at
all. You thought maybe he'd help you out around the place, come in
and get some coffee and talk to you. God knows what you thought.
All that curly hair.
MAMA. He' s the best carpenter I ever saw. That little house of yours will still
be standing at the end of the world, Jessie.
JESSIE. You didn't need a porch. Marna.
MAMA. All right! I wanted you to have a husband.
JESSIE. And I couldn't get one on my own, of course.
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MAMA. How were you going to get a husband never opening your mouth
to a living soul?

JESSIE. So I

was quiet about ii, so what?

MAMA. So I should have let you just sit here? Sit like your daddy? Sit here?

JESSIE. Maybe.
MAMA. WeU, I didn't think so. (57-58)
By facilitating this match, a marriage between Cecil and Jessie, Mama shows her
acceptance of the patriarchal order and its values. Implicit in this scene as well is patriarchy's
sense of history and its stability as a social construct: the lwust (a symbol of their union) Cecil

built for him and Jessie "will still be standing at the end of the world" (57). Indeed, Mama's
attitude implies the timelessness of patriarchy (an attitude expressed also in Hedda Gabler and
in The Chi1drrn's Hour).
Also symbolically indicated in this scene is the means by which patriarchy perpetuates
itself in terms of "building" and extending families ('bouses"). The addition of the "porch"
represents the extension of the family. Indeed, Ricley will be the product of Cecil's and Jessie's
marriage. Furthermore, extensions of ..houses" (porches, bridges) symbolically represent
additions to families in 'night, Mother. Facilitating the addition of the "porch" gives Mama a
sense of purpose, for by hiring Cecil, she is able to align him with Jessie and, at the same

time, perpetuate patriarchy. Mama adopts patriarchal values which prescribe marriage and
children for women, and her manipulation of Jessie's life underscores her symbolic value as
an "agent" of patriarchy. Her initial goal is to get Jessie married-but her ultimate desire is the
propagation of patriarchy. She wants offspring to result fTom Cecil's and Jessie's union
(metaphorically, a "porch" is an extension of the "house" just as Ricky, the son, is an
"extension" of his father's line). Traditionally in literature, woman has been associated with

the "house; especially in her capacity as domestic and childbearer, but Nonnan produces an
inversion of this tradition in 'night, Mother by linking "production" (procrttltum) of children to

the man, as "builder" of houses (new "constructions"). Cecil's skill at carpentry is a sign of

his potential as a procreator. Not only does he extend Mama's house by adding on a "porch,"
(Ricky), he extends his own domain by building a yellow pine bridge "over the creek in back
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of the house" (50). The predominant image for extension of the family in Nonnan's play is
one of "building,· which symbolically suggests the male anatomy, specifically the phallus-a
protrusion from the main body of the "house" ("porch" and "bridge").
Perhaps, the most memorable portrait of Cecil

a.,

"father" (procreator) and "builder" of

a family line is Cecil's building of a baby aib for Ricky. Masterfully constructing this "baby
bed," Cecil "furnishes" his son, symbolically, with a sense of stability (implied by the excellent

craftsmanship gone into the ma.Icing of the bed):

JESSIE: Or that baby bed he built for Ricky. I told him he didn't have to
spend so much time on it, but he said it had to last, and the thing
ended up weighing two hundred pounds and I couldn't move it. I
said, "How long does a baby bed have to last, anyway?" But maybe he
thought if it was strong enough, it might keep Ricky a baby.

(59)

Evidence that Cecil has failed Jessie by not living up to his "responsibilities" as a
husband-as Mama accuses him (59)-is conveyed in connection with yet another extension of
the "house," the "toolshed." Jessie's humiliation after Cecil's desertion is further accentuated

when Mama confesses that she caught Cecil in the toolshed with Agnes' daughter, Carlene:

MAMA. He had a girl, Jessie. I walked right in on them in the toolshed.
JESSIE <After a moment): OJ<. That's fair. (Llghting another cigarette) Was she
very pretty?
MAMA. She was Agnes's girl, Carlene. Judge for yourself. (57)
Jessie's loss of a husband, underscored by Cecil's affair in the toolshm (a place, possibly covert,
generally used for storing "instruments," "building materials," equipment, etc.) is equated with
her loss of a sexual partner. Symbolically, Jessie loses the phallus, the instrument and emblem
of patriarchy (Norman creates a clever sexual pun by intimating that Cecil's "tool" was used
on Carlene in the "toolshedi. Symbolically, Cecil deserts Jessie's "house" (her body) in favor
of another "house• (Agnes's daughter's body).
In contrast to Cecil's prowess as "builder" and "fixer" is Jessie's repeated ineptitude at
repair and building. In this "housing" scheme of patriarchy, woman is expected to be passive,

watching and waiting as man "builds" a "house" (a family body). If she should attempt to
"repair" the house herself~ther a literal one or a figurative one (woman's bodyl-her
workmanship is shoddy-unlike man's, which stands the test of time. Whereas the houses Cecil
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builds epitomize durability and timelessness, those associated with Jessie signal collapse-hence
her complaint that "things fall down around her" (61). Ja,ie's lack of amfidence in herself as
a mother relates to her feelings of inadequacy as a "builder." When Jessie tells Mama why
her relationship with Ricky is so bad, she desaibes it in temlS of her inability to "fix" or
"repair" things:
JESSIE: And he knows not to try to get work, and guess where he got that.
He walks around like there's loose boards in the floor, and you know
who laid that floor, I did. (60)
Because she is not a skilled craftsman, and Is but a poor "house builder," Jessie lacks control
of her child. Jessie's "floors." inadequately laid, easily warp. Metaphorically, a parent whose
"floors" are inadequately Laid may provide her child no safety and security {this contrasts with
patriarchy's firm building of cribs, houses, porches, bridges, etc). Without a strong foundation
from which to aecl "walls; it is little wonder that Jessie feels "things fall down around'. her.
A symbiotic relationship exists between the loss of a man and the loss of a ''house.· Jessie not
only loses her house when Cecil leaves, but loses her child as well.
Cecil figures into ' night, Motha as a family patriarch in that he wants control of the
"houses" he builds. In fact, he wishes to dictate who lives in them. Even though Mama is an
"agent" of patriarchy, she, nonetheless, admits that she considers Cecil's attitude (the attitude
of patriarchy) "selfish":
MAMA: He was a selfish man. He told me once he hated to see people move
into his houses after he built them. He knew they'd mess them up. {59)
At the first of the play, Mama inadvertently associates Jessie with both "garbage" and "mess"
{6-7); later, Jessie confirms this dubious distinction by revealing that Cecil doesn't take her

with him because people don't "pack" their "garbage" when they move (61). Implicit in this
remark is not only Jessie's negative perception of herself, but the possibility that Cecil may

regard her as "garbage" as well-a "mess." In light of these associations, Jessie is

a symbolic

"mess"-<>ne of the people Cecil hates living ill one of the "houses" he, as a patrian:hal father,
has built. This story Mama relays also implies that Cecil, as a patriarch, would deny
"ownership" of these "houses" to oa:upants other than himself (reminiscent of Judge Brack's
desire in Hedda Gabltr to control access .to Hedda's ho=-both literally and figuratively (the
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real house and her body). When one considers Cecil's remark on a symbolic level, then it is
easy to conclude that patriarchy (Cecil) wishes sole ownership and control of women's bodies
(''houses")-hence Mama's accusation of Cecil's selfishness. On a metaphorical level then, the
rules of patriarchy dictate that woman has no right to her own body.

In 'night, Mother, not having a '11ouse" is equated with not having a man-the result
of which is an overall sense of loss. Only upon the death of Jessie's father does Mama inherit
her husband's house. Throughout the play, Mama emphasizes her possession

o(

this house,

repeatedly calling it "my house" (27) and saying that it is "in my name." Without a "house,"
Jessie becomes metaphorically "homeless" and must become a "visitor" in someone else' s
home-Mama's. Symbolically, Norman's protagonist is at once dispossessed of family and
friends when Cecil leaves because she loses the house he built for them:
MAMA: You never should have moved back in here with me. IC you'd kept
your little house or found another place when Cecil left you, you'd
have made some new friends at least. Had a life to lead. Had your
own things around you. Give Ricky a place to come see you. You
never should've come here. (27)
Thus, being "homeless" negates the possibility of Jessie's meeting and making friends. She is
trapped in a double bind situation: in order to attract a man and meet new friends, Jessie
needs to have a "house• (as Mama did when she enticed Cecil to come to the house to repair
her porch), and in order to kttp a man (her son, Ricky), she needs to have a house. Without
a "house" where Ricley may visit her, Jessie is doomed to lose her son. 1rus symbiotic
loss-losing the husband means losing the son-symbolically indicates that patriarchy stands
united against woman.
Mama's lament about Jessie's having lost the house also implies that somehow Jessie's
life is invalid-now Mama thinks Jessie has "no life to lead" (27). In other words, the loss of
a man ("house") not only cuts woman off from society, but cuts her off from lift itself.
Indeed, when Cecil desens Jessie, she is in all senses of the term, a social outcasL
Jessie's identification with Ricky as a "criminal" is also represented in tenns of the
"housing" motif.
JESSIE: (Crossing to the chmr): Then wash your hands and don' t talk to me any
more about Ricky. Those two rings he took were the last valuable
things I had, so now he's started in on other people, door to door. (11)
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Jessie is now a sort of "homeless" waif herself, a "visitor" in Mama 's house (67). Like Ricky,
who literally brau:s into

house;

and defies the law Jessie symbolically breaks into her own

''house; the female body.
If men are considered the ''builders" and owners of houses in 'night, Mother, how

ironic it is to see how women treat these homes! Mama resents the fact that her husband
stuck her in this house out in the country (46). 'Thelma's friend, Agnes-a crazed pyromaniac,
according to Mama-is a burner of all the houses in which she

f!Vet

lived (38). Ironically,

Mama shows the coMection between Jessie and Agnes when she refers to them both as

"crazy" or "deranged" (18, 42). Furthermore, both of them do what "people don't do"-Jessie
destroys her own temple or '1touse; her body, and Agnes Fletcher bums down every ho=
"she ever lived in" (38). Also, like Jessie, who destroys her own body in her efforts to gain
autonomy, Agnes's burning down of her houses gives her a "sense of accomplishment" (39).
In destruction of houses Oiterally or symbolically), woman, paradoxically, senses growth and
cause for celebration.

On one level, this destruction of real houses, such as those Agnes

destroys, symbolically represents woman's fiery response to patriarchy (which imprisons her
within the confines of the "house"). On yet a second level, the destruction of the "house"-at
least, in Jessie's case-is a sign of woman's rebellion against patriarchy's claim to her body.
Man is again associated as a builder of houses when Jessie questions Mama's story about
Agnes' pyromania. Ironically, Jessie tells Marna that she doesn't know if she believes Agnes
would bum down her own house (39), for then she'd have no place to go. After all, Jessie
surmises, now that Buster, Agnes' husband, is dead, no man is around "to build her a new
one" (40). Without a man-namely a husband-Agnes, like Jessie, would be metaphorically
"homeless." Ironically, Jessie cannot see that Agnes is, in many respects, like her (anymore
than Hedda Gabler recognizes that she and Mlle. Danielle are, indeed, similar). Both of their

acts, Agnes' burning of houses and Jessie's destruction of the body's temple, defy logic. Mama
tells Jessie that she doesn' t believe Jessie will lcill herself-that "people don't really kill
themselves":

MAMA: . . . No, mam, doesn't make sense, unless you're retarded or
deranged, and you're as normal as they come, Jessie for the most part.
We're all afraid to die. (17-18)
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CThis is reminiscent of Judge Brad's incredulity at Hedda Gabler's suicide.) Jessie is about to
destroy her "house" (body), a destruction people will find just as unbelievable as Agnes'
burning down of her houses.
Importantly, both Jessie and Agnes invite audiences for their dramas-"celebrations," if
you will. Unlike Agnes, Jessie invites only one guest for her evening's "drama" and makes
very clear to Mama that Dawson is "not invited" (17). Both Agnes and Jessie view the
"destructions" they cause as important occasions, causes for happiness-as "parties" of a sort:
MAMA. Agnes woke everybody up to watch the fires as 500n as she set 'em.
One time she set out porch chairs and served lemonade.

JESSIE (5Mking her Mld). Real lemonade?
MAMA. The houses they lived in, you knew they were going to fall down
anyway, so why wait for it, is all I could ever make out about it.
Agnes likes a feeling of accomplishment.

JESSIE. Good for her. (39)
Just as Agnes awakens the neighbors to view her houses burning-Agnes, like Jessie, is a
symbolic "aiminaI; in this case an arsonist-Jessie "wakes" Mama and sets out a symbolic
"porch chair" for her to witness the evening's drama. Ironically, Mama, who has adhered to
patriarchy's demand that woman be passive ("waiting"), is the character who rhetorically asks,

··so why wait" (39) for houses to fall? Symbolically, Jessie's body, is a metaphorical "house,·
one which, like Agnes', would have fallen down anyway. Thus Jessie further reveals her
rebellion against patriarchy by eschewing passivity and choosing action. This, Norman
insinuates is one way Jessie opts for control of her own life.

Interestingly, Mama,

unknowingly, has agreed with Jessie's logic that "houses; which would have collapsed
anyway, should be destroyed.
Just as Agnes brought out "real lemonade" for her invited guests, Jessie suggests that
she and Marna eat some caramel apples (36). Cajolingly, she insists that they should stop
"fussing" and "just have a good time" and even coaxes Mama into making hot chocolate "the
old way" (36). This last attempt on Jessie's part to open communication with Mama, however,
fails: in the course of the evening, the good humor dissipates and arguments ensue, they
never have the caramel apples, they can't stand the taste of the milk in the hot chocolate, and
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an exasperated Jessie ultimately concludes, '1 should've just left you a note!"-to which, Mama,
upset and frustrated, screams, -Yes" (79).

Perhaps it comes as no surprise that Mama and

Jessie do not communicall? much better this night than any other.
By claiming the right to her own body, a body patriarchy would claim as its own,
Jessie, symbolically, is a "criminaJ" in the eyes of patriarchy, for it demands sole ownership
of the "houses" it builds. As "carpenters" and "builden" of "houses," figuratively women's
bodies, patriarchy wishes to control those who live in them. On a symbolic level, this implies
that men wish to control women. Jessie seems to recognize and accept now that only she can
"fix" her life; she tells Mama that she had forged the letter-supposedly from Cecil-which

contained Cecil's a po logy for not being able to "fix it all" for her (61 ).
The lack of communication between Jessie and her mother is further exacerbated by

jealousy. Actually, each woman believes that the other got along better with her mate than she
did. Mama confesses to having been jealous of Jessie's relationship with Mr. Cates, and as
mentioned earlier, Jessie reveals twangs of jealousy when she accuses Mama of "flirting" Cecil
"out" to the house. She tells Mama, -You liked him better than I did" (57). Ironically, it is
Mama who lauds Cecil for his carpentry skills and Jessie who got along with Mr.
Cates--despite the fact that she admits that she "never really knew him"

(46-47).

lack of communication in 'night, Mother is not relegated to the mother-daughter
relationship; neither Mama nor Jessie really knows the man she marries.

Indeed, lack of

communication in 'night. Mother is rooted in the patriarchal family, and at its base is the
marital relationship {an institution created by patriarchy). The roles the marriage institution
prescnoes for women keep them subordinates. Jessie, for instance, is an inept "builder,· as
opposed to Cecil, whose prowess as a "builder" is commended. One might conjecture that
part of Jessie's ineptitude as a "builder" may be attributed to the fact that she fulfills the role
patriarchy expects of her. Instead of being aintent, however, watching Cecil display his skills
as a builder, Jessie feels only anger and frustration because she lacks his technical knowledge.
Rather than directing her anger towards Cecil, however, Jessie internalizes it.
Though not tied directly to the "housing" motif, Jessie's father, like Cecil, is a "builder"

and a patriarch. His "tool" for creation, however, is the piptr!.tsmer, a symbolic phallus (a long
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straight object) he uses to form toy "people" or animals. As a maker of "a whole pipecleaner
family" (emphasis mine)--chickens, pigs, and "a dog with a bad leg" (49), Mr. Cates is a
symbolic patriarch, a god-like creator. Just as God created the various forms of life on the
earth and named them, Mr. Cates creates various species of animals and a "man," a

pipecleaner "boyfriend" for his daughter (47). Thus, Norman humorously implies that the
beginnings of life on earth may be traced to the symbolic phallus. In Jes.$ie' s admiration of her
father and the toys (phallic symbols) he makes, Nonnan may also be insinuating that woman,
at an early age, learns to appreciate and admire the patriarch (and his symbol). Indeed, Jes.sie
does not identify with Mama (or any f-emale figure) and would rather spend time with her
father than help Mama in the kitchen with the dishes (48). O:ldly, out of all his creations, Mr.
Cates makes only one wounded animal-ironically, the one animal associated with Jessie, the
'"dog with a bad leg" (49). Ironically, even though he is an absent character, his presence, like
that of General Gabler's in Hedda Gabler, is felt throughout the play.
Emotionally and physically crippled-a direct result of the legacy (epilepsy) she inherits
from her father (patriarchyl-Jessie is metaphorically wounded, like the pipecleaner "dog with
a bad leg." The leitmotif of "dogs; wounded or dead, though not as frequent or obvious as
the images of epilepsy in 'night, Motlier serves, nonetheless, as another sign of the debilitating
effects of patriarchy on woman (Jessie). Significantly, Mr. Cates is the creator of the wounded
dog, as well as the source of the epilepsy. Tius fact symbolically suggests that patriarchy
intends woman, from her origins, to be an inferior creature (this is especially interesting in
light of Freud's theory, mentioned earlier, that because woman lacks a penis, she is, in a
sense, maimed or scarred).
Norman links Jessie to dogs at other points in the play as well. When Mama describes
Jes.$ie during one of her seizures, she says she looks like a "mad dog" (65), foaming at the
mouth (ironically, Jessie's "madness" may be interpreted variously: it may be anger, insanity,
or siclcness). At another point in the play, Mama realls Jessie's father's desaiption of his
daughter as a "runt" (48), a term generally equated with the smallest and least likely to
survive of a litter-one who, like Jessie, is limited at birth;
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MAMA. He felt sony for you, too, Jessie, don' t kid yoursel( about that. He
said you were a runt and he said it from the day you were born and
he said you didn't have a chance." (48)

JESSIE {Gdting the amister of sugar ond s/Jlrting to rqill the sugar bowl). I know
he loved

me.

MAMA. What if he did? It didn't change anything. {48-49)
Symbolically, this passage suggests that worren not only "inherit" a subordinate status from
patriarchy, but they have no "chance" for changing their lives-they are destined in patriarchal
cultures to play the role of inferior. Jessie is again associated with dogs in Mama's suggestion
that they get another dog-one which can even stay in the lwuse (32). After all, Mama,
sunnises, a dog would be "cheap" to keep (32). This remark is hauntingly reminiscent of
Thea's complaint in Hedda Gabler (as discussed earlier) that her husband didn't really love her
but kept her around becaU5e she was "cheap." Ironically, in Norman's play, Jessie also feel
cheap and used.
Norman employs the "dog" motif again in 'night, Mother to indicate that Jessie is, at
least to some degree, a symbolic Christ-figure. Like her dog, "King," who ran under a tractor"
(31>-a suicide of sorts-Jessie confesses that she, too, feels "run over" (64). Not only does

Norman link Jessie' s suicide with King's, but she also indirectly associates it with Christ's
crucifixion. When Mama tells Jessie that she will go to hell if she commits suicide (a threat
of patriarchal retribution), Jessie reveals that she sees no difference between her suicide and
that of Christ's:
MAMA. It's a sin. You'll go to hell.

JESSIE. Un-huh.
MAMA. You will!
JESSIE. Jesus was a suicide, if you ask me.
MAMA. You'll go to hell just for saying that, Jessie!

JESSIE (With gailline su~). 1 didn't le.now I thought that
MAMA. Jessie! ClS-19)
Thus, Norman places Jessie's suicide on a continuum with other forms of life, from one of the
lower lcinds, a dog's, to the highest form, Christ's. Norman obviously means for us to make
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this association because Jessie's dog and Otrist are both known as "King." Thus the playwright
implies that all suicides of the oppressed or "runts" of the world are somehow interrelated and
that Jessie's suicide, ironicaUy, may even be religiously sanctioned.
Even though Norman does insinuate that Jessie is, to ,ome degree, a Otrist figure, she,
nonetheless, makes clear that her protagonist is human and subject to human emotions and
foibles, such as anger and revenge. By involving Dawson in the execution of her suicide plan,
Jessie makes him an accomplice in her

•aune· of self-murder.

By her act of suicide, not only

does Jessie rebel against patriarchy, but she also exacts revenge by manipulating patriarchy
and its "agents." In effect, she dictates, in part. Dawson's future for him. He will adopt new
responsibilities in caring for his mother, even down to the disposing of dead mice in Mama's

traps (30)-a job Jessie once performed. In a sense. Dawson will be "trapped" by the unsightly
roles he will be forced to assume. Indeed, Jessie has her plans laid out for "mice and men"
(Dawson). She assures Mama that Dawson will implement her plans-including buying the
gifts she orders on her list-or, Jessie fondly predicts, "he'll feel like a real jerk if he doesn't"
(84).

Jessie's suicide not only indicts Dawson (patriarchy) for the wrongs he has done his
sister, but it also indicts Mama (patriarchy's ·agent"). Mama, is, in a sense, like Dawson, an
accessory to Jessie's suicide-it is she who reveals the whereabouts of the gun. Jessie's anger
at Mama and desire to make her feel guilty is further suggested by the fad that Mama will
be suspected by the police of murdering Jessie; it will demand that she pass a gunpowder test

(19). Though Mama will pass this test, Jessie assures her (19), she will, nonetheless, always
feel guilt because of Jessie's death.
MAMA. . . . How can I get up every day knowing you had to kill ymmelf
to make it stop hurting and I was here all the time and I never even
saw iL And you gave me this chance to make it better, convince you
to stay alive, and I couldn't do it. How can I live with myself after
this, Jessie? (73)
1nough Jessie assures Mama that she doesn't want her to blame herself (74), again it is
unlikely that a mother who missed her "chance" to save her daughter could ever rid herself
of the guilt for her child's death. Indeed, Mama has already begun to feel the pangs of guilt.
She says. '"This is all my fault. Jessie, but I don't know what to do about it now!" (n). In fact,
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Mama already realizes that Jessie's soon-to-be suicide is related to her daughter's feelings
about her:
MAMA. Everything you do has to do with ire, Jessie. You can't do anything,
wash your face or cut your finger, without doing it to me. Thars ridtt!
You might as well kill me as you, Jessie, it's the same thing. This has
to do with me, Jessie. (72)
After Jessie is dead, she will, in a sense, manipulate Mama's life the same way Mama

has manipulated hers; already she suggests who should live in Mama's house once she is

gone (52). By carefully planning Mama's future, even down to the birthday and Christmas
gifts she is to receive, Jessie, though dead, will constandy remind Mama of this night, the
night she "waited .. and '1ost" her daughter. Even the treats, little '1ost" articles (like toothpaste),
which Jessie finds and wraps for Mama to be surprised with at a later date (86), will serve
as constant reminders of Mama's greater loss, her 1ost" daughter.
Jessie's suicide, the destruction of her "house; is not just an act of rebellion against
patriarchy, or even a means of exacting revenge, though it surely suggests both of these. It is
Jessie's way of "fixing" her life. No longer does she expect anyone else, like Cecil, to "fuc" it
for her. Norman's protagonist undergoes a transformation in 'night, Mothu from a poor
"builder" (and shoddy craftsman) to a person fully capable of ..repairing" her own life.
Paradoxically, of course, "fixing" Jessie's life, for her, means destroying it. By claiming her
body as her own-property which, according to the unwritten laws of patriarchy does not
belong to her, Jessie. symbolically, takes a step towards autonomy. Of course, the major
drawback in Jessie's plan is that real autonomy is gained only in living. But patriarchy thwarts
Jessie's vision; this step towards controlling her own body and destiny is the only recourse
that she

SttS

as available to her. As Jessie claims, suicide is the one thing no one else can do

for another (36). No one can usurp her act; Jessie's suicide bdungs only to her.
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Reminiscent of the final scene of 7k Childrm's Hovr, in which Mrs. Mortar
immediately thinks of calling the doctor after Martha's suicide, the last few minutes before
Jessie closes her door to life picture Mama moving in on her daughter, desperately and

ironically complaining about "prescriptions•:

MAMA. ... We' re not through yel We've got a lot of things to take care of
here. I don't know where my prescriptions are and you didn' t tell me
what to tell Dr. Davis when he calls . . . (Sn.
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CONCLUSION

Traditionally, our literary canon has been dominated by works of male authors. Despite
attempts over the past decade or so to incorporate works by female WTiters into the canon, it
remains almost exclusively male. As Barbara Warren points out in

~

fmtiniTll! lmllge in

Litm.ture, "the human experience has been synonymous with the masculine experience" (1 ).

The theatre world proves no exception; it, too, has been dominated by males, not only in their
roles as playwrights, producers, directors, and actors, but also in their respected positions as
critics-those who, as

Jill

Dolan points out, play a large part in inscribing into the

predominately male canon those works which they consider good (318). Without the favorable
review of these critics, a play will only briefly flicker on the stage-and as Shakespeare says
of "life"-then "is heard no more." Traditionally, women have retained, for the most part, only
ancillary positions in the theatre, and though the number of female playwrights has increased,
few exist in comparison to the large number of males WTiting for the stage.
Besides the problem of having to overcome the obstacle of getting their plays read
and produced, female playwrights face another great disadvantage- finding enough female
playwrights as role models from whose work they may draw upon; therefore, many American
female playwrights of the twentieth-century look back to Ibsen. His sensitive portraits of
rebellious heroines reflect the changing attitudes and values of society towards women. The
theme of social oppression, emphasized by Ibsen, attracts playwrights such as Lillian Hellman,
who also foregrounds it in her plays. During her high sd1ool years, Marsha Norman became
an avid admirer of Hellman and found herself profoundly affected by her predecessor's themes
of social oppression, especially those involving the individual's search for truth and morality.
Like Ibsen, Hellman and Norman want their works to speak for the oppressed and to give a

voice to those whom society has silenced. Their plays speak of woman's powerlessness and
victimiz.ation and of her struggle against patriarchal society.
This dissertation has examined female suicide and has found patriarchy to be the

social and psychological force which oppresses women. Not only does this study identify the
avenues In which patriarchal oppression manifests Itself, subtly or overtly, but it analyzes as
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well the methods patriarchy employs to keep women in subordinate positions. It concludes that
female suicide is a response to the patriarchal oppression which threatens, undermines, and
invalidates women, both publicly and privately, and which assigns them, ultimately, an
"invalid" status. 1n Ibsen's Hl!Jid.a c.ibler, Hellman's The CJriLJrm's Hour, and Norman's 'night.

Mother, patriarchal rontrol of women manifests itself through education of the young, through
the legal system and the medical field, and even through religion. Female characters respond

to this omnipresent force in their lives with anger (either consciously or unconsciously). Their
suicides are precipitated not only by that anger, the large part of which becomes internalized,
but also by their desire to gain control of their own lives and destinies. Representing action
and control, the antithesis of "waiting" and passivity (which patriarchy prescribes for women).
their suicides break the bonds by which patriarchy has held women in chedc. Suicide,
simultaneously, indicts oppressive patriarchy and suggests woman's movement towards
establishing herself as an autonomous human being.
Though patriarchy restricts women of all classes and from all walks of life, this
dissertation suggests that in these plays, woman's elevated social status-such as that of Hedda
Gabler-diminishes, so that by the time Martha Debbie of The Oiildren's Hour appears on stage,
the woman who commits suicide is no longer a woman or the upper class (and a sort of
"primadoMa"); instead, she is of the middltxlass, a character who struggles to establish for
herself financial independence through ownership of a school (house).

From Hellman's

perspective (and later Norman's), the great beauty which is Hedda's is no longer applicable
for her protagonist-Martha Dobie is rather ordinary. Despite the fact that beauty and social
prestige are laclcing, patriarchy, nonetheless, still wants control of women-all women-including
Martha. 1n the latter part of the twentieth century, Jessie Cates, again a woman of the
middle<lass, strives neither for the acceptance of a "select circle of friends," (one of Hedda's
goals) nor for the financial independence associated with owning a school. Her struggle is
more internal, a fight to establish ownership and control of another kind of "house; her own

body.
These three characters, all displaced or dispossessed in one way or another, suffer from

conflicts of identity which intricately tie them to patriarchal figures. Ibsen portray, Hedda, for
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instance, as a woman whose elevated status is attributable to her fathn's social prestige,
political power, and money. Essentially, her identity is established by her relationships with
important male characters-first her father, then her husband. Banned from the male world of
experience (to which women are not privy), Hedda's sex relegates her to the sidelines of
knowledge.

She and Thea stay at home, "waiting" for the guests of the bachelor party to

return (to the house) and recount to them the evening's events. Female characters in Htdda

Gabler are merely the audience to which males relay their stories. They have themselves no
stories to tell. Hedda's status dictates that she fulfill the role of hostess (entertain "at home")
as Tesman's wife. Indeed, at first glance, this seems her major ambition, and she harbors some
thought of advancing her husband in politics, an area for which she would be better suited
than he; however, her sex precludes any such possibility. Hellman's Martha Dobie is also
confused about her identity; she comes, in fact, to believe that she is what society claims she
is-a lesbian. Jessie Cates, likewise, is confused in her perception of herseU. She cannot identify
with the person in the baby picture (herselfl; she can only identify with her son, Ricky (both
of them are, in a sense, "criminals") and with her father.
The theme of domestic oppression is apparent at the very onset of Hedda Gabler, it is
made clear from the beginning that woman is an appendage to her husband. Tesman marries
Hedda to gain social prominence. Hedda is more his possession, his "prize" than his partner
in life. Metaphorically, Hedda represents a sort of "Promised Land" of "milk and honey" to
both Tesman and his family. As God's gift to man, Hedda represents the potential of being
a mother ("milk" for his children) who will perpetuate his line and the sweetness ("honey")
associated with marriage to a beautiful and prominent woman. The "Father" of patriarchy, God,
has, in effect, "delivered" Tesman to new social heights. Domestic oppression in Hellman's play

is subtly foreshadowed in the character of Joe Cardin-the symbolic "bull"-who expects to

control the quality of his "stock" (herd of female cows). In Norman's drama, Mama and Jessie
are both oppressed in their marriages to patriarchal figures. They think of themselves as
lacking value because important male characters in their lives undermine or devalue them.

lne theme of the sexual triangle, oomrnon to the works of male playwrights, exists
in all three plays, but from the female perspective, the triangle becomes inverted. Not only
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is Hedda subject to the demands of her husband in marriage, but ironically, she is subject to
the demands of

her husband's friends as well. In Ibsen's Hedda Gobla, the sexual triangle

consists of Tesman-Hedda-Brack and Hedda is the prize. She is not just the object of her
husband's affections but is the object of Loevborg's and Brack's as well. To Brack, who would
have "unlimited access• to her "house; she represents a challenge. He would control her both
sexually and psychologically. Judge Brack's goal is to be the "cock" (metaphorically both
"rooster" and phallus) of her "walk" (entrance to the henhouse and vagina), and he plans to
eliminate all adversmes who also might want "unlimited access" to Hedda's "house."
Central to Hedda's relationship with Brack is her subjugation, both sexual and
psychological. The language with which Ibsen descnbes Brack's blackmailing scheme indicates
that woman is not only possessed or owned, but metaphorically, raped. She is trapped in what
Ungar refers to as the classic "double bind," a situation in which she can neither win, nor
survive with dignity:
A member of a socially powerless group who manifests behavior that is
defined as being somehow undesirable may be viewed as responsible for that
behavior. Thus any change in that behavior is the responsibility of the
individual rather than of society. {463)
If Hedda succumbs to Brack's sexual blackmail, she leaves herself open to societal
condemnation and to criminal charges of adultery; if she does not succumb to Brack, she
must face criminal charges for complicity in Loevborg's death (along with the prostitute Mlle.
Danielle). Either way, Hedda faces ruin. Ibsen dramatiz.es the unfairness of the legal system
by making his blackmailer a "judge; thereby dispelling the myth that woman may expect
justice from the legal system

The system is patriarchal, bent to favor men and violate

women, those whom it pretends to protect. Brack's advice to Hedda is to "resign" herself to
his sexual demands: "Most people; he tells her, "resign themselves to the inevitable." But
should Hedda resign herself, then she leaves herself open to a situation Ugar refers to as
"blaming the victim" (463).
The theme of the sexual triangle in Htdda Gab/er is intricately interwoven with evidence

of the double moral standard, which allows males sexual f'reedom, but condemns women for
similar behavior. Mlle. Danielle, who serves as a foil for Hedda and as her alter-ego,
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epitomizes the societal condemnation woman incurs if she breaks the barriers of her sex and
behaves immorally. 'Though a Loevborg might breach societal dictates for proper moral
behavior, a woman could hardly do likewise, at least, not if she hoped to be restored to the
social position she once enjoyed.

In Hellman's The Children's Hour, woman is again presented as a victim of patriarchy.
In this case, slander, not blackmail, is the major vehicle for her victimization. Hellman depicts
two educated women, yet despite their educations and supposed positions of authority, they
are subject to slander (as Hedda isl just by virtue of the fact that they are women. Even the
grocery boy (youthful male) sees himself as superior to these two women whom patriarchy
condemns.
Despite Martha Dobie's sacrifices to become the owner of her own school ("house")
and her strides towards financial independence, the patriarchal system crushes her with the
relentlessness of a combine thrashing wheat. Not only is her reputation soiled, but her
livelihood turns to chaff. Students are taken from Martha's school, one by one, as the school
mistresses are seemingly left incapacitated, "waiting,• though they don't know for what.
Unlike Hedda Gabler or even Jessie Cates, Martha Dobie seems extremely naive. She
appears to be unaware of the reason Mrs. Tilford at first helps her and Karen-the elderly
woman accords the young women the financial backing and community support they need to
get started because her nephew is engaged to Karen. In essence, patriarchy, at first, allows the
schoolteachers to establish a business; when the women lose the backing of patriarchy,
however, permission is withdrawn. Evidence of this withdrawal is apparent by the fact that
Karen loses her man and her "house• (the school) almost simultaneously. Martha's naivete is
evident in her belief in the justice of the legal system-a belief that the courts will vindicate
her. Again, she is not aware of who controls the courts. She believes in the myth that she
is innocent until proven guilty and does not at first realize lhat by patriarchy's standards,

woman is "guilty until proven innocenL" Again, society and the courts "blame the victim."
"Blaming the victim" in Tu Childrm's Hour has far reaching implications, beyond that
of man's judgment of woman here on earth. Hellman insinuates in her play that the judge
who fails to uphold Martha's law suit and pronounces her and Karen guilty of "sin"-the
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"sinful sexual knowledge of one another" (ill.81)-has ties to patriarchy's God . When Aunt Lily

returns from her "acting" tour and is offended by Martha's treatment of her, she is quick to
remind her niece that God will punish her for what she has said, to which Martha replies,
"He's been doing all right" (ill.81).

Symbolically, the "God of Patriarchy" punishes woman

though she has done nothing. The God of Httldll Gabler, who delivers man <Tesman) to a
metaphorical "Promised Land; consigns woman to hell. As Hellman intimates, God is not the
merciful and benevolent savior who metes out rewards for man: he is the wreaker of
vengeance. In both cases, however, God approves of patriarchy and its abusive system. After
Martha commits suicide, Aunt Lily will again point out that Martha has transgressed God's
law, for "suicide," she declares, "is a sin" (TII.91). Just as "words" have been used by patriarchy
as weapons against Hedda Gabler in Ibsen's play, "words," lies, soil the reputations and ruin
the careers of Martha and Karen. Martha tells Karen that she feels "all dirty"-that for them
to have a future, they would have "to invent a new language" (90).
Martha's "dirtiness" is linked to her possible lesbianism-in the eyes of patriarchy,
lesbianism is "dirty." Ironically, this "dirtiness" is a result of Martha's having turned the
traditional sexual triangle, in which man vies with another man for woman's affections, upside
down. The sexual triangle of Hedda Cabla is startlingly displaced by a new trio in The

Children's Hour-Martha-Karen-Joe. Woman is still the love object but woman, instead of man,
is man's adversary. lrus makes woman the object of patriarchal condemnation and fear, for

it suggests that she is trying to compete with man, infringe on his "territory." Friedman
believes that Martha's confession of lesbianism at the end of fu Children's Hour is
genuine-that she has been grappling with the growing consciousness of her lesbianism, having
hidden it even from herseU due to her fear of societal disapproval (411). She points out that
"women who are lesbians are seen to patently disregard their traditional role as women; and
are thus viewed by patriarchy-"a culture in which men, as the dominant group, define and
control female sexuality"-as unnatural (273).
Friedman is correct in her assumption that patriarchy, as the "dominant group; fears
women who violate the social and sexual norms prscnod for them. Ironically, Joe's profession
in The Childrm's Huur, that of "doctor" and writer of "prescriptions; links him to the forces
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that oppress women. Both Hellman and Nonnan place the world of medicine, particularly IN?
profession of "doctors," within a patriarchal context. (Ibsen doesn't do this In Heddil Giblu, but
one may argue that his character Dr. Rank, of A Doll's House, is almost as much a patriarchal
figure as is Nora's father or her husband). Near the end or Tise Children's Hour, before Joe
Cardin leaves Karen's house, perhaps never to return, he demonstrates that his manhood

already has been threatened (symbolically) when he no longer insists that Karen should have
his baby right away. Joe's change of mind indicates that he has been symbolically
emasculated-in part, a result of his fear that Karen may have engaged, in fact, in a lesbian
affair with Martha.

Certainly, he has already been metaphorically emasculated by Martha

earlier when she teases him about the possible "inbreeding" occurring in his family (she
intimates "idiots" come from his "stock"). The last glimpse the audience has of Joe pictures him
holding his arms out to Karen, begging her to help him to be strong (87); this scene
underscores his now symbolic impotence.

Just the accusation that Karen and Martha are

guilty obviates any need for real proof.
Juxtaposed with this tenuous relationship existing between Joe (man) and Karen
(woman) is Martha's relationship with Karen, one which has endured, despite public
condem.nation or them both. Unlike Ibsen's Hedda Gabler, in which no strong bond exists
between remales, Hellman stresses female bonding. Despite his sympathetic attitude towards
women, even Ibsen wasn't ready for this step. This intimates that some themes, in fact, may
be gender specific. Friedman notes, "women who seek out other women might also be seen
to constitute a threat in the form of group power" (273). Thus, perhaps, it is a moot point
whether Martha is or is not a lesbian. What is important here is that the united goal of
patriarchy is the disruption of these kinds of female relationships. Because Martha and Karen,
to an extent, represent female bonding-working together for one common purpose, owning
the school-patriarchy views them as threatening. These female characters sacrifice not for a
man, but for themselves-so that they may achieve financial independence. Gilbert and Gubar
conclude that self-interest in women is judged by patriarchy to be decidedly "unfeminine"
("monstrous"), for it indicates that woman, like man, wants a li!e of "significant action" (28).
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Furthennore, woman's desire for a life of "significant action" implies that she wants to become
autonomous.
Just as Hedda and Martha are victims of patriarchy's hegemony, which denies them
power and independence, Jessie Cates, a middle-class divorcee, Is a target of patriarchy.
Financially dependent on her brother, Dawson, Jessie

!lees

no hope for an independent future.

She fails miserably at her jobs: the one working at telephone sales doesn't net her even enough
money to pay the phone bill, and her stint at the hospital gift shop turns out equally
disastrous. Hellman intimates that Jessie's loss of a job at the hospital is related to her physical
appearance, specifically her "smiles" which make customers uncomfortable. Thus, Norman
se(?ffiS

to be implying that by not looking "right," Jessie is a rebel to patriarchy's prescription

of how a woman should look. It's not Jessie's performance-how well she docs or does not do
her job-which causes her to fail. It is the way she looks.
Further, Jessie's job at the hospital is doomed to failure, in part, because it is at a
medical establishment-Norman intimates that the medical profession is patriarchal. Hospitals,
ironically, are supposed places for healing. yet their primary objective is to facilitate the roles
of doctors (traditionally a male dominated field). Both Mama and Jess'ie have been continually
under the care of doctors. It is they who "prescribe" passivity for Jessie, "waiting" helplessly
and hopelessly for her next epileptic seizure. When Jessie discloses her plans for suicide to
Mama, Thelma reveals herself as an ·agent" of patriarchy by her threats not only to call
Dawson, but to call the doctor (patriarchal intervention). Furthermore, Mama undermines her
daughter, reminding Jessie that if she gets excited she might fail in her suicide attempt
anyway. She could bring on a fit-she might even miss and blow her ear off! Thus, Marna, as
an "agent" of patriarchy, even undermines Jessie's ability to kill herself.
Jessie's disease of epilepsy is one which, generally, doctors treat, but Norman, like
Hellman, links the world of rredicine and doctors to patriarchal oppression. Indeed, Jessie's
epilepsy serves as a metaphor for patriarchy's effect on her (importantly, patriarchy both git,es
woman the disease and treats it-an indication of total power over woman because it insures
that she never gets cured). Patriarchy limits Jessie's (woman's) activities, makes her confused,
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gives her double vision-the symbolic equivalent of her lack of differentiation between herself
and her son. It leaves her helpless and vulnerable. a crumpled puppet on the floor.

Housing Is aoother significant aspect of patriarchal domination.

Though Hellman

suggests that doctors (indeed, the whole medical community) are to be associated with
patriarchy, she employs the "housing" motif to tie other important figures in Jessie's life to the
patriarchal establishment. Ibsen introduces the "housing· motif in Hedda Gabler, and Hellman
stitches it into the plot of~ Children's Hour, but it is even more thoroughly embroidered into
the fabric of Norman's play. "Housing" is, perhaps, 'night, Mother's most ambitious motif, for

it reveals more about male and female relationships than any other motif in the play. Cecil,
Jessie's ex-husband, is a builder of houses, porches, bridges, baby beds-all symbols of man's
procreative abilities. "Houses" in Norman's play metaphorically suggest man's sexual prowess
(Cl'Cil in the too/shed with Agnes' daughter, for example), but they symbolize the stability of
the patriarchal system, which has weathered the stonns of women's grumblings and discontent.
According to Mama, Cl'Cil was "the best carpenter" she "ever saw"; the houses he built were
sturdy and durable (57). Contrary to man's prowess as "house" builder and repairman is the
image of Jessie as inept at building or repairing houses. Symbolically, she is unable to hold
together a "house" (perpetuate a family line), even though she has physically given birth to
Ricky). Patriarchy claims ownership of houses. Indeed, Jessie does not own her own "house."
and she loses the one she had when Cecil leaves; thus, simultaneously, Jessie loses "house,"
husband, and son all at once. leaving her displaced ("homdess") and dispossessed.
It is, in part, through the "housing" motif that the protagonists in Hedda Gabler, ~

Childrm's Hour, and 'night, Mothu attempt to fight their dispossession. Metaphorically, their
rebellion involves attempts at ownership of "houses.· Each protagonist, Hedda. Martha. and
Jessie, wants to own her own house, either a literal or a figurative one ("house" as female
body), and wants control of who has access to it. The inability to control their own bodies
("houses, makes these women feel violated.

Hedda learns in time that she cannot control

another person, nor experience life vicariously through Loevborg-that her only real power is
over herself, over her own body ("house"). Figuratively speaking, Martha, of

~

Childrm's

Hour, learns a lesson as well: that patriarchy confiscates material "houses• of wood or stone
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("a tloW houses are vulnerable to patriarchal pressure, unprotected by the patriarchal "agent;

or bond, of ''mortar"-Mrs. Mortar). To a greater extent than the other female characters in the
plays of Ibsen and Hellman, Norman's Jessie Cates decidedly surmises that suicide-and only
suicide-can give her the amtrol of her own life and body (her "house"). Suicide offers her the
"protection· from those forces which would violate her privacy, her space, and her body. Her
body is the one thing which is truly hers, and suicide is the one act which no one else can
do for her or to her.
The instrument for this very intimate and private death in these plays is the pistol.
In all three cases, the gun, associated with the phallus and with patriarchy, is the death
weapon each female character chooses (it is less overtly associated with patriarchy in Tht
Childrrn's Hour) . Significantly, these women kill themselves with the symbol of their

oppression, the patriarchal phallus (pistol). Not only does the pistol, as phallus, have symbolic
associations with important male figures of authority in the lives of these suicides, but
specifically, it is linked to the fathers (patriarchs) of two of the protagonists.

Though the

absent father of Htdda Gab/tr, General Gabler, is easily identified with patriarchal authority, the
absent father of Nonnan's play has less obvious connections. Nonetheless, both General Gabler,
of Ibsen's play, and Mr. Cates, of Norman's drama, are strong patriarchal figures. From
Norman' s female perspective, as opposed to Ibsen' s male perspective, the father is less
obviously linked to patriarchal power. Mr. C,ates' power as a patriarch is intimated by his
ability to create pipecleaner families, whereas General Gabler's power as a patriarch is equated
with his military prowess (as a leader of annies, slc.illed in weaponry). In Ibsen's play and
Norman's drama, the guns symbolically represent the power (phallus) women have been
denied. Thus, when these female protagonists kill themselves with pistols, they, paradoxically,
show themselves to be both victims of patriarchy (the symbolic phallus kills them) and the
usurpers of patriarchy's symbol of power. In addition, the pistols are also connected to the

"pen" in Htslda Gabltr-the instrument which writes and records man's history (at the exclusion
of woman's history).
ln all three plays, the deaths are violent-psychologists refer to suicides by firearms
as "masculine." This weapon suggests that these female characters are rebels and atypical of
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their sex. They eschew passive or "feminine" means of suicide, such as poisoning or drowning,
choosing instead, a method associated with action-thus shattering the traditional image of
female suicide as one which avoids or subdues pain. For these female protagonists, suicide is
not a "silencing." 1bough their suicides do not make them autonomous-for true autonomy
pertains to the living-they do indicate a movement towards autonomy.

Paradoxically, they

also give woman a "voice" to vent her anger and scream her pain. This "voice" indicts
patriarchy for having undennined, invalidated, and oppressed woman.
From Ibsen to Hellman and Norman, the portraits of femaJe suicide indicate the
tendency of playwrights to hear less readily the voices of traditional mythic "monsters"
commonly associated with females. Despite Hedda Gabler's associations with the "monster"
Lilith, for instance, Ibsen also links her to Dionysus. From the twentieth-century female
perspective, it is patriarchy, not woman, which is identified as "monster·· (it terrorizes and
oppresses women). For instance, the antagonist Mary, of Hellman's

~

Childrm's Hour, is

both identifiable as an "agent" of patriarchy and as the "wolf' of "Little Red Riding Hood"
fame. By the time Norman writes 'night, Mol/ser, traditional myths concerning women are
discarded altogether.
The female suicides of these twentieth-century dramas are ordinary kinds of women,
and audiences find them easier to identify with than Hedda. Even their "madness" is rewritten
from a female perspective. The seeming "madness" and insanity of Hedda Gabler is rwnllen
as lesbianism in Martha Dobie and as q,ilepsy in Jessie Cates. In all three plays. however,
woman's "madness" is, at least in part, an indication of her anger.
The protagonists of these plays are the "monsters" who refuse to follow patriarchy's
"prescriptions." The "monster" resides within everywoman, but not everywoman allows it to
surface. "These female suicides do. Perhaps Mary Elizabeth Coleridge pictures the "monster"
best in her poem, she Other Side of the Mirror," for the persona (woman) recognizes the
potential "wild" woman and rebel who resides within her.
Her lips were open-not a sound
Came through the paned lines of red.
Whate'er it was. the hideous wound
In silence and in sea-et bled.
No sigh relieved her speechless woe.
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She had no voice to speak her dread.
And in her lurid eyes there shone
The dying flame of life's desire,
Made mad because its hope was gone,
And kindled at the leaping fire
Of jealousy, and fierce revenge,
And strength that could not change nor tire.
(qtd. in Gilbert and Gubar l>-16)

Ibsen's Hedda Gabler, Hellman's Martha Dobie, and Norman's Jessie Cates are all female
characters who have dared to peer into the glass. In the silena of their suicides, we hear the
rebel's voice. It is a voice from "The 'Other' Side of the Mirror; that of the enraged "monster,"
the "wild" woman, who has finally "set t h e ~ surface free.""

"Line taken from the final stanza of Coleridge's poem.
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